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If you' re having 
a TVI problem ... 

this fellow could be 
the ''bearer'' of the 

SOLUTION ... 

Don't let your several thousand dollar investment in 
a ham station sit idle for the want of a TVI filter 

- let Drake solve the TVI problem. 

Although TVl/RFI is a complex subject, basically it has 
two forms: (1) Harmonics generated by the transmitter 
which fall on TV/FM channels. (2) Direct radiation from 

a strong fundamental signal directly into a nearby TV 
receiver. This is possible because strong signals at ham 
band frequencies can sneak around the tuned circuits in a 
TV and cause interference within the set. Even though 
the signal may be clean, direct radiation interference can 
occur as far away as several blocks, depending upon your 
power, antenna system, and the design of the TV 

DRAKE TVI FILTERS ARE THE ANSWER: 

"Low Pass" Filters will reduce or eliminate TVI 
caused by harmonics from amateur transmitters. All 
transmitters generate some harmonics which might be 
just strong enough to cause TVI. We believe every station 
should be equipped with a Low Pass Filter, designed to 
cut off at 41 MHz, the TV i-f frequency. Drake filters are 
down 80 dB at 41 MHz to provide maximum protection. 

"High Pass" Filters are used to reduce 
or eliminate direct radiation interference at 
the TV set. There are less expensive High 
Pass Filters on the market for the TV set, but 
do they really work? Drake HP Filters provide 
40 dB attenuation below 52 MHz; some others 
have measured at only 3 to 6 dB down. 

HERE ARE THE "BEAR'' FACTS: 

Drake TV-3300-LP 
1000 watts max. below 30 MHz . 
Attenuation better than BO dB above 
41 MHz. Helps TV i-f interference, as 
well as TV front-end problems. 

Drake TV-5200-LP 
200 watts to 52 MHz. Ideal for six 
meters. For operation below six 
meters, use TV-3300-LP or TV-42-LP 

Drake TV-42-LP 
For transmitters operating at 30 MHz 
and lower. Rated 100 watts input. 

Drake TV-300-HP 
For 300 ohm twin lead. New 
connectors for " no-strip" 
installation. 

Drake TV-75-HP 
For 75 ohm TV coax ial 
cable; TV type " F" 
connectors installed. Ideal 
for master antenna systems 
for apartments and 
condominiums. 

Certain situations require both a Low Pass and a High Pass Filter 
to solve the problem, and Drake can provide both types. 

Known 'round the world for world-wide radio communications. 

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY 540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 
® Phone: (5 13) 866-2421 • Telex: 288-017 

Western Sales and Service Center, 2020 Western Street, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 • 702/382-9470 



Call Toll Free 
1•800•633•3410 

for Dentron 
We have some of last year's Dentron equipment still available at special closeout prices. 

DENTRON MLA-2500 
linear amplifier 
• Continuous duty power supply • 160 
thru 1 O meter coverage • 2000 +watts 
PEP in put on SSB • 1000 watts DC 
input on CW, ATTY, SSTV • Covers 
MARS without modifications • 50 ohm 
input/output impedance • Bui lt-in RF 
watt meter. 

799.50 list price. Call for quote. 

DENTRON 
MLA-1200 linear amplifier 
The MLA-1200 is a compact KW 
designed to fill the gap between your 
barefoot transceiver or t ransmitter and 
a full power2KWamplifier. • 80thru 10 
meters • 1200 watts PEP on SSB, 1000 
watts DC input on CW, ATTY, SSTV 
• Forced air coo Ii ng system. 

399.50 list price. Call for quote. 

DENTRON MT-3000A 
antenna tuner 
• 160 t h ru 1 O meter coverage 
• Handles a full 3KW PEP • Con
tinuous tuning 1.8-30 me • Built-in 
dual watt meters • Built-in 50 ohm 
dummy load for proper exciter adjust
ment • A ntenna selector lets you by
pass the tuner direct or select the du
mmy load or 5 other antenna systems 

349.50 list price. Call for quote. 

NEW! 

The NEW DENTRON 
BIG DUMMY 
Now you can tune-up off the ai r with 
Dentron's Big Dummy load. A full 
power dummy load, it has a flat SWR. 
full frequency coverage from 1.8 to 300 
MHz and a high grade industrial cool
ing oi l furn ished with the unit. Built to 
last! Fully assembled and warrantied. 
Help cut out the ORM factor now! 

29.50 Call for yours today. 

DEN TRON 
MT-2000A antenna tuner 
An economical, full po wer tu ner, 
designed to handle virtuallyanytype of 
antenna. Features: • Cont inuous tun
ing 1.8 to 30 MHz • Handles a full 3KW 
PEP • F ro nt pan e l coax bypass 
sw itch in g • Built -in 3-co re balun 
• Fr ont panel g r ou ndi ng switch 
• Sleek styl ing to match other Dentron 
units. 

199.50 list price. Call for quote. 

DENTRON Jr. Monitor 
Call it what you will - antenna tuner, 
transmatch, matchbox, or matching 
network, the Jr. Monitor has it all 
wrapped up in one neat, little cabinet. 
• Continuous tuning: 1.8 to 30 MHz 
• Fo rward reading re lative output 
power meter• 300 watt power capabili
ty • Built-in encapsulated balun. 

79.50 Call for yours today. 

Remember, you can call TOLL-FREE: 1-800-633-3410 in U.S.A. or call 1-800-292-8668 in 
Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours : 9:00 AM til 5:30 PM, Monday thru Friday 

BANKAMERICARO 
W i4W LongS Electronics 
MAIL ORDERS: P.O. BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202 • STREET ADDRESS : 2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH B IRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233 



lRISMONrHS 

HORIZONS 
Design Your 
Own QSL Cards 
QSL cards have been an integral 
part of amateur radio for more 
than 50 years, but their impor
tance is often overlooked. They 
are, after all , the on ly tangible 
proof of a pleasant or note
worthy radio contact. All too 
many of the QSLs used by hams 
lack impact - a snappy, attrac
tive QSL demands attention, and 
more often than not the recip
ient will send you his QSL in 
return . In thi s article W1HR dis
cusses some of the oos and 
DON 'Ts of QSL design, and tells 
you how to do the job yourself. 

Collecting QSLs 
Some amateurs send QSL cards 
immediately, but with others it 
is as hard to get the card as it 
was to work them in the first 
place - maybe harder. Then, 
too, many parts of the world do 
not have the convenient postal 
system that we enjoy. You can 
get around the obstac les and 
build up a good collect ion of 
impressive cards, and W2XQ is 
glad to pass along some tips 
that will help. 

Foxhunting 
Although there were plenty of 
hidden-transmitter hunts before 
the days of repeaters, the mod
ern version, call ed foxhunting, 
had been discovered by thou
sands of fm and repeater buffs. 
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It's a lively and interesting way 
to spend an afternoon, and it 
has some important side-effects 
too. N9YL, (who last appeared in 
these pages as WB90JA), gives 
you enough hints to get started. 

Other Countries Can Wait 
It is hard to appreciate the mass 
of signals that pour toward a 
rare DX station until you have 
been there. Here's how one 
station tried to shovel sand 
against the tide. We're not sure 
where this one came from, 
because it just showed up in the 
mail one day without any sig
nature or return address. You'll 
like it, thanks to the unknown 
contributor. 

Bicentennial Competition 
Th e saga of an amateur 
husband-and -wife team com
peting (and cooperating) to win 
the coveted Worked-All-States 
(WAS) award on the five high
freq uency bands. Is there a 
message here? Teamwork really 
pays off in competitive events. 
In this instance a lot of love and 
mutual understanding helped 
pave the way to success. 

Why CW? 
Any new language has its awk
ward stage, where the difficulty 
and lack of speed make using it 
a chore. However, once you're 
past that hurdle, it becomes 
more of a pleasure to use, and 
eventually you' ll rea lly en joy 
talking to someone in his own 
tongue. Experienced CW opera
tors find the same is true of 
amateur radio's most eff icient 
form of comm uni cation. 
WA 1 KWJ points out the tradi
tion and joy of becoming a pro
ficient brasspounder. 

Contest Time 
Listening to an ARAL DX Con
test can be a traumatic experi
ence for a beginner; but remem
ber that each and every one of 

the big DX guns started out just 
the same way you will - slow, 
nervous fists, nibbling at the 
edges of the pileups, and they 
listened a lot more than they 
transmitted. There are two CW 
and two phone weekends to 
operate in, providing plenty of 
time to get over your initial 
apprehension. Follow W9KNl 's 
lead and join the fun; you'll be 
the better for it! 

Questions? And Answers! 
This segment of the Novice 
Class l icense study material 
gets into some of the basic 
stuff that makes electronic 
equipment play. You'll see what 
current is, how an ohm got that 
way, and what some of the let
ters in electronic formulas stand 
for. You can also find out where 
the alternating current in your 
house wiring came from. 

The Cover 
QSL cards are as much a part of 
amateur radio as getting on the 
air. Some are unique and some 
are ordinary, but to accompany 
the feature story in this issue we 
rounded up a co l lection of 
goodies from the files of staffers 
W1HR, K1XX, and W1XU. Some 
samples from people who spe
ciali ze in printing QSL cards are 
included as well. The story of 
designing your own special card 
begins on page 12. Color photo
graph by Ralph Wright, K1 EGS. 

HAM RADIO HORIZONS Febru
ary, 1978, Volume 2, No. 2. Pub
lished monthly by Communica
tion s Technology , Inc., Green· 
ville, New Hampshire 03048. One
yea r subscription rate, $10.00 ; 
three-year subscription rate, 
$24.00. Second-class postage 
paid at Greenville, New 
Hampshire 03048 and additional 
offices. 



This NEW MFJ Versa Tuner II • • • 
has SWR and dual range wattmeter, antenna switch, efficient airwound 
inductor, built in balun. Up to 300 watts RF output. Matches everything 
from 160 thru 10 Meters: dipoles, inverted vees, random wires, verti· 
cals, mobile whips, beams, balance lines, coax lines. 

Antenna matching 
capacitor. 208 pf. 
1000 volt spacing. 

•.,11r J vt:PSA 1 u :::~ 
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Sets power range, 
300 and 30 watts. 
Pull for SWR. 

Only MFJ gives you this MFJ·941 Versa 
Tuner II with all these features at this price: 

A SWR and dual range wattmeter (300 and 
30 watts lull scale) lets you measure RF 
power outpu t for simplified tuning. 

An antenna switch lets you select 2 coax 
fed antennas, random wire or balance line, 
and tuner bypass. 

A new etticient alrwound inductor ( 12 po· 
si tions) gives you less losses than a tapped 
toroid for more watts out. 

A 1:4 balun for balance lines. 1000 volt 
capacitor spacing. Mounting brackets for mo· 
bile installations (not shown). 

With the NEW MFJ Versa Tuner II you can 
run your full transceiver power output - up to 
300 watts RF power output - and match your 
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MFJ-901 VERSA TUNER 
New etficlenl ait wound coil for more watts out. 

Onty MFJ uses an et11c1en1 air wound 1nduc1or 112 pos1ticms) 
m lh1s class ol 1une1s lo give you m0<e waits out and less 
losses tnan a 1appe<1 1or0<d Ma1ches everytt>ng hom 160 
thru 1 O Me1e1s dipoles. 1nver led vees. raooom w1ies. ver11 
cats. mobde whips. beams. balance hoes. coax hnes. Up 10 
200 wans RF output 1.4 balun lat balante lines. Tune out 
the SWA ol your mobile whip froin inside your car. Works 
w•lh all ngs Ullra compact 5x2x6 inches SO 239 connec 
tors 5 way om<Jmg pasts. Ten l ee enclosure 

Meter reads SWR 
and RF watts in 
2 ranges. 

Efficient airwound induc
tor gives more watts out 
and less losses. 

ransmitter matching 
capacitor. 208 pf. 
1 000 volt spacing. 

u ·®. ·e~. I .e 
0. . 

ANTENNA SWITCH lets you select 2 
coax led antennas, random wire or 
balance line, and tuner bypass. 

transmitter to any leedline from 160 thru 1 O 
Meters whether you have coax cable, balance 
line, or random wire. 

You can tune out the SWR on your dipole, 
inverted vee. random wire, vertical, mobile 
whip, beam, quad, or whatever you have. 

You can even operate all bands with just 

MFJ-900 ECONO TUNER 

s499s 
@ 

Same as MFJ·901 Versa Tuner, bul does not have built-in 
b•lun for balance I nes. Tunes coax lines and random lines. 

MFJ-16010 RANDOM WIRE TUNER 
Operate 160 lhru 10 Meiers. Up lo 200 wans AF o•lpul. 
Matches hig~ and low lmpd•nces. 12 posilitn induclor. 
S0-239 conneclors. 2x3x4 inches. Male~• • 25 lo 200 ohms 
•t 1.8 MHz. 

one existing antenna. No need to put up sepa· 
rate antennas for each band. 

Increase the usable bandwidth of your mo
bi le whip by tuning out the SWR from inside 
your car. Works great with all solid state rigs 
(like the Atlas) and with all tube type rigs. 

II travels well, too. Its ultra compact size 
5x2x6 inches fits easily in a small corner of 
your suitcase. 

This beautiful little tuner is housed in a 
deluxe eggshell white Ten-Tee enclosure with 
walnut grain sides. 

S0-239 coax connectors are provided for 
transmitter input and coax led antennas. 
Quality five way binding posts are used for 
the balance line inputs (2), random wire input 
(1 ), and ground (1 ). 

s499s - ~,~o;u ,,..( •t u t .1.i.c 1 ,,,,, 
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- - - NEW 
MFJ-202 RF NOISE BRIDGE 
This MFJ AF Noise Bridge lels you adjusl your anlenna 
qulckly for maximum performance. Mnsure rtsOn41nl Ire· 
quency, radiatien resistance Hd rtactance. Exclusive range 
extender and exp•nded capacilance range ( ± 150 pn gives 
you much extended measuring fingc. 
Tens resonanl lrequency and whether 10 shorten Of lengthen 
your antenna IOf minimum SWR Ad1ust your single or multi· 
band d1p0le. inveHed vee. beam. vertical, mobile whtp or 
tandom system tor maximum per1ormance. l 10 100 MHz. 
SO 239 connectors 2x3x4 inches 9 volt batlery 

~or orders Call toll-free 800-64 7-8660 
For t e chnical Information, order and repair s t atus, and in Mississippi , please call 60 1-323-5869. 

Order any product from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, return within 30 days for a prompt refund (less shipping). 
Order today. Money back if not delighted. One year unconditional guarantee. Add $2.00 shipping/handling. 

Order By Mail or Call TOLL FREE 800-647-8660 and Charge It On J v/S4 11•~1 

MFI ENTERPRISES ~·1s~1s8s~~P~9S\-ATE, M1ss1ss1PP1 39762 



4 ELEMENT-3 BAND 
10-15-20 METER BEAM 
Cushcraft engineers have incorporated more than 30 years of design 
experience into the best 3 band HF beam available today. ATB-34 
has superb performance with three active elements on each band, 
the convenience of easy assembly and modest dimensions. Value 
through heavy duty all aluminum construction and a price complete 
with 1-1 balun. 

Enjoy a new world of DX communications with ATB-34! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FORWARD GAIN - 7.5 dBd 
F/ B RATIO - 30 dB 
VSWR - 1.5-1 
POWER HANDLING - 2000 WATTS PEP 
BOOM LENGTH/ DIA. - 18' x 2 1/8" 
LONGEST ELEMENT - 32 '8" 

WIND SFC -
WEIGHT -
WIND SURVIVAL -

5.4 Sq.Ft. 
42 Lbs. 

90 MPH. 

TURNING RADIUS - 18'9"' 

UPS SHIPPABLE 
COMPLETE 

NO EXTRAS TO BUY 

IN STOCK WITH DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE 

CORPORATIO,,i 

BOX 4680, MANCHESTER, N.H. 03108 
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lAE FROM HERE 

As this issue of Horizons goes to press, it appears that the launch of the next amateur 
communications satellite, AMSAT·OSCAR Dis imminent (after it is in orbit this satel lite will be known as 
OSCAR B). its famous predecessors, OSCARS 5, 6, and 7, this new "bird" has two transponders: a two-to· 
ten meter unit similar to that used in OSCAR 7 called Mode A, and a two-meter, 70-centimeter (435 
MHz) transponder designated Mode J. The Mode J transponder was built by members of the Japan 
AMSAT Association in Tokyo; a similar combination of input/output frequencies was used in the 
short-lived OSCAR IV spacecraft back in 1966. 

The new OSCAR will be launched from NASA's Western Test Range in California as a "piggyback" 
payload aboard the second stage of the two-stage Thor-Delta launch vehicle which will carry NASA's 
Landsat·C earth resources technology satellite into orbit. Because of scheduling at the Western Test 
Range, and the complex pre-launch checkout of Landsat-C, it's impossible to pinpoint the exact 
launch date, but late reports from AMSAT indicate it will be sometime in early March. 

The new spacecraft is a 15-inch rectangular solid 13 inches high, weighs 60 pounds , and is solar 
powered. The solar cells, combined with the 12-cell rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery, shou ld be 
adequate to power the satellite in Mode A for several years. The receiving antenna for both modes is a 
turnstile comprised of four 19-inch lengths of 1/2-inch carpenter's rule. Four permanent magnets 
located inside the spacecraft provide stabilization; this is the same technique used in OSCARS 6 and 7. 
The polarity of the magnets is such that the top of the satellite always points toward the earth's 
magnetic north pole. Permalloy dampling rods mounted behind the solar panels are designed to 
reduce the spin of the spacecraft; their operation is similar to a shorted transformer turn as it cuts the 
lines of flux of the earth's magnetic field. OSCAR 7 used the same system with good success. 

The spacecraft will be automatically powered up upon ejection from the Thor-Delta launch vehicle 
over northern Greenland. It is designed to come on in Mode J; the Mode A transponder will not be 
turned on until the satellite is almost completely stabilized in orbit, which may take as long as a week. 
This is because the 10-meter dipole antenna cannot be deployed until the spacecraft 's spin rate is less 
than 1 revolution per minute; otherwise the antenna may be severely damaged. The deployment 
process takes about 15 seconds and cannot be reversed - the elements can't be retracted once they 
are extended - so correct deployment is crucial. 

OSCAR B's orbit is planned to be sun-synchronous, with passes repeating at approximately the same 
time each day on a one-day cycle (as opposed to the two-day cycle of OSCARS 6 and 7). Since the 
altitude of OSCAR B's orbit, at 560 statute miles, is just over half the alti tude of OSCARs 6 and 7, the 
maximum communications range will be slightly shorter. The usable time on an overhead pass will be 
about 18 minutes instead of the 22 minutes provided by OSCAR 7, and the horizon range wil l be 2000 
miles (down slightly from the 2450-mile horizon range of OSCAR 7). In practical terms this means that 
transatlantic communications will still be possible with OSCAR B, but not as often as with OSCAR 7. 

One of the big advantages of the 560-mile sun-synchronous orbit is that keep ing track of OSCAR B is 
going to be much simpler than it was for earlier amateur satellites; it will come into range at nearly the 
same time every day - the overhead descending node pass is planned for 9:30 AM local t ime. The 
satellite's anticipated useful operating lifetime is three years. 

Since the prime miss ion of the OSCAR B spacecraft is to use the Mode A transponder for the ARRL 
OSCAR educational program in schools, the spacecraft may be left in Mode A during weekdays and put 
into Mode Jon weekends. Because of the relatively high current drain of the Mode J t ransponder, 
however, the power budget may not support the Mode J transponder for continuous full-time operat ion 
over an entire weekend. The spacecraft may also be switched to Mode J during the evening hours in 
the Western Hemisphere, depending on the burden to the command stations and the condit ion of the 
on-board batteries. 

The new AMSAT will permit continuation of the educational program which began with OSCARS 5, 6, 
and 7. Since the first space launch 20 years ago, satellites have had a dramatic impact on educat ion, 
and the OSCAR satellites have begun to play an important role in this new approach to science 
education. Used as remote laboratory tools, these satellites have pioneered in the use of an active 
space system in the classroom where students can gain first-hand experience with space science. 
This type of direct, active involvement is important to the study of communications, astronomy, 
engineering, physics, and meteorology. The inexpens ive OSCAR ground terminal places an act ive 
satellite system at the disposal of the instructor and student. 

If your local school is not yet making use of this important educational resource, bring it to the 
attention of your sc ience teachers; complete details are available from AMSAT (Radio Amateur 
Satellite Corporation), Post Office Box 427, Washington, D.C. 20044. 

6 m February 1978 

Jim Fisk, W1HR 
editor-in-chief 



. ' 
Oock_wise from lower left: IC211 4MHz, 2 meter, All Mode Trall$C<!lver: IC245 Mobile 2 meier Transceiver: IC·225 Mobile VHF 
FM Transceiver; IC0 502 Portable 50 MHz SSB Transceiver; IC-215 Portable 2 meter F.M Trance!ver: IC3eA Mobile UHF FM Transceiver. 

Ask your dealer for ICOM's comP-_lete product line catalog, or 
mail your request to an address below. 

VHF UHF AMATEUR ANO MARINE COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 01strobuted by 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 

ICOM WEST, INC. 
Suite3 ,, 
)3256 Nort.brup, Way 
Bellevue, Wasl:l(.98005 
(206) 747-90*~ ·=;. . 

ICOM EAST, INC. 
Suite 307> · , 
33311'9we~o0.d Drive 
Dallas,·:i;eisas-75234 
(?14)'62_tF~?;~j:l · 

ICOMCANADA 
7087 Victoria Drive 
Vancouver B.C-. V5P 3Y9 
Canada •.' 
( 604) ~~1-1'833 ' 
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FOCUS & COMMENT 

A friend once said to me, "There are users, and then there are builders. The bird who can be 
both is rare indeed." The object that brought forth this sage observation was a do-it-yourself 
microprocessor, which had kept him occupied for more evenings than he would admit to in front 
of his wife. I have recently begun to see that his wisdom applies to the field of amateur radio as 
well. Perhaps the ranks are not as sharply separated as he saw it, but the division is there to the 
discerning eye. 

The division is not what I am concerned about - as long as it exists we know that builders are 
alive and well, just by read ing about what they are doing in the technical content of amateur 
publications. I'm worried about the possibility that too many of the builders will decide to 
become users instead, and thus remove one of the assets that makes amateur radio unique and 
separate from other radio services. . 

At first, amateurs built things because the equipment they needed didn't exist. Then, as 
manufacturers began to meet the need, some things cou ld be bought, but there was still plenty 
that had to be put together from "scratch," following a recipe from a handbook, a magazine, or 
from notes scribbled in a friend's hamshack. Slow ly, more and more equipment became avai lable 
at the marketplace, but sti ll there were builders who wanted to beat the price, or they just had 
the urge to see what could be done. The price is seldom valid as an excuse nowadays; the cost 
of parts is often more than that of a completed unit. The urge to do better, to prove what you can 
design, is st ill driving many amateurs to their slide rules - oops, pocket calculators - and 
soldering irons. 

However, if you have access to some electronic publications, especially amateur-radio types, 
that span the last decade you' ll notice a trend: why build an i-f ampl ifier strip that call s for half-a
hundred parts when you can plug in a sixteen-legged IC that w ill do the same th ing for you? Why 
fuss with a multi-section variable capacitor for a receiver front end when you can use a simple 
potentiometer and a variable-capacitance diode to tune in any signal you want? Audio amplifiers? 
What once took up half the chassis has been replaced by a dime-sized IC that can be hidden 
away in a corner. 

Now , c learly, most of this trend is desirable because of the time saved, the (electrical) energy 
saved, and there is greater assurance that a given project wi ll work if most of the tricky parts of 
the circuit are built and packaged and sealed by a reputable manufacturer. However, I must 
admit that I am a bit saddened by the phasing out of the old way of doing things, and thus the 
loss of some valuable learning experiences. 

Yes, we learn by our mistakes, and if all of those little modules go together nicely and the 
gadget works when you turn it on, you have proved that you can read the instructions (or have 
extraordinary intuition). I'd hate to tell you how many times I tried before I got a "simple" 
regenerative receiver to work - but when it did work, I knew why it worked and what I had done 
wrong. Many other projects went the same way, and some never did work - but months later a 
stray sentence, or a different c ircu it, would trigger a flash of understanding about what earlier 
was a dead end. Sometimes, determination to "make it work or else" drove me to delve into the 
theory far deeper than I originally intended. Negative results can indeed be positive experiences. 

Don't think that I am downgrading the importance of kit-built equipment, manufactured 
equipment, or suppliers of integrated components; they are doing a necessary job in reducing 
manpower-related costs and increasing reliabi lity, both of which are vital in today's competitive 
world . 

The one thing that an amateur has plenty of, especially a beginning amateur, is manpower to 
build with and time for learning. These are liabilities for a manufacturer, but valuable assets for 
you. Evaluate your goals and act accordingly. If your operating activities requi re a complex 
receiver or transmitter or whatever, then buy or kit-build it as the way to reach your goal. But , 
don't be afraid to explore , to try something that might not work the first time. Try some simple 
projects that use parts you can scrounge from a friend or pick up at a flea market or surplus 
house~ If it doesn't work, crack the books and find out why. It 's a type of training that is far 
superior to that offered in any classroom or assembly plant. 

Go ahead ... become a rare bird: be a builder and a user. 
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Tom McMullen, W1SL 
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TRl-EXW-51 
TOWER 

Our "package" deals 
can't be beat! 
The "package" 

antenna. lower. rotator 
Inquire 

Every-day special 
COE HAM Ill 

rotator 
12995 

shipped prepaid (UPS Brown) 

VHF transceiver 

I 
! 

SPECIAL TRIPLE BONUS DEAL 
on KENWOOD TS-820S 

HY-GAIN 
Tif 6DXX 

De Luxe, 6 element Hy-Gain 
Thunderbird, covers 10, 15, 
20 meters. Separate low 
loss traps for each band. 
Hy-Gain Beta match for low 
VSWR with 50 ohm line. 

Longest element: 31.1 ft. 
Boom: 24ft. 
Turning radius: 20 11. 
'Mnd load: (80 mph): 156 lbs. 
Max. wind survival: 100 mph. 
Surface area: 6.1 sq. f t. 
Net weight: 57 lbs. 

f ~ 
SHURE ;,-f#' 

33.95 
444 

The deal: 

1 )-Send US 1048. 00* (in the form of check, 
M/0, BankAmericard, VISA, Master Charge) 

2)-We'll ship you immediately, 
a beautiful brand-spanking-new, 
peerless performing 

KENWOOD TS-820S TRANSCEIVER! 

3)-PLUS a BIRD Model 43 wattmeter 
(a 120.00 retail value). or . . . 
De luxe Remote VFO (forTs-a2os) 

4 )-PLUS prepaid shipment 
Of both items (UPS Brown) 

•(Calif. residents add 6% sales tax) 

RFE-100 DIGITAL READOUT 
(for Drake R-4C receiver) 169.95 

\ I DR~~~it~;:::~CEIVER BIRD ELEMENTS 
(Not supplied with BIRO wattmeter) 

2-30MHz . . . 42.00 
25-lOOOMHz . . . 36.00 

249.00 shipped prepaid (UPS Brown) - at old price of 599.00 

OVER THE COUNTER (Mon. thru Sat. 10AM to 5:30PM). PHONE, WAITE. SAME DAY SHIPMENT MOST ITEMS. 

SOUTH 
Anaheim, Calif 92801 

2620 W La Palma, (7/4) 761-3033 
1 mile east Knoll's Berry Farm (213) 860-2040 

t00UTLET 
I NORTH I SOUTH 

Burlingame, Calif 94010 Van Nuys, Calif. 91401 
999 Howard Ave., (415) 342-5757 13754 Victory Blvd., (213) 988-2212 

5 miles south on 101 from S.F. Airport. Dealer inquiries invited . 

• 1--1 •ATLAS • BIRD• CDE • COLLINS • CUSHCRAFT • CURTIS • DENTRON •DRAKE • EIMAC • HUSTLER 
•HY-GAIN• tCOM • KENWOOD• KLM •MOSLEY • SWAN • TEMPO• TEN TEC • TA l·EX • YAESU •more. 

Bob Ferrero, 
K6AHV /W6RJ, 

Jim Rafferty, N6RJ, 
other well known nams, 

give you courteous . 
personalized service. 

More details? Ad Check page 78. February 1978 m 9 



The new standard of performance for Tribanders is the Wilson System One!!! 
delight operating 20 meters on a full 26' boom with 4 elements, 4 operational elements 
on 20-15-10, plus separate reflector element on 10 meters for correct monoban d 
spacing. Featured are the large diameter High-Q Traps, Beta matching system, heavy du ty 
Taper Swaged Elements, rugged Boom to Element mounting ... and value priced at 
$259.95. Additional features: • 10 dB Gain • 20-25 dB Front-to-Back Ratio • SWR less 
than 1.5 to 1 on all bands. 
MODEL SY-1 SPECIFICATIONS: 
Matching Method: Beta 
Band MHz: 14-21-28 
Maximum Power Input: Legal Limit 
Gain 10 dB 
VSWR (at Resonance) 1.5 to 1 
Impedance 50 ohms 

F/B Ratio 20-25 dB 
Boom Length 26' 

(2"0.D.) 
No. of Elements 5 
Longest Element 26' 7" 
Turning Radius 1 B' 6" 

Mast Diameter 2" O.D. 
Boom Diameter 2" 0.D. 
Surface Area 7.3 sq. ft. 
Windload Area 146 lbs. 
Shipping Weight 50 l bs. 

INSULATED DRIVEN ELEMENT WITH 
PRECISION BETA MATCH AND HEAVY 

DUTY ELEMENT MOUNTS 

111.1 l'.J 

20METDI$ --- CW S.ttin; 

Ill lL) __ ._. 
15MET£RS 

l't.I 2t.G 2t.2 

10METDI$ 

~-----------------------------------

AMATEUR PRODUCTS DEALERSHIPS l 

HEAVY DUTY BOOM 
TO ELEMENT EXTRUSION 

FOR MANY AREAS ARE AVAILABLE!!! l 
If you are interested in the profits you can 1 

I make as a Wilson Dealer, contact us. \ ___________________________________ J 

For complete specifications on the above products or a copy of our new Amateur Products Buyers Guide, write: 
Consumer Products Division 

• !,~~!~~•G!.!!o~!!~~,!~!!0!!• 
10 m February 1978 More details? Ad Check page 78. 



NEWSL/N_E ________ _ 
"REPEATER DEREGULATION i s being delayed," FCC Safety and Special Services Chief 

Charley Higginbotham reported recently. Enough serious questions about some provisions 
of the Docket 21033 Report and Order were raised by concerned Amateurs - and particu
larly the ARRL in its Petition for reconsideration - to justify staying its effective 
date pending further review. Charley expects the Commission to move quickly in its 
reconsideration. 

Individual Secondary Station licenses will be on their way out when the Commission 
announces a decision on Docket 21135, bu t military recreation , club, and RACES station 
l icenses will be continued. Charley also predicted that by sometime this year Amateurs 
wi ll no lon ger need to change callsigns when moving from one cal l area to another. 
Call areas will continue, bu t having a prefix corresponding to your call area will be
come optional. He a lso pr ed icted a "lifetime" Amateur operator 's license will be adopt
ed. In addi tion, he expec ts we ' 11 soon be able to c l aim credit for "elements passed" 
in an Amateur license exam - take the whole test even if you f ai l the CW, then return 
for only the failed portion next time. 

Autopatch Abuses, Char l ey warned, continued to jeopardize in terconnects for the 
Amateur Servi ce. "It' s your decision!" he said , and if we don't c lean up our act we'll 
end up with formal Commiss ion proceed ings t hat will severely curtail, if not eliminate, 
Amateur ab i l ity to tie into t he phone system. 

High Level FCC Changes are be ing widely di scussed in various Washington trade cir
c les. Several people are reported actively going after Ray Spence ' s job as FCC Chief 
Engineer , and the lates t story i s that Carlos Roberts (presently head of FCC's Office 
of Plans and Po licy) may be in line to become Chief of the Safety and Special Services 
Bureau, replacing Cha rley Higginbotham. As both positions are fi lled by appointments, 
they are not protected by Civi l Service. 

K5NY RECEI VED AN 18-MONTH J AI L sentence and was fined $5 00 by U. S. District Court 
J udge Edward J . Boyle , J r . last November as a result of his pleading guilty to three 
coun ts of transmitting obscene language and interfering wi th a New Orleans repeater 
t hi s past surruner. K5NY must serve 90 days of h i s sentence after which the remainder 
will be suspended; his co- defendent - WB5AWN - r eceived a s uspended sentence but 
must pay costs for the public defender. K5NY received a severe reprimand from the 
J udge, himsel f a CBer. 

POINT-OF - SALE CONTROL for l i near amplif iers has been instituted by Canada's Depart
ment ot Communications. In a Canada Gazette announcement , the DOC stated that all 
linear buyers must sign a specrart'Orm including their names , and addresses at t he time 
of purchase. The form is then fo rwarded to the DOC and the buyer's name compared with 
lists of Genera l Radi o Servi ce (C B) licensees to determine whether the purchaser i s in 
viola tion of DOC rules barring linear possess i on by an oper a tor in the General Radio 
Servi ce. 

No - Code Canadian Amateur License is expected by next fall as a result of the Novem
ber 26 Department of Communications/Canadian Ama teur Radio Federa tion National Amateur 
Radio Symposium in Ottawa. More than 100 Amateurs f rom across Canada, representing 27 
Canadian Amateur organizations, a ttended the jointly sponsored sess ion , during which 
the suggestion for a Canadian Novice- c l ass license was firmly turned down while a no
code "exper imen ter 's" l icense for 200 MHz and up was strongly s upported . Expectations 
are that the new license will have a tough technical exam; other details are sti ll to 
be worked out. 

A New Permanent Canadi an Prefix may be forthcomi ng as Ontario Amateurs have jus t 
about used al l the VE3x3 call s igns. The DOC, with the assistance of the Radio Soc iety 
of Ontario, wi ll be looking into a l ternatives. 

1978 Could See VC7 in use by Vancouver Island Amateurs. The Victoria Short Wave 
Club has asked the DOC to authorize the special prefix to mar k t he bicen tennial of 
Cap tain Cook ' s explora tion of Vancouver Isl and . 

A Canadian Assault on 420- 430 MHz is in the wind. A recent Department o f Communi
ca t ions s t udy of 406 -960 MHz is expected to propose 420-4 30 MHz for mobile services , 
with 430 - 450 MHz shared between radiolocation and Amateurs a s at present. On the posi 
tive side, the same study a l so will propose a new 902 - 928 MHz Amateur band to be shared 
with f i xed services and radiolocation. 

OSCAR 7'S THIRD BIRTHDAY wa s Tuesday, November 15, when the sa tellite reached its 
three yea r design lifetime. If OSCAR 6's performance can be extrapolated, however, 
expect OSCAR 7 to be serving us for a long time to come. Mode jumping problems are 
continuing, with the combina tion of l ow ba ttery voltage (from seasonal sun angle on 
the solar panels) and excessive user signals (espec ially from Europe) the probable 
culprits . 

The Russ i an RS Satelli t e is still not up as of late December, and one current re
port f rom Europe says it's been having technical problems, delaying the expected launch. 
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Snappy, good looking QSL cards attract attention and get 
response. Here are some ideas tor designing a QSL card that 
demands more than a passing glance from amateurs you work. 

BY JAMES R. FISK, W1HR 

There's an old saying among 
amateurs that "The QSL card 
is the final courtesy of a QSO." 
So it is - and many amateurs 
pin their prize QSL cards up on 
the walls of their hamshacks as 
proof of their prowness in 
working other amateur stations 
across the nation and around 
the world. In one ham station I 
vi sited not too long ago the 
walls were covered from floor 
to ceiling with QSL cards from 
the four corners of the earth. 
What visitor could fail to be 
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impressed by such a display? 
On the list of international Q 

signals, QSL means "I 
acknowledge receipt," so it 
was only natural that when 
amateurs started exchanging 
verification cards they became 
known as "QSLs." The QSL 
card is nearly as old as amateur 
radio itself, and although it's 
not known who sent the first 
one, many radio historians 
believe it was waux, who had 
an amateur station in Youngs
town, Ohio in the early 1920s. 
By the late 1920s QSL cards 
were in common use and print-

ers who specialized in QSL 
cards were advertising regularly 
in the radio magazines. 

In those days almost every 
station had a different card, 
with designs ranging all the 
way from simple typed 
postcards to elaborate 
engravings. Just about 
everyone had his own ideas 
as to what a QSL should look 
like - so originality was the 
keynote. Many amateurs 
wanted only to convey 
information confirming a QSO, 
with little technical data, while 
others sent out cards which 
read like engineering reports. 

In some cases the QSL 
emphasized local attractions -
it was a rare card from 
Wyoming that didn't feature a 
bronco buster, or one from 
Hawaii that didn't show a hula 
dancer and palm trees. Others 
showed an outline of their state 
or country. More often than 
not, however, the card simply 
displayed the station call 
letters in large block letters. 
Those cards showed up well 
on the wall of a foreign station, 
and in any photographs of that 
station which appeared in print. 



QSL information 
The average QSL card 

contains at least the callsign, 
operator's name, and station 
address as well as the time and 
date of the contact, frequency, 
signal report, and mode (CW or 
phone). Some cards also I ist a 
complete rundown of station 
equipment , and affiliations and 
certificates such as 
membership in the ARRL, 
DXCC (DX Century Club), or 
QCWA (Quarter Century 
Wireless Association). 

QSL cards used by amateurs 
in the United States are usually 
standard post-card size (31/2 
inches by 51/2 inches) for easy 
filing and mounting on the 
wall (size is also restricted by 
postal regulations, which 
prohibit the 9-cent rate on 
cards which deviate from the 
standard dimensions - if you 
mail out a substantial number 
of QSL cards, postage is worth 
thinking about). On the other 
hand , QSL cards from overseas 
come in every conceivable size 
from miniature to gargantuan. 
The smallest card I have in my 
collection is the size of a 
business card (about 2 inches 
by 31/2 inches); the largest is a 
double-foldout measuring 
nearly 12 inches across! 

Basic QSL design 
Even if you've only been on 

the air for a few months, you 
have probably already received 
a few QSL cards. Just take a 
minute to look through them. 
As you thumb through the 
stack you'll find a few that 
grab your attention - stop for 
a moment, read the card, and 
continue on through the stack. 
Now go back through the cards 
and separate those that 
captured your attention the 
first time through. Carefully 
look them over - what is it 
about those cards that compels 
interest? What is it that attracts 
your attention to those QSL 
cards and not to the others? 

To answer these questions 
let's take a minute to talk about 
photography. How many times 
have you taken a series of 

Two versions_ of a ~~L from the s~me stat ion in Australia nearly 50 years ago. The 
OA5HG card 1s rem1n1scent of the times when there were no internat ional pref ixes -
the 0 designates Oceania, the A indicates Aust ralia. The VK5HG card was sent soon 
after VK became the Australian prefi x. Note the improvement in station equipment 
during the three years between contacts (cards courtesy K1 RA). 

snapshots on your vacation and 
showed them to friends while 
you told them about your trip? 
As you eagerly showed them 
the pictures you probably 
explained what they were and 
why you had taken those 
particular shots. Therein I ies 
the secret: you had to explain 
the photographs. A good 
picture tells the story; it 
draws attention and the viewer 
wants to know more. As proof 
of the pudding, look at any of 
the modern picture magazines; 

Old time QSL cards from the collection 
of Horizons' staffer K1RA who was 
first licensed as 3QP in 1923. The earliest 
card here is from Australian amateur 
5DX in 1928; the card from Puerto Rican 
K4RJ recalls the time before distinctive 
KP4 calls were issued. F18AC was opera· 
ting in Hanoi when it was part of French 
Indochina, and J8CH was active from 
Korea in 1939 when it was a Japanese 
province. No amateurs have been active 
in China in several decades. 

Xu-3Ml ' . " ' . : . -. ·· ; --.~- '"' ' . _, 
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all make the photographs tel I 
the story - the captions are 
there to answer any further 
questions. Th is same technique 
is used in movie posters and 
on the front covers of 
newsstand magazines; they 
arouse interest and tempt the 
viewer to see the movie or to 
buy the magazine. 

So it is with QSL card 
design. Those that do the job 
wel I are the ones chosen fo r 
display. They're also the cards 
most likely to get a rapid 

J A RI CHOSEN """ 
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T country. Remember that a ham 
1/3 who lives in Tashkent, 

Timbuktu, or Tokyo probably 
thinks the same thing of his 
city! This is also true of old 
mine shafts, rolling fields of 
grain, and waves crashing 

- -- - · - -- - · --- -1' FOCAL I POINT 

- - - - ·- --- · ----
"' against the shore. 

If you don't think your 
r---'""--,-

13
---4-------,-

13
-____..,--'j_ location has any particular 

interest, how about your 
profession or another of your 
hobbies? If you still draw a 
blank, probably a subject based 
on national or international 
interest would be best (such 

Fig. 1. Focal points are located about 
one-third of the way in from each of the 
margins. One simple way to give impact 
to a commonplace subject is to place it 
one of the points. As you look at maga
zine photographs, note how often this 
technique is used by professional photo· 
graphers. 

response from the other 
amateurs whom you work. For 
this reason many amateurs go 
to great lengths to send out 
attractive, snappy QSL cards 
that capture the recipient's 
attention. And you don't need 
formal art training to come up 
with a successful QSL design 
- most amateurs are capable 
of making their own QSL layout 
if they follow a few simple 
guidelines. 

as space exploration or 
international peace, for 
example). 

Highlight the important point. 
When you pick up a QSL card, 
your eye should be immediately 
drawn to the important part of 
the theme and carried smoothly 
through the rest of the design; 
it shouldn't jump around 
looking for something 
interesting. This, incidentally, 
is another secret of good 
photography and good art. It 
was recognized by the old 
masters, and well known by 
professional photographers and 
commercial artists, that one 
way to provide emphasis is to 
place the subject at one of the 
four focal points shown in 
Fig. 1 (about one-third of the 

way from the top or bottom, 
and one-third in from the left or 
right margin). Color can also be 
used to highlight your theme, 
but remember that each color 
you add to the QSL design, the 
higher the cost. 

Eliminate clutter. The most 
effective QSL designs are 
normally those where the 
theme stands alone with the 
cal I letters. If the theme is the 
highlight, keep the call letters 
small. If the call letters are the 
dominant feature of the design, 
make them large. To avoid 
clutter, place all the technical 
and report data on the reverse 
side of the card . 

Carefully choose the colors. To 
a great extent the choice of 
colors is a matter of personal 
likes and dislikes, but in all 
cases choose combinations 
that give good contrast 
between the print and the card. 
If you use an illustration, try to 
use colors that are natural to 
the scene, don't pick colors 
that clash. Some colors are 
known to have certain 
psychological effects; reds, for 
example, are "exciting," 
yellows and oranges are 
"warm," blues are "cool," the 
earth colors of green and 
brown are considered to be 
neutral, gray is "sober," and 

Make it attractive. Whether it's 
a movie poster or a QSL card, 
the rules are the same: make 
the general theme dominant, 
don ' t clutter it with extraneous 
material, and choose colors 
that support the design. In 
general, keep it simple - the 
less you put on the QSL, the 
more potent the design. 

Good looking QSL cards from three continents. Note t hat, in QSL design, "simplest is 
often best." As a rule, the cards that are the least cluttered have the most impact. 

Choose a theme. This can be a 
photograph, a drawing , or the 
typography (lettering) itself. If 
you use an illustration, make 
sure it tells a story; there must 
be a reason for using it. It 
should also be tied in with 
your station, your town, or 
yourself. Do you live in the city, 
in a remote mining town, in a 
farming community, or on the 
sea coast? All offer dynamic 
possibilities as QSL themes. 

You may have seen the 
skyline of your city so often it 
no longer commands your 
attention, but it may pique the 
curiosity of a ham in a 
distant state .or a foreign 
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Homemade QSL cards from the Far East; 
both are hand drawn in two colors on 
white cardboard. At the time he sent the 
card, HL 1SK was a junior high student 
in Seoul. 

purple suggests royalty. 
Colors with different effects 

can often be combined to give 
very attractive results. Red on 
warm gray, and brown on 
medium yellow are good 
examples. Avoid combinations 
of similar colors such as dark 
green on a light green card, 
which lacks strength, or bright 
red on a yellow card which 
looks garish (unless, of course, 
you want a garish QSL). 

Use an effective layout. A good 
QSL layout requires that some 
parts of the design must be 
subordinate to the highlighted 
subject. Allow plenty of space 
around the printed material. If 
you spend a few minutes 
thumbing through the 
advertising pages of any 
magazi ne, you'll see that the 
ads which are the most 
effective are those where large 
amounts of space have been 
left around the key words; the 
balance of the advertising 
message is grouped in such a 
way that it doesn't detract from 
the main point. 

With these main points of 
QSL design in mind, let's talk 
about some of the things you 
can do to design a unique QSL 
card that has impact and 

commands the attention of the 
viewer. One of the most 
important of these is the 
choice of the type face used in 
printing your callsign and the 
other data on the QSL 

Choosing a type face 

The type font, or style of 
lettering, has a subtle but 
noticeable influence in 
delivering the message. Ideally, 
the choice of type should 
complement the rest of the 
design. This is not always easy 
to discern, but if you watch the 
titles of television programs, 
you'll get an idea of what I'm 
talking about. 

The solid , bold, block-face 
type used in the title of Kojak 
for example, imparts a 
feeling of masculinity and 
rock-solid stability that would 
be unsuitable for the hit 
comedy series, Laverne and 
Shirley. On the other hand, the 
feminine, free-form script used 
in the titles of that old favorite, 
I Love Lucy, doesn't have the 
feeling of accuracy and 
respectability required for 
television shows like Nova or 
60 Minutes. 

There are hundreds of 
different type styles available, 
of which only a few are shown 
in Fig. 2. Basically, type is 
broken down into three main 
categories: serif, sans-serif, and 
decorative. The serif is the fine 
line setting off the main 
elements of a letter as at the 
top and bottom of the letter A 
below; it derives from the 

AA 
SERIF SANS SERIF 

chisel strokes which were 
used to finish off letters in the 
inscriptions on the ancient 
Roman buildings. 
A type face without serifs is 
called sans-serif or " gothic" 
(the text on this page is set in 
a sans-serif type called Helios). 
Decorative or novelty types, of 
course, take all forms and 
depend only on the whimsy of 
the artists who designed them. 
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QSL card from a round·the-world DX· 
pedition is very cluttered but provides 
information about the operators and 
the ir previous DXpeditions. Since a DX· 
ped ition card is highly prized because of 
the radio contact it con firms, clutter is 
probably o f little importance. If the QSL 
is a rare one, it will be displayed regard
less of the design! 

In general , when choosing a 
type face for your QSL card I 
think a bold sans-serif face 

1

is 
the best choice. Some of the 
serif type faces also stand out 
well and are easy to read, but 
they tend to be more old 
fashioned. Many of the 
decorative faces are also good, 
but you have to be careful to 
choose a face that's easy to 
read. 

Of the type faces in Fig. 2, 
which is the easiest to read? 
Old English obviously wasn't 
meant to be set only in capital 
letters; Crossfire might be fine 
for a rifleman, but I find it hard 
to read; ditto for Buxom and 
Orbit. Comstock and Cooper 
Black are a bit old fashioned 
for my taste, and ·1 find 
Egyptian too harsh. These are 
my own personal opinions, 
though, and you may feel 
completely differently - it is 

Cartoon QSLs can be entertaining, but 
they can be very cluttered as the one 
below. This might be an interesti ng il
lustration for the wall of your ham shack, 
but it loses a lot when reduced to QSL 
size. 
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your QSL card, after all, so it 
should reflect some of your 
own personality. 

Of the type styles below, I 
personally prefer Futura , 
although Micro Outline runs a 
close second. Automation 
would be great for an amateur 
who is also a computer buff, 
and Hobo imparts a bit of the 
free spirit that's in all of us. 

Although it's probably not 
obvious to people who are not 
involved in the printing 
industry, type styles change 
from time to time just as 
clothing styles do. There are 
also faddish type faces which 
are born one year and forgotten 
the next. Before choosing a 
type face for your QSL card it's 
a good idea to check with a 
local printer to see if it's of 
fairly recent issue. 

It should also be kept in 
mind that few printers have a 
large variety of type styles 
available. The equipment used 
to set type is expens ive, so 
printers tend to stock only 
those faces which are the most 
popular. There are companies 
which spec ialize only in setting 
type, and they usually have a 
huge variety of styles. Their 

Molded plastic QSLs wh ich are avai lable 
from Mac's Shack (see Appendix). These 
also make neat name badges for ham 
conventions. 

services are expensive, 
however, and it may cost $20 or 
more just to have only a few 
lines set! 

A less expensive approach is 
to use the rub-on or transfer 
letters used by graphic artists. 
These cons ist of letters and 
numerals on a clear acetate 
sheet with an adhes ive back 
which can be transferred to a 
sheet of paper. There are 
enough letters and numerals 

Fig. 2. Several of the many hundreds of different type faces which are available. Some 
of these are easier to read than others, but every one imparts a different "feeling," 
which is often ref lected in the name the type designer has given i t. 

OLD Wl~l\ GROTESQUE w I H R ENGLISH 

BUX UM 111 ru lll lll MICRO w 0 [}:{] (ffi OUTLINE 

ORBIT 1111 AUTOMAT ION [U~~" 
COMSTOCK 'W11 1HR ..., .. . '.~ r ~ ~; - · ~ 

FUTURA W1HR 
COOPER WfHR BROADWAY \\\' 11 IH ll2 BLACK 

EGYPTIAN 'W'l HR HOBO WIHR 
CROSSFIRE ••••••• •• 111111 MONUMENT W/1HR 
KEYHOLE W1HR CIRCUS WlHB 
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on a single sheet to do several 
QSL cards - the cost is only 
two or three dollars. These 
sheets are made by several 
firms and are available in most 
art stores (look in the Yellow 
Pages under Art or Drafting 
Supplies). 

One fina l note about type 
faces: once you have chosen a 
type style for your call letters 
(which presumably will be the 
most dominant letters on the 
card), make sure any other type 
you use doesn't clash with it. 
Consider a QSL card with the 
cal l letters in Cooper Black, the 
name and address in 
Comstock, and the data block 
in Hobo. Every type element on 
the card is fighting for 
atten tion - the overall result 
is clutter with a cap ital Cl 

If you choose a decorative 
type face for the cal l letters , 
it 's best to use a simple, non
imposing type face for the 
rest of the printed material; 
most of the popular sans-serif 
faces meet this requirement. 
They blend we ll with decorative 
type faces and don't distract 
f rom the impact of the card . 
It 's also a good idea not to mix 
serif and sans-serif faces. 

Choosing a QSL design 

There are two basic design 
cho ices when se lect ing a QSL: 
to use on ly typography 
(lettering), or to incorporate the 
lettering with an illustration. 
There are a number of printers 
who specialize in printing QSL 
cards, and all will supply a 
copy of their catalog or 
samples of their cards for a 
nominal fee. A number of QSL 
printers who cater to radio 
amateurs are li sted in the 
appendix (page 20) along with 
their charge for furnishing 
samples of their work. 

The QSL samples are an 
exce llent starting point - you 
may find a printer who has 
exactly what you're looking for. 
If you don't find a design that 
suits your needs, you can 
think about designing your 
own. Some QSL printers also 
offer custom-design services, 



wti?.rv ...... '" -·· 
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Fig. 4. Unusual arrangement of letters 
lends impact to this QSL desig n. Similar 
cards have been used by other members 
of the Horizons staff. 

but the cost is higher than 
their stock designs. 
Nevertheless, this is an easy 
way to obtain your own 
individualized card if you don't 
want to do the layout yourself. 

If you decide not to use one 
of the QSL printers' stock 
designs, the most economical 
approach is to design a card 
which uses only lettering. 
Several examples are shown in 
Fig. 3. All the printing can be 
one on side of the card as 
shown in A, or the callsign and 
address can be on one side, B, 
with the report data on the 
reverse side like a picture 
postcard, C. You can also use 
reverse printing for a dramatic 
effect, D, or reverse-print 
outline letters as in E. Nor does 

your callsign have to be right 
in the center of the card; the 
offset arrangement at F is also 
pleasing to the eye. 

Note that printers will 
charge you more to print on 
both sides of the card , so if 
you're on a thin budget, design 
the card to print on one side. If 
you can afford the extra cost, I 
recommend the report data be 
placed on the reverse side to 
reduce clutter. 

Part of the impact of the 
lettered QSL is its very 
simplicity; if you clutter it with 
extraneous material it loses 
impact. There's little you can 
do to make it stand out even 
more except to use color. Each 
color you add increases the 
cost, but you can gain a two
color effect quite simply by 
putting colored ink on colored 
card stock. One of the most 
beautiful QSLs I have in my 
collection came from the Far 
East and has gold printing on 
glossy black card stock. If that 
card had been printed in black 
ink on white card stock it 
wouldn't have earned a 
second look! 

Another way to add impact to 
the lettered QSL is to use an 
unusual arrangement of letters. 

Fig. 5. A QSL card designed specif ically 
for contest con tacts . A large quant ity of 
cards was printed without the red im
prin t . Af ter each contest wo rked by 
W1 DTY, an appropriate number of cards 
are impri nted w ith the name of the con
test (the WAE Contest is the Worked 
All Eu rope Contest). 

An example is shown in Fig. 4. 
This card was designed by a 
graphics artist and the same 
basic style has been used by 
other members of our magazine 
staff. 

Using an illustration 

If the simple lettered QSL 
doesn't achieve the effect you 
wan t, t he nex t c hoice is to use 
an illustration. This can be as 
simple or as complex as you 
want, depend ing on your 
budget. The illustration can be 
based on an amateur rad io 
t heme, or some other topic 
that has impact (remember the 
c ity skyline, the rolling fields of 

Fig. 3. Examples of QSL cards which use only typography. In a card at A all t he data is pri nted on one s ide of the card t o reduce cost. 
The card at B inc ludes only the callsign and address on the front; the technical and report data is on the back, C. The card at D uses 
reverse printing as does the card at E. Shown at F is an offset arrangement; note that both the call sign and address are at the focal 
points shown in Fig. 1. 
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J ·m Fisk editor-in-chief 
I ' ' 03048 .11 New Hampshire Greenv1 e, 

Fig. 6. QSL card presently being used by 
W1 HR is based on an original design by 
K3SUK. Since th is is a two-colo r QSL, 
t wo printing plates are requi r ed as 
shown in Fig. 7. 

grain, waves against the 
seashore?). If you don't think 
you can do the illustration 
yourself perhaps you have a 
friend who is an artist. If not, 
talk t o your local high-school 
art teacher. If all else fails , 
look for a commercial artist, 
but be prepared to pay a good 
fee for his or her services. 

Before you talk to the artist, 
though, think about some 
possible subjects you might 
like to feature on your QSL. 
That w ill give the artist 
something to start with , and 
he's more likely to come up 
with a satisfactory design the 
first time around. Normally the 
artist will supply you with 
several sample sketches which 
are called "visuals." If one of 
these is acceptable, he will 
make up the final artwork 
which you can take direct ly to 
the printer. 

Shown in Fig. 5 is a QSL 
card I had designed 
specifically for contests. A 
number of years ago I had a 
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large number of cards printed 
without the imprint in the upper 
right-hand corner; each time I 
worked a large number of 
amateurs during a contest, I 
had the printer run the card 
back through the press and put 
on the imprint (the card is 
printed in black on white card 
stock; the imprint is in red). 

Fig. 6 shows the QSL card I 
am using at the present time. 
This card was designed by 
K3SUK, who also designs most 
of the front covers for our 
sister magazine, ham radio. 
Since this card is printed in 
two colors on white card stock, 
two separate printing plates 
are required - one for each 
color; these are shown in Fig. 
7. The circled crosses in each 
of the four corners are cal led 
" register marks" and are used 
by the printer to align the two 
printing plates. 

Try a photograph 

If your budget prohibits the 
use of an artist, many dramatic 
QSL cards have been made 
with black-and-white 

photographs. You can use a 
photograph of your station as 
an inset, or use a photograph 
as a margin-to-margin 
background as in Fig. 8. When 
the edge of a photograph is 
beyond the edge of the card , 
it's called a "bleed." 

When you take a photograph 
to be used as a background for 
type, be sure to leave a plain, 
uncluttered area for the letters. 
If the background is dark, it's 
probably best to reverse the 
letters; if the background is 
light colored, overprint it with 
black (or colored) letters. Also , 
you can print the photograph in 
some color other than black. 

There are also a number of 
spec ial effects possible with 
black-and-white photographs 
such as posterization or the 
use of a texture screen. One 
example is shown in Fig. 9. 
Some printers specialize in 
these effects, but if your 
printer doesn't , he can probably 
arrange to have the job done by 
another firm. Special effects 
cost more than a straight 
photograph, but if your budget 
isn ' t too skinny, the results 
may be worth it. 

WIHR 

~ Thl'llla111Rndio 
f"Kn 1•11bli"'1i11g~,; ... ,,,p 

Jim Fisk editor-in·chiel 

111,e New Hampshire 03048 
Green• • 

Fig. 7. Two plates are required for the two-co lor QSL shown in Fig. 6, one for black, 
left, the other fo r red, right. 



Fig. 8. Photographic OSL cards are always popular, but they don't always have a radio theme - what would be more appropriate for 
a ham from Indianapolis than an action photograph f rom the Indy 500? In the station photograph at the left note that both the opera
tor's face and the callsign are at focal po ints (see Fig. 1). The photograph of the speeding race car, right, is exciting enough that it 
doesn't require the focal-point t reatment. 

Full-color QSLs 
If you have a color slide 

which you think would make a 
super QSL card, be prepared to 
spend a lot of money! Before 
you can even think about 
printing costs you must have 
" separation" negatives made 
and this may cost $250 or 
more. * Then the card must be 
printed with a four-color press, 
which is also expensive. 

A less costly altern ative is 
to purchase a large quantity of 
picture postcards which show 
a local scene and have your 
call sign overprinted in a 
contrasting color. Most printers 
have the equipment to do thi s 
and the cost is not outrageous. 

Samco, one of the firms 
listed in the Appendix, 
spec ializes in c lear call sign 
st rips with an adhesive backing 
which can be placed on 
postcards or photographs. 
Included with the package are 
gummed report fo rms which 
can be placed on the reverse 
side of the card . A package of 
50 gummed report forms and 
50 clear call stri ps is pri ced at 
$3.00. The cost of th ree- or 
four-line c lear st ri p address 
labels is additional. 

There are also several QSL 
pri nters who have a large 
se lec ti on of stock full -
co lor QSL cards, inc luding 
Alkan Print and Para-Graphics 
(see Appendix). 

Cutting QSL costs 
One of the best ways to cut 

QSL costs is to use a stock 
non-personalized QSL card 
which has a place to write in 
your cal I letters and address 
(or use a rubber stamp). 
Although this type of QSL is 
designed for the amateur who 
moves around a lot and doesn't 
have a permanent address, 
they're a good bet if you want 
to cut costs to the bone. 
Typical price is about $3.00 per 
100 cards. 

You can also cut QSL costs 
by ordering in large quantities, 
and by not using the most 
expensive card stock. That 
fancy, heavy-stock QSL card 
with the high-gloss fini sh 
(called Kromecoat) costs 
considerably more than 
standard card stock. Colored 
stock costs even more, as do 
cards with woodgrain or other 
special fi nishes. Your biggest 
cost saver, though, is to order 
in large quantities. The initial 
outlay will be higher, but in 
some cases you can cut 

·Four separate negat ives are requ ired, 
one fo r each of the colors used in the 
four-color printing process: magenta, 
ye llow, cyan, and black . Each o f the 
negatives is made through a special fil
ter and must be in perfec t reg istration -
hence the high cost. 

your cost per card in half! 
If you don't send out too 

many QSL cards you may want 
to consider drawing each one 
by hand. This takes a lot of 
time and gets to be a drudge, 
but the cost is low and a 
homemade QSL is effective. 
Who could fail to be impressed 
by the amateur who took the 
time to make his QSL by hand? 

Fig. 9. Use of a texture screen on a pho
tograph to give the effect of a steel en
graving. A variety of texture screens are 
available including wood g rain, textile 
weave, mezzotint, and steel etch. 
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He'd get an immediate 
response from me, I can assure 
you, and probably from most 
other hams as well. The next 
step up from doing it by hand 

is to use rubber stamps. Many 
of the Eastern European 
amateurs make their QSL cards 
this way, and Forwardco (see 
Appendix) sells rubber stamps 

which are especially designed 
for this task. 

QSL cards are an important 
part of amateur radio, as they 
have been for nearly fifty 

WA6AJR 

4 

years, but al I too often their 
importance is overlooked. 
They are, after all, the only 
tangible proof of a pleasant or 
noteworthy radio contact. And 

Appendix 

if you're interested in applying 
for any operating certificates, 
you must have the QSL cards 
to show that you made the 
required contacts. Not every 

MARK FOSTER 

t· ,l\\~~\A 
2 Boucher A 

KENNEBEC COUN AUGUSTA .:enue TY u. s A ' .... AINE 
. . 04330 

ham you work will send you a 
card, but if the QSL you send 
out is designed to attract his 
attention, the better your 
chances are of receiving a reply. 

List of firms which specialize in QSL materials for radio amateurs. 

Charge for Charge for Charge for 
FIRM Samples FIRM Samples FIRM Samples 

Alkan Print 25¢ Little Print Shop Free Ritz Print Shop 50¢ 
Box 3494 Box 9848 5810 Detroit Ave. 
Scottsdale, Austin, Texas Cleveland, Ohio 
Arizona 85257 78766 44102 

Brownie 50¢ Mac's Shack ·1.00 Ru sprint 25¢ 
3035 Lehigh Street Box 1171G Box 7575 
Allentown, Garland, Texas North Kansas City, 
Pennsylvania 75040 Missouri 64116 
18103 N & S Print Shop 35¢ Samcards Free 
Ebbert Graphics 25¢ Box 11184 48 Monte Carlo 
Box 70 Phoenix, Arizona Drive 
Westerville, Ohio 85061 Pittsburgh, 
43081 Para-Graphics 25¢ Pennsylvania 

Egis.Mailers *25¢ Box 268 15239 

Box 4846 Whitehall, Sam co 25¢ 
Poughkeepsie, Pennsylvania Box 203 
New York 12601 18052 Wynantskill, 

Forwardco Free Petty, W2HAZ 25¢ New York 12198 

Box 76 Box 5237 WB9QOF 35¢ 
Massillon, Ohio Trenton, 1313 Willow 
41646 New Jersey 08638 Chippewa Falls, 

K2RPZ Free Printer's Devil *75¢ Wisconsin 54729 

Box 412 Box 6301 Wilkins Creative 50¢ 
Rocky Point, Charlottesvi lie, Printing 
New York 11778 Virginia 22906 Box 787·1 

K7HLR 50¢ QSLs Unlimited 25¢ Atascadero, 
Box 331 Box 27553 California 93422 
Clearfield, Utah Atlanta, Georgia 
84015 30327 *Refundable with order HRH 
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* .BUY THE BEST * 
BUY 

. * AMERICAN * 

ATLAS 350·XL 
For SSS and CW ... 10, 15, 20, 40, 80, 
and 160 meters, full coverage . .. Plus 
WWV, 5, 10, 15 MHz ... Up to 10 addi
tional 500 kHz ranges by adding 
crystals ... 350 watts P.E.P. and CW 
input power . .. Broadband design, 

The ultimate radio. 
preselector tun ing only ... Digital fre
quency readout (optional), and 
standard analog dial .. . High receiver 
sensitiv ity .. . Super selectivity .. . 
Exceptional Dynamic Range .. . CW 
Filter ... QSK Full Break-In CW .. . 
Sidetone ... RIT ... AF Notcher . . . 
Noise Blanker .. . ANL . . . VOX . . . 
Operates directly from a 12 to 14 volt 
DC supply, ideal for mobi le and 
portable work ... Optional mobile 
mount provides quick plug-in for go
ing mobile. 

MADE IN U.S.A. Every Atlas trans
ceiver is designed and manufactured 
in the U.S.A. BUY THE BEST .. . BUY 
AMERICAN . 

CUSTOMER SERVICE . . . SECOND 
TO NONE ... That is our motto. When 
you buy an Atlas product . . . you in
herit the best service policy there is. 
Ask the ham who owns one! 

Model 350-XL (less options) . $995. 
Model DD6-XL Digital Dial .. . $229. 
Model 305 Auxiliary VFO ... . $155. 
Model 305PS AC Power Supply$229. 

"A~ ATLAS 
~ ... ;~ RADIO INC. 

4 17 Via Del Monte, Oceanside. CA 92054 
(714) 433-1983 
Special Customer Service Direct Line (714) 433-9591 
TWX 910-322-1397 
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The QSL card is proof of 
contact between your station 
and another station, whether 
the other station is a block 
away or in another country. 

After you make your contact 
on the amateur bands, 
obtaining a QSL card from the 
station requires some effort on 
your part. How do you get that 
address when the desired 
station doesn't provide it? How 
do you ensure that you'll stand 
a good chance of obtaining a 
reply from that DX station? 

Here is some information 
you can use in collecting QSL 
cards. Many methods have 
been developed to distribute 
QSL cards to the intended 
recipients and to publicize your 
call sign. But first things first. 
The documentation to back up 
QSLs you send to other 
stations should be reflected in 
a logbook. 

Logging stations 

Logging requirements, that 
is, keeping records of contacts 
have been eased by the FCC, 
but a well-kept logbook is the 
sign of a good operator. A 
logbook also serves as backup 
if you're accused of causing 
television interference (TVI) 
when you were not operating. 
A by-product of QSL collecting 
is award hunting, and the 
logbook provides additional 
documentation for application 
purposes. 

Although a number of firms 
have printed logbooks, 
probably the most popular and 
easiest-to-use version is the 
ARRL Logbook. The ARRL 
log is readily available through 
almost every amateur radio 
supply house or Ham Radio's 
Communications Bookstore. 

If you're a newly licensed 
Novice or a Technician 
venturing into the high
frequency bands for the first 
time, make sure you read the 
suggested instructions on how 
to ti 11 out the log. 

When in a QSO, make all 
your notes of times, frequency, 
call, and signal reports on 

scratch paper (I use the reverse 
side of old computer printouts, 
which are otherwise tossed 
out in the trash), and after the 
QSO, extract the pertinent data 
and enter it into the logbook. It 
makes for a neater looking 
final log. 

When recording the 
beginning and ending times of 
the QSO, use 24-hour Universal 
Time and don't forget to adjust 
the date forward when you go 
from 2359 (11 :59 PM) UT to 
0000 (midnight) UT. If you 
haven't learned how to convert 
local time to the 24-hour 
system, just add 12 hours to 
PM and delete the " :" mark. 
The time is expressed as a 
four-digit number. A conversion 
table is included in the first 
few pages of instructions of 
the ARRL Logbook. 

How do you calculate 
Universal Time? Listen to 
WWV, which announces the 
time each minute. WWV gives 
the time as Universal Time 
(UT) which is also known as 
Universal Coordinated Time. 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 

UT, and UTC, for your 
purposes, are all the same. 
Why use UT? Because it avoids 
the hassle of converting dates, 
daylight to standard time, and 
cal cu la ting di ffer.ences 
between time zones. Why not 
pick up one of those 
inexpensive 24-hour digital 
clocks, and set it to UT? Most 
of these clocks use the 60-Hz 
power line for regulation, and 
accuracy is good to within a 
few seconds a month. 

One final comment on 
keeping a logbook. If you can 
read out your frequency with 
any degree of accuracy, I'd 
recommend you keep track of 
the exact frequency used for 
each QSO. Later on, an 
analysis of you r logbook will 
show you what areas of each 
band have been most profitable 
for you. Th is also has a 
secondary benef it of prov iding 
documentation in case you 
are accused of interference or 
operating out of band. 

aso tile 

The now out-of-print ARAL 

A QSO file is indispensable if you want to keep track of when and how often you work a 
particular station. A contact will get off to a friendly start when you greet the other 
operator by his name, or ask how the weather is in his town - information that you 
have just gleaned from his entry in a QSO fi le. You also know at a glance whether or not 
you have received a QSL from him. 
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How do you find out where the other station lives? The Radio Amateur Callbook makes 
it easy. It co mes in two volumes, each 8-1/2 x 11 inches (22x28cm). One vo lume has 
listings for United States (and possessions) amateurs; the other is for foreign stations. 
Price for the United States listings book is $14.95; for the Fo reign Listings is $13.95. 
Both are available from Ham Radio's Communications Bookstore, Greenvil le, New 
Hampshire 03048. Order CB-US (for United States), or CB-F (for Foreign). 

Operating Manual suggests a 
simple method of cross
indexing your logbook, and it 
works quite wel l for me. Often 
it's nice to know if you worked 
a particular station before, and 
more than one ham has 
marveled at my ability to recall 
his name, location, and date of 
first QSO! 

The manual suggests taking 
a set of 3 x 5 inch (75x125mm) 
cards with 26 dividers and set 
up the file by putting one letter 
of the alphabet on each divider. 
Behind each divider place 26 
cards. Behind A, label each of 
the cards starting with AA, AB, 
AC . .. AZ. Behind B, label 
each of the cards starting with 
BA, BB, BC .. . BZ, and 
conti nue through the deck until 
you finish the task with ZA, ZB, 
ZC . . . ZZ. Only the first QSO is 
recorded. I insert, on one line, 
the call, location, first name, 
date, and band (in that order). 
The QSO is recorded on the 
card with the appropriate call 
letter suffix . 

For example, my file card 
for AU shows, in order, QSOs 
with WN4AUW, F6AUK, and 
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WB3AUE. I add an "R" in red to 
the end of each single-line 
entry if a QSL has been 
received. If that "R" is missing 
and we happen to QSO again, 
I' ll ask him for a QSL card. 
Don't worry about the order on 
each card. At most there are 
only ten entries per card to 
look at. It will take a number of 
years before any one card is 
filled. 

In the logbook I use markers 
of different colors to indicate 
when a card has been sent and 
when a card has been received. 
I happen to use green for sent 
and red for received, because 
these colors stand out in the 
pages when I'm checking to 
see what cards are 
outstanding. You could use the 
same scheme in the card file if 
you like. 

QSLs 

There's an old saying that 
"The final courtesy of a QSO is 
a QSL." I don't know where it 
came from, but I believe in it. 
If you've spent the time and 
effort to earn that Novice 
license, assemble a station, 

and subscribe to magazines 
such as Ham Radio Horizons, 
let 's face it - you're interested 
in amateur radio. 

Why not brag about your 
station through a good-looking 
QSL card?* The cost of 
verification cards and postage 
is minimal compared to what 
has already been invested, and 
many hams look forward to 
that confirmation of a QSO! 
Unfortunately many QSL-card 
printers send out free samples 
to newly licensed Novices 
based on data from the FCC 
computers. The unsuspecting 
beginner merely orders a QSL 
card that is duplicated 
thousands of times over - a 
real shame! 

Originality is a key word 
here. If I want my card to stand 
out on the wall and get the 
attention of that DX station to 
elicit a repl y, I want a QSL 
that's unusual, looks good, and 
hasn't been duplicated in 
wholesale numbers. 

Get some sample cards 
from the various QSL printers 
advertising in the various ham 
magazines; most charge a 
nominal fee of up to 50 cents. 
If you can 't find anything you 
l ike, look through the QSL 
card collection of a local 
amateur. You may find 
something appealing that 
you've not seen elsewhere. If 
you still can't find a card that 
strikes your fancy, combine 
some of the better features of 
some of the cards you have 
looked at , then talk to a local 
printer. Your cards will be quite 
costly initially as plates will 
have to be made, but re-orders 
will be cheap. Bulk purchases 
of cards, 1000 or more, are 
on ly marginally more costly 
than a 200- or 500-card order. 

In designing your own card, 
make sure it shows absolute 
proof of a two-way contact. 
(Look at some of the cards 
you have on hand and you' ll 
see what I mean!) Get the 

·see item 1 in " Further Reading" at the 
end of this art icle. 



needed data into your card: 
calls, date, time, RST, 
frequency or band, and mode 
should be a minimum. 

One more comment in 
picking or designing a card: 
It's extremely helpful to the DX 
station or the special events 
station, who deals with masses 
of incoming cards, to get the 
QSO data on one side of the 
card . The time saved by not 
having to flip the card over 
when doing a log search adds 
up. A list of equipment and 
other comments can be put on 
the reverse side, but get that 
basic tog data in plain view! 

Don't forget to use 24-hour 
UT in filling out QSL cards. 
Most low-band hams and all 
DX amateurs maintain logs in 
UT. You stand a very poor-to-no 
chance of getting a return 
based on a QSL filled out with 
your local date and time! 
The callbook 

How do you know the 
addresses to which to send 
QSLs? There are two editions 
of the Radio Amateur 
Cal/book. One lists all currently 
licensed amateurs in the 
United States, and the second 
lists everyone else. The two 
annual editions are released in 
December, and have quarterly 
updates. These supplements 
are available by mai l 
subscription only. The Cal/book 
is sold by virtually 
every outlet for amateur radio 
equipment, or through Ham 
Radio' s Communications 
Bookstore. Despite its size and 
volume of listings, data in the 
Cal/book is very accurate. 
However, new information is 
somewhat slow to appear. If 
you have just obtained a new 
license or have changed your 
address, you can expedite your 
station's appearance in the 
listings by sending the 
information directly to: Radio 
Amateur Calfbook, 925 
Sherwood Drive, Lake Bluff, 
Illinois 60044. 

If a call change is involved, 
send along a copy of the new 
license (don 't send the 

QSL bureaus speed up the flow of cards to and from most foreign countries, and are 
run by dedicated individuals or clubs. This is a view of the third-cal l-area bureau run by 
W3KT in Malvern, Pennsylvania; he handles both Incoming and outgoing cards. Each 
call area has a QSL bureau to serve it, and you should write to the one for your area to 
find out how they do things; procedures for receiving or sending cards vary from club 
to club. You ' ll find their add resses in the Cal/book, and in OST. Remember, when writ· 
ing to any busy person or group, a self-addressed, stamped envelope wil l speed the 
reply (photo courtesy W3KD. 

original!), and make sure the 
old call is included. The next 
annual edition will cross
reference any call changes that 
have occurred since the 
previous annual. The advantage 
of notifying the company 
directly is most important in 
the later portion of the year. 
Many purchasers of the 
Cal/book don't buy the 
quarterly supplements so they 
won' t see the new information 
for a year. It's to your 
advantage to get changes into 
the December issue. 

In my case, for example, a 
license upgrade that came off 
the FCC computers in earl y 
October, 1976, didn't get into 
the 1977 annual. This wasn' t 
important for me, but for 
someone moving across the 
country or getting a new call , 
it could mean a year or more of 
forwarding mail and cross
referencing calls in each QSO. 

Sending QSLs 

You should send QSLs 
directly to stations located in 

the United States and its 
possessions, Canada, and 
Mexico. Use the address in the 
Callbook unless you' re given 
instructions to do otherwise. 

Many Novices, because of 
the delay of having the license 
data appear in the listings, will 
give an address over the air. 

When you send a card direct, 
put it in a number 6 regular-size 
envelope. Protect the card from 
the mangling machinery and 
t he stray rubber stamps and 
stickers that adorn today's 
mail. The postage may be a few 
cents more, but what's more 
important, your prec ious cards 
or a few pennies? 

Sending QSLs to DX stations 
is a slightly different matter. 
Many DX stations will say, 
"QSL via bureau." Briefly, 
there's a worldwide QSL 
clearing house mechanism set 
up to handle DX QSLs. Almost 
every country has its own QSL 
bureau to receive QSLs from 
other countries , and then 
d istribute those cards to the 
individual hams who have 
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Some amateurs like to decorate their walls with QSLs, and others like to keep them in 
a neat file like this o ne. If you want to assemble cards for an award, it's easy to check 
to see what is in your file, or what is missi ng. Most cards are similar in size to a normal 
post card, bu t a few amateurs use extra-large QSLs, which can create a storage prob
lem for you. 

envelopes on file. If you send 
cards to DX stations using the 
bureau system, return postage 
does not have to be provided. 

The disadvantage of the 
bureau system is that cards 
can take anywhere from six 
months to six years to clear 
through the system, although 
most are exchanged within 
two years. Typically, the 
Soviets are the slowest to 
transmit cards via the bureaus_ 

There are outgoing DX QSL 
bureaus also. Rather than get 
involved with International 
Reply Coupons and prohibitive 
air-mail rates, many amateurs 
take advantage of some of the 
excellent outgoing bureaus 
run by W3KT and others who 
advertise in the various 
publications. Cost of the 
private outgoing bureau runs 
between 5 and 7 cents 
per card. 

If you're an ARRL member, 
you can take advantage of a 
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recently installed outgoing 
mechanism for members' 
QSLs. There are some 
limitations to the ARAL service, 
so if you 're a member, check it 
out for yourself. 

An advantage of using an 
outgoing bureau is that the 
bureau keeps track of QSL 
managers and changes in 
bureaus_ Many of the active DX 
stations use a QSL manager 
located either stateside, in 
Europe, or in Japan, to handle 
QSL requests. A card sent 
directly to the operator may 
not get answered, or it may be 
delayed in routing back to the 
QSL manager for answering . 

Incidentally, if you have a 
QSO with a DX station who 
specifies a QSL manager in the 
United States, send along a 
self-addressed stamped 
envelope (SASE) along with 
your QSL directly to the QSL 
manager's address listed in a 
recent Cal/book. 

If you know a QSL manager, 
you'll get a reply more quickly 
than by sending the card 
through an outgoing bureau, 
which wi ll route the card back 
to you through the bureau 
system. 

Receiving QSLs 

Any cards coming from U.S. 
or Canadian stations will 
probably come direct. To the 
best of my knowledge, all 
attempts to set up a stateside 
clearing house have failed. 
This includes a recent attempt 
in 1975 to set up a Novice-only 
QSL bureau based in Michigan. 
Abou t the only thing you can 
do here is check your license 
carefully and make sure your 
name and address are 
complete and spelled properly. 
Whatever is listed on your 
license under " name and 
address" is what should appear 
in the Cal/book. Check the 
Cal/book's listing too_ Any 
discrepancies on either the 
I icense or the Cal/book listing 
should be attended to as 
quickly as possible. 

To receive cards from DX 
stations, you shou ld have 
envelopes on file at your local 
QSL bureau. In the United 
States and Canada, each cal I 
area has a QSL bureau that 
distributes incoming DX QSL 
cards that have come into the 
country through ARAL 
headquarters in Newington, 
Connect icut. You do not have 
to be a member of ARAL to use 
the QSL bureau system for 
receiving cards. 

The bureaus are listed in 
any Cal/book or periodically at 
the end of the "How's DX?" 
column by Rod Newkirk, 
W9BRD, in QST (the monthly 
journal of the ARAL). 

If you've been chasing DX for 
a while and have some cards 
outstanding, contact your 
local bureau as soon as 
possible. Normally, the bureau 
will hold QSLs without 
envelopes for a year before 
discarding them. 

Some bureaus prefer to 
supply both envelopes and 



postage for a nominal sum, 
whereas others want you to 
provide self-addressed 
stamped envelopes (SASEs) 
of a certain size. Send a 
number-10 SASE to your 
bureau and find out how they 
run things. 

By the way, if you have had a 
Novice license long enough 
ago to have had a WN cal I 
before the WA, WB, or WD 
prefix, make sure the bureau 
knows of both calls if you are 
expecting DX QSLs coming 
for the WN call. 

Filing QSLs 

Now that you have QSLs 
coming back to you, what do 
you do with them? Many 
amateurs like to hunt for 
different awards, some of 
which are quite well known and 
some a bit obscure. In 
virtually all cases, the QSL 
cards are needed to certify 
eligibility for a particular award. 

To digress for a moment, 
most everyone is aware of the 
WAS (Worked All States), WAC 
(Worked All Continents), and 
DXCC (DX Century Club for 100 
or more verified countries). One 
of the other more popular 
activities you'll encounter is 
that of county hunting. The 
county hunting award, 
sponsored by CO magazine, 
marks two-way QSOs with 500 
or more Unites States counties. 
The award has endorsements in 
increments of 500 up to the 
end - more than 3000 
counties. Art Geyer, K8SWW, 
also once active as ZF1AG and 
known to many Novices, has 
over 1500 counties to his 
credit, and 1100 of those were 
earned in the Novice segments. 
The point of all this is that, if 
you're a Novice or a Technician 
on the high-frequency bands 
for the first time, your path of 
interests has not been fully 
developed. Pick up QSLs from 
your early contacts. At some 
point, later, you may decide to 
collect some of the awards 
and certificates that are 
available, and you'll have that 
head start. 

When the QSL card arrives, 
mark your QSO card file and 
your logbook. If you haven't 
already sent a QSL, write one 
out in return. File the received 
card by state/provi nce, and 
alphabetize municipalities 
within each. DX QSLs are filed 
by prefix. You don't need QSLs 
in the same order as your QSO 
card file , because the red R 
tel Is you whether or not a card 
has been received. You'll find 
thi s two-way index system, one 
for the QSO file and the other 
for QSL cards received, an easy 
way to see if you have the 
particular cards to qualify for 
an award at some later date. 
Both files can expand with a 
minimum of problems. 

Closing remarks 

The systems and procedures 
described above have worked 
for me. My philosophy is that I 
like to get on the air and not 
keep records. You'll note that 
there are no master lists to be 
written and rewritten . 
Everything is in a card
expandable arrangement that 
maintains order with a 
minimum of problems. 

At any time, I can run a 
tabulation on states or 
counties verified. With an 
Atlas, the number of counties 
verified can also be determined 
easily. Perhaps one of these 
days I' ll be entering your QSL 
into my records. 

Further reading 

1. A. Wilson, W6NIF, 
" Personalized QSLs for 
Greater Returns,' ' 73, October, 
1967, page 66. 
2. Lee Vogel , WB61UH, " Time
to-Reply Statistics for DX 
QSLs," ham radio , December 
1968, page 50. 
3. Ken Millar, ZE7JV, "A New 
Way to QSL," 73, July 1969, 
page 24. 
4. Lowell White, W2CNQ, 
"Simple DXCC Check List," 
ham notebook, ham radio, 
June 1973, page 55. HRH 
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CW FILTER 
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Now an audio fi lter that really 
works. Connect to your receiver 
phone jack , plug your phones into 
the filter and hear the difference a 
stab le 8 -pole active fi lter can make. 
Does not ring o r sound "tin ny". 
Multiple lo w 0 filters add up to 
sharp skirt selectivity without 
ringing. 

Switch position 1 gives " wide 
band" filtering (300 Hz bandwidth , 
wide skirts}. Removes hum and 
splatter, peaks the signal, but lets 
off-frequency signals come through. 

Switch position 2 gives 
"narrow-band" filtering (80 Hz 
bandwidth , steep skirts). Selects the 
signal you want, eliminates the rest . 
Greatly improves reception in 
hea vy ORM . 

Switch posit i on SS 
(Sirn•Jlated-Stereol puts the na rrow 
band filter to one earphone, the 

wide band filter to the other. The 
signal is in both 'phones - the 
ORM in only one. By the almost 
magical action of the ears and the 
brain, the interference is rejected. 
Yet off-frequency calls can be 
heard. Great for contest operators, 
cw nets. 

Send for free brochure. 

Order direct. $39.95 postpaid in 
U.S . and Canada. California 
residents add sales tax. 

PALOMAR 
ENGINEERS 

BOX 455 , ESCONDIDO. CA 92025 
Phon e: (71417473343 
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Hidden transmitters and determined hunters make 
the game lively and the competition fierce 

BY JANICE SHILLINGTON, N9YL 

some 
foxhunting 
fundamentals 
28 m February 1978 

My type of foxhunting is not 
the game revered by the Briti sh 
- we ll dressed riders, 
mounted on excellent horses, 
chasing over fie ld and wood to 
the baying of many hounds. 
Nor is i t the nightly journey by 
men and hounds in parts of 
Appalachia, in traditional 
pursuit of their wily adversary, 
that I'l l tell you about. 

Foxhunting by rad io 
amateurs can be just as 
thri ll ing , the chase just as 
eager, and the sat isfact ion just 
as great, as in the more anc ient 
sport. It has a multi tude of 
soc ial benefi ts too, such as 
help ing to keep interest h igh 
among club members, and 
getting newcomers acquainted 
with the seasoned hunters. 

There are some great 
technical side-effects that 
benefit all of us: foxhunting 
groups are ready to help in 
case of emergency - a car in 
trouble; a boat or plane in an 
unknown locati on - and they 
have had pract ice in using 
t heir techniques. And, (I hate to 
say i t) there are somet imes 
repeater jammers who need to 
be found. A good foxhunting 
team in your club should be an 
excellent deterrent to 
intentional interference, and a 
source of quick re lief from 
accidental jamming (a stuck 
microphone button in a parked 
car; a rig that is too easy for a 
toddler to reach). 

Bu t, we don't think of these 
things when we are out on the 
chase. It's fu n, it 's great com
petition, and it's a marvelous 
part of amateur radio. 

The thrill of the chase, t he 
magic of the hunt, and the 
cunning of the fox are part of 
the attracti on of foxhunt ing. 
Sure, the fox is caught, but 
he is not cowering w ith fear; 
usually he is relieved to be 
found after hid ing for several 
hours ! 

Amateur-radio foxhunting is 
a skill whereby the fox, a fe llow 
amateur, tries to elude his 
fellow hams, the hunters or the 
hounds. From his hidden 
locati on, he periodicall y 
transmits signals on the same 
frequency to hi s fe llow hams. 



Meanwhile, the hunters try to 
locate " the den" through 
astute observation and skill 
(although I must admit Lady 
Luck can play a very definite 
role). The first hunter to find 
the fox is then the fox for the 
next hunt. 

Getting started 

First of all, contact your 
nearby radio clubs and find 
out the details of their 
foxhunts such as day, time, 
frequency, power requirements, 
border limits, etc. For example, 
the Wheaton Community Radio 
Amateur Club has no hard and 
fast rules, except that the fox 
must be within the county 
limits. The 2-meter foxhunts 
(they also have 10-meter hunts) 
are held twice a month on 
Sunday afternoons. There is no 
set starting place and the fox 
transmits frequently. You can 
pick out your own place to 
start, and try to "psych out" 
the fox . Some clubs have 

definite starting places and the 
fox transmits only once every 
10 minutes. Although it is 
certainly not necessary, it will 
help if you go with another 
hunter on your first hunt and 
get the feel of the game. 

You do need several things 
to make life easier: a receiver 
with a signal-strength meter, an 
antenna, and probably an input 
attenuator. Remember, even if 
you are still a Novice and do 
not have 2-meter privileges, 
you can still join the hunt just 
by listening. 

My family and I use a 
directional antenna. A four
element beam for 2 meters 
costs approximately $20. One 
ham I know built his own loop, 
another one used a coat hanger 
to find the fox, but 90 per cent 
seem to use some type of 
beam antenna. In one instance, 
a ham using a simple quarter
wave vertical antenna beat us 
all! So keep in mind that all my 
recommendations are purely 

suggestions and you might 
very wel I have better ideas. 
That's a big part of the fun in 
amateur radio - experimenting 
and implementing your own 
ideas. 

The attenuator is placed 
between the antenna and the 
input of the receiver to lessen 
or attenuate the signal 
strength. It should be variable, 
allowing you to attenuate in 
small steps. The attenuator is 
necessary because when you 
get close to the radiating 
signal, the radio becomes fully 
saturated (overloaded) and the 
meter indicates full-scale, no 
matter which direction the 
antenna is pointed. In the 
ARRL Radio Amateur's 
Handbook there is a simple 
schematic for an effective 
attenuator. 

Some hams have special 
" fox boxes." An example would 
be a crystal-controlled receiver 
(the less sensitive the better) 
with built in attenuators and 

Getting ready to go foxhunting . The antenna mast fits into a bracket on the side of the door. It 's easy to stop the car and turn the 
antenna to take a bearing on the signal. 
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The transceiver is temporarily placed on the dashboard, where I can see the meter reading at a glance. 

metering. This receiver could 
be powered by a lantern 
battery, making it portable. A 
few radio stores even have fox
box kits. 

Find the fox 

Next is a matter of 

methodical search and astute 
observation. You know the fox 
is there somewhere - just 
find him. Also remember that 
the fox is cunning. I am almost 
embarrassed to admit how 
many "fox stories" I fell for, 
and was actually looking for a 
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Fig. 1. A handy mount for holding a mobile direction-finding antenna can be made from 
strips of wood. The end piece, with the antenna support (broomstick or dowel) through 
it, hangs over the edge o f the car roof so a passenger can rotate the antenna and watch 
a meter reading. The mount can be fitted with its own suction cups and fastening 
straps, or it can be adapted to a commercially made car-top luggage rack. 
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tunnel 500 feet (150 meters) 
underground ! But, you have to 
be sharp, because many ti mes 
the " fox stories" are true, w ith 
a li ttle stretch of the 
imagination. That sl ight rise in 
the hill or the horizon could 
look like a " mountain." 
However, the longer he waits, 
the more accurate his clues 
become. 

Now, for mounting your 
antenna, here are two 
suggestions abou t racks for 
your car (see Figs. 1 and 2). 
Foxhunting will be much easier 
if you are able to rotate your 
beam from your car while 
enroute. Be sure to bring a nice 
heavy glove for your hand if the 
weather is cool. 

Another method is to simply 
have your antenna in the trunk 
and period ically stop and get 
out of t he car and turn the 
beam. Make it a famil y affair 
and let your wi fe jump out 
wh i le you interpret the meter. 
It might be wise to have a 
third party avai lable to give 
messages from the meter man 
to the antenna woman; it saves 
a lot of yell ing. But the system 
works; we have friends who 
frequent ly come in first using 
this " jump out " method. 

The basic idea is that your 
meter will have its highest 
reading in the direction of the 



radiating signal. So you go -
walk, run, or drive in the 
direction your antenna 
indicates. Simple, isn't it? 
Somet imes you can get false 
readings - reflections from 
buildings and perhaps water 
towers. (Hint: when in the city, 
take readings at intersections). 
As you get closer, all of a 
sudden the meter read ing may 
take a dive. Don't be taken in 
by that one; the fox probably 
saw you and lowered his 
transmitter power. Surprise, 
surprise! Remember, the 
readings are relative. Learn to 
trust your meter. Accurate 
interpretation of your meter 
reading is one of the most 
important things you'll have 
going for you. You can practice 
at home and get a feel for 
relative distances and signal
strength readings. When the 
receiver is fully saturated, 
disconnect your antenna, and 
be ready to go portable, just in 
case the fox is up a tree. My 
brother-in-law, W9ZCL, went on 
a hunt where the fox was up a 
tree all right - the big 
Christmas tree in the middle of 
downtown Chicago!• That's 
Christmas spirit and ham radio 
ingenuity all in one. 

Trust your own judgment; 
just because the last five guys 
came back from one direction, 
don't assume the fox wasn't 
there. It's just possible that 
nobody found him, or, maybe 
they all found him and are just 
acting as if they didn't! I must 
admit it is a reassuring feeling 
to see some other hams in the 
same general location. 

I rate my successes, not by 
coming in first (it hasn't 
happened yet), but by my 
position in the lineup. One 
time, we came in third, but just 
by 30-60 seconds. The number 
1 and number 2 hunters were 
some of the best hounds, so I 
thought we did pretty well. (By 
the way, as I was turning the 
beam by the side of the road, 
hunter number 2 passed us, 
turning his beam from the car. 
If I could have jumped out of 

*The fox did get permission from the 
city officials. 

It takes a lot of brush to hide a fox this large, but they 
used to camou f lage tanks didn't they? 

the car a little faster, and not 
become tangled up in the coax, 
we would have been number 2. 
Wishful thinking, maybe, but 
it's fun and t here is always 
next time). 

Get a friend to help you 
practice. Have him transmit 
periodic signals and let you 
try to find him strictly through 
your antenna-direction interpre
tations. Also, you could get 
some good practice by trying 
to find a repeater location. 

I have a feeling there are a 
few more tricks that I am not 
aware of. After all , a great chef 
will not give away his special 
recipes, so why should a great 

hunter te ll you all the trick s o f 
his trade? There is nothi ng like 
experience. (H int: Bring 
binoculars and scan the 
horizon when you get close to 
the den). 

Come on out and be a 
hun ter! Foxhunt ing is limited 
only by you r imaginat ion, 
resourcefulness , and ingenui ty. 
Af ter all , with a li tt le sugar and 
spice and a few puppy-dog tails 
thrown in, that's what amateur
radio operat ors are made o f ! 

Late flash - it f inally 
happened! We found the fox 
first! Now to fi nd the mos t 
inaccessible, unli kel y spot .. . 
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Fig. 2. An end view of 
the mount shows 
that the antenna sup· 
port is given increas· 
ed stability by pass· 
ing through holes in 
both top and bottom 
pieces of wood. A 
large washer should 
be placed on the top 
piece to provide a 
bearing surface for 
the pin that holds the 
support in place. A 
convenient handle 
can be made by drill
i ng a hole in the 
wooden support and 
forcing a small cross
point screwdriver 
through it. If the 
beam is aligned with 
the screwdriver shaft, 
then the screwdriver 
will point at the hid
den station. 

SCREWDR IVER 
FOR EASE - -
IN ROTATION 
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"QRZ Stateside from 7D9DX. 
Over." 

~OO§IYJ41tlulOOK'Uld~ 
~fiHt~w!BWi~>ri>dfijij~B 

@et dK(J'ltiff)/ 6'tttlMVoYif1EtU~ tyf I 
Bb.H ~Jbriett'rftma ~ifi ~M!n.lf g u b 

" This is 7D9DX. Sorry fellers, 
you're all bunched up. Spread 
out and I'll tune around the 
frequency. This is 7D9DX 
tun ing two up and two down. 
Over." 

b~~~eij'~fi~F 
81>;11~g~ tmll)I t:tfyfi~Ht y 
~[lfltt~~§~~KWl~ 

"Ahh .... this is 7D9DX. 
I just can't copy any cal ls 
through the pile-up. Let's take 
the call areas numerically: 
that way everybody gets a fair 
deal. So QRZ W1 stations on ly. 
This is 7D9DX QRZ W1 and 
by." 

~ fi Qjf RiKWWl) ~.thljtlittru ~&H;i;,h 
s.q~~lliW@u~~ 
a6116W\1 it!~ M§t1gfi«Ol5MNI)jikk 
R'fUigllrltl K+tle'~ b'JOO ~)( ~ki 

"Ahhh .... Yeah . ... Guess 
there are more ones than I 
thought - aitch eye. Now 
let's see ... Are there any 
Rhode Island, Delaware or 
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Other Countries Please 

Vermont stations on 
frequen cy? 7D9DX by." 

(Silence) 
"This is 7D9DX. I guess not 

OK. How about Connecticut? 
QRZ W1 Connect icut on ly. 
Thi s is 7D9DX stand ing by." 

AW~~~~H'l:Jtilg~Jav 
Bff6'rittie6<'St@fjlfAI~~ f 
f)},RR.0'fl~~"~g~t 
bK~tt;tOO<T~ti~~l/'fH 

" This is 7D9DX. Waal, I 
guess there's plenty of activity 
from Connecticut today -
aitch eye. I couldn't copy any 
calls, so what say we take the 
North Connect icut stations first 
and then I' ll go on around. That 
way everybody gets a fair 
chance. So, QRZ North 
Connecticut on ly from 7D9DX. 
Over." 
IW.jkttilK~~Wrib' 

B~e~~~'l!W~ 
tt~V<r~~~~IH 
~ltf)~~~~~ff~d~ 

X-ray. Over." 

"QRZ the station signing 
question mark X-ray. I can 
hear you in there old man, 
but just couldn 't get the ca ll . 
Let me have it once more, 
please. This is 7D9DX by for 
the something X-ray station." 

Stand By 

~tful~Bb'©SW~Htit~ps 

ltiiP5MBIOM\~~b0jRH!M-tH~ 
B~'lt~'tU~M'}~\Md~flTV 

Ud~~ ™4.1tiBEtl».liillttM~Jqaiil 

"Ahhh .... this is 7D9DX ... 
I guess there are more X-ray 
than I though t - aitch eye. 
Now let's see ... suppose we 
take it alphabet ically . That way 
everybody gets a fair chance. 
I'll take the As first. QRZ any 
North Connecticut station by 
the name of Andy w ith an X-ray 
in the call. 7D9DX by." 

(Silence) 

" OK .... well I guess Andy 
ain't at home - aitch eye. 
Okay, How about B? QRZ 
Connec ticut, North Connec
ticu t, that is, anyone with an 
X-ray in the ca ll by the name of 
Bernard? 7D9DX by." 

aw~~ BREAK alfM! 7 ¥¥ 

"This is 7D9DX. Stand-by the 
breaker. If everyone gets out of 
turn we'll never get anywhere 
here. I'll get around to the 
Sevens in just a moment. OK, 
let's try Charlie. Should be 
plenty of Chari ies around, I 
guess - aitch eye. By the way, 
the name here is Pete. So 
QRZ any North Connecticu t 



station named Charlie with an 
X-ray in the call. 7D9DX by." 

~~W!U~Tltett= 
UQKIWMNS'liffiffifil:f{til~ 
KQeW~~li'.jiifHiU1b11"'1 !itfij'tn 

"OK .... this is 7D9DX. Say, 
there sure are a lot of Charlies 
on today - aitch eye. I 
couldn't copy anything in that 
jumble. What say we try it 
alphabetically again. That way 
everybody gets an even break. 
So ... ahhh ... QRZ any North 
Connecticut station with an 
X-ray in the cal I named Chari ie 
Abrahams. This is 709DX 
standing by. Over." 

(Silence) 

"This is 709DX ... Okay, no 
As, how about Bs? 
Any Charlie Browns on 
frequency? Go ahead." 

OO!,rgff6f~a~~© 
Gifl~dtQ~~b.N~ 
~ lfl~W-,;l (jit'Jfi&c:B l/t\(.©lll j:l( 

"Ahhh ... this is 709DX. 
Okay. Sure was a pile of you 
Charlie Browns there - aitch 
eye - okay, tell ya what we'll 
do, I'll take the guys with the 
transceivers first and then the 
guys with separates later. That 
way everybody gets an even 
break. So QRZ any North 
Connecticut station named 
Charlie Brown using transceive 
with an X-ray in the call. Other 
stations please stand by. This 
is 7D9DX. Over." 

Later (much later): "This is 
7D9DX. QRZ any North 
Connecticut station by the 
name of Charlie Brown with an 
X-ray in the call, using 
transceive, aged 34, with two 
children and DXCC two 
hundred and fifty or better, of 
Scandinavian descent. What 
say, please? Over." 

(Silence) 

"Ahhh ... this is 709DX. 
Well, I guess we are weeding 
'em out now. Fellers, I think the 
band is going out on me here, 
but I'll be around tomorrow 
same time, same frequency." 

HRH 

Repeater Jamrners Running You Ragged? 

Here's a portable direction finder 
that REALLY works- on AM, 
FM, pulsed signals and random 
noise! Unique left-right DF 
allows you to take accurate (up 
to 2') and fast bearings, even on 
short bursts. Its 3dB antenna 
gain and .06µV typica l DF sen· 
sitiv ity allow this crystal
control led unit to hear and posi
tively track a weak signal at very 
long ranges-while the built-in 
RF gain control with 120 dB 
range permits positive D F to 
within a few feet of the transmit
ter . It has no 180' ambiguity 
and the antenna can be rotated 
for horizontal polarization. 

The D F is battery-powered, can be used with accessory antennas, and is 12/24V for 
use in vehicles or aircraft. It is available in the 140-150 MHz VHF band and/or 
220-230 MHz UHF band. This DF has been successful in locating malicious inter
ference sources, as well as hidden transmitters in " T-hunts", EL Ts, and noise sources 
in RF I situations. 

Price for the single band unit is $170, for the VHF /U HF dual band unit is $205, plus 
crystals. Write or call for information and free brochure . 

L-TRONICS 
5546 Cathedra l Oaks Road 

(Attention Ham Dept.) 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 

(805) 967-4859 

AMATEUR PRODUCTS GALORE! 
YAESU 
FT-JOlD all solid-state transceiver; 160·10 
meters; AM, CW, SSB, FSK; 200 watts 
PEP input on SSB, 200 watts DC input on 
CW, and 50 watts DC input on AM or FSK; 
features 100.Hz frequency stability, 6-
d igit LED frequency display; tailored audio 
response, 0.25 µ sensitivity, variable se
lectivity from 0.6 to 12 kHz, requires only 
13.5·volts DC power source; matching AC 
supply and speaker available.• 

FT-3010 TRANSCEIVER 

All SOLID STATE 

Famous YAESU quality, reliability, and 
versatility, and now all solid state! 

Conserves energy too. 

' We wil l include FREE AC power supply with every 
purchase of a new FT-3010 . You can't beat this 
offer, so order now. 

KENWOOD 

TS-520S 
160-lOM TRANSCEIVER 

Ask around about Kenwood's TS.520. It's 
in constant use around the globe and has 
a record of reliability that is universally 
admired . USB, LSB, CW, operates AC, 
WWV receiver, RIT, VOX and noise blanker 
are some features that make the TS-520 
a very welcome companion in your shack. 

Also, come in and ask about the NEW 
Kenwood TS-820 that has all of the great 
features found in the TS·520 plus so 
many truly unique operating advantages 
that it is . the Pacesetter of the industry. 

KENWOOD 
TR· 7 400A two-meter FM transceiver cov
ers 144-148 MHz in 5·kHz steps, select· 
able simplex and 600.kHz offset; PLL cir· 
cuitry with unlock protection; LED digital 
frequency display; CTCS encode-decode, 
plus tone-burst; MOSFET with helical res· 
onators, plus 2-pole l0.7·kHz crystal IF 
filter for superior sensitivity and setec
tivity, and much more. Write today tor 
details and price. 

Call or vis it with us today for assistance in selecting the Amateur product that is the most likely to 
meet your operating requirements. 

RSE HAM SHACK 
1207 W. 14 MILE, CLAWSON, MICHIGAN 48017 

313-435·5660 
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The Touch. b; t<e;.,..,,. ""') 

~~out~~ 
"TRULY AMAZING!" The Montrose Gazette 
"MAGNIFICENT!" The Salida Post Tribune 
" •.• HUH?" The Cotopaxi Chronic Bugler 
"ATSA MY BOY ." ~1rs . Capone 

NOW SHOWING AT: 
The Touch by Regency. The first fully synthesi1ed 16 

channel scanner to put over 15.000 lrequcnc1es at th« 
command of a fingertip. 

frequPncy Coverage (MHz) 
30-50 
14tl-148 
146-174 
440-450 
450-512 

303-893-5525 

Now that's not just a new scanner. It's a revolution in 
scanning. 

A LITTLE 
SHORTER. 
A LOT BETTER. 
The H FSV-11 80-10 vertical 
Uses only one decoupling trap l15ml and two 

new resonator circuits. Acts as a 3/8 wave 

radiator on 20m ; 3/4 on 10m for greater ef
ficiency, low angle radiation . Entire radiator 

length active on 40m. Automatic bandswitch 

ing 80-lOm. Strong aluminum alloy/ plastic / 
fiberglass design. COMPARE! $74.50 

A LOT SHORTER. 
The HFSV-S 80-10 vertical 
I s only 16 feet high! Automatic b andswitching 

80-10m. Breaks down to 5-1 /2 feet. $64.50 
OTHER MODELS, TOO. HF5V- 11+1 60m soon. Prices in
c lude shipping in cont. USA. MN. residents add 4%. 
A LL COM E WITH MOUNTING POST. 

QUALITY FROM 

BUTTERNUT ELECTRONICS CO 
Route 1 Lake Crystal, Mn. 56055 

Phone: (507) 947-3126 

5269 
Offer good to licensed hams only. 

Include call with order. 

"NORTH 
AMERICA'S 
SHORTWAVE 
MAIL ORDER 
PLACE" 

One-Stop 
Armchair Shopping 
For All SWL Needs 

*Receivers - Drake, Yaesu - special 
mods for better performance * Frequency 

Readouts *Receiving Antennas * Antenna 
Tuners *Frequency Galibrators * Log Books 

* FM or TV Guides *OSL Albums *AM Pattern 
Maps * ITU Pu blications *QSL Address Books 

*Confidential Frequency List *Clocks *All SWL Books 

The New 1978 
32nd Edition 
WORLD RADIO TV 
HANDBOOK 
Is Ready! 
Listen to the world with this 
comprehensive di rectory of 
stations at your side. Best 
there is! Only $11.95 ppd. 

FREE SWL MINI-CATALOG 
GILFER SHORTWAVE 

Dept. HRH-2, Box 239, Park Ridge NJ 07656 
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RESONATE OFFSET 

1 · 

• .. , "· r: 
everyone Wants to work. And .lfs , i.nJhe sophisticated · 
simplicity of-the 540/544. . -~;jtf_ ~1 -~ · , 

CW CONVERSATION, !T~SJMPLE! The CW buffs 
used to speak in monologs .. ~o~J1:fey cgr:ry on conver- . _ 
·$ations, thanks to Ten-Tee's ftill -ot.~~iri. It provic;ie5 ··: 
a· constant window on the bal'lq.tOfc~e(;kJo~ QRM, .> .. ,_ 
to save useless calling, to allow· c911v~sations that· · "''.£: 
are natural, ·easier, and a lot more-iun. And no more 
clattering relays! Simply sophistira!e<i. 

FAST, EASY, LOW-COST·SE8VICING. IT'S 
SIMPLE! The thoughtful modui~r:aesign of the 540/544 
makes any trouble-shootil')g sif!lple and fast, resolving 
itself down to one of 22 circuit bo~tls. any of which are 
readily replaced or serviced in the]:¢ld! Or give the 
Ten-Tee service people a shout· ~~tHey will have an 
exchange on its way to you the"~~me.day. 

But, best of all, little if any s.erViG,~i~ll .. be needed 
because while your 540/544 1$·~p~,h:i~!icated, complel( . 
equipment, it also is designed t<:J,j;Qfj~e~'{ative rating~ with 
high standards of American c;rafttQanstlip. Simply durable. , 

fEA'TURES ..:... • Instant Band"· •. ''·-'·' (no xrntt. tl,\ne~up) ·· 
• Co.vers 3-. 5 to ·30 MHz (plus . · with optiop) •':2QO. 
Wa~. Input. -:-- ·_a11 bands,. • Re.C:ei 0ty "0.3,, u~ .. ~ ~Qj 
changes less than 15 Hz per fO,a' in. warm:-up, •J~·pole · . 

· Crystal lF Filter • Direct Readouts.:~'c~oes~. LED digital rri6del . 
or 1 kHz dial model i 150 Hz CW .. filfef.ec,Offset Tuning •:WWV 
at io & 15 MHz • Separate Recei~"~Capab1lify • Automatic 
Sideband Selection, Reversible. • Srcl~one Level and · Plfoh 
control • Pre-Setable ALC • 100% j}y_ty Cycle • S Meter and 
SWR Bridge-• LED indicators for AL€ and OFFSET • Modular 
Plug-In Circuit Boards • Broad Aq;essoty Line 

, .,544 Digital - $869 5_40 Non-digital - $699 

To make your operating sbnpJ~) $imply see your.. · · 
Ten-Tee dealer. or write for ftlll: aetails. 



Of the many awards offered by 
the ARRL, the 5-band WAS is 
one of the toughest to obtain. 
To qual ify you must submi t 
proof (QSL cards) from each 
station contacted, in each of 
the Uni ted States, on each of 
the high-frequency amateur 
bands (10-80 meters). The story 
illustrates that the job isn't an 
easy one. But winning thi s 
award lets you display your 
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plaque w ith pride as an 
amateur who has reall y 
accomplished something in 
competit ion wi th his peers. 

The beginning (by KSEWJ) 

Our 5-band WAS story 
started when I became active 
in 1973 after a 4-year lull. I'd 
worked toward the WAS award 
at several locat ions, but 
despite more than 17 years of 

being licensed , frequent moves 
had kept me from my goal. 
This time I would get it or know 
the reason why! Four months 
of looking netted the single
band WAS award and spurred 
me on toward the 5-band 
award. 

Another move left me 
fru strated. I'd worked 198 
states toward the 5-band award 
and gathered 180 QSLs. I 
vowed I'd never again set the 
5-band as a goal - just too 
much work and the QSL effort 
too expensive. 

One of t he brighter aspects 
was that my w ife, Barb , had 
become interested in getting 
her license. I had been 
commuting long distances and 
became a 2-meter repeater 
user. She could follow my 
progress th rough a rig I set up 
for her, and before long the 
urge to talk back got to Barb. 
After a little work on code, and 
a lot of tears over theory, Barb 
was l icensed as WB5NVH wi th 
a technician ticket i n Feb
ruary, 1975. 

The 5-band award was 
forgotten during 1975, and two 
meters was the mainstay. We 
both became act ive in 
organizing a repeater c lub. The 
high-f requency bands were 
almost forgotten. The 
Bicentennial year began with 
join t New Year's resolutions to 
upgrade our licenses. The air 
rang with Morse code day and 
night; a tape recorder became 
well worn , and the W1AW code 
practice was an important 
household event. Din ner 
conversation ran toward Hartl ey 
and Col pitts osc illators and 
FCC regs. 

Barb and I decided we had a 
reasonable chance of passing 
the exam. We made the trek to 
the FCC on Thursday, February 
12. A couple of cups of coffee 
later, the examiner arrived. 
When we asked for two form 
610s, he replied, " Today isn't 
amateur day. Effective the first 
of the year, amateur day is 
Wednesday! " Another week to 
study and sweat! 

The next Wednesday we 
went through the cof fee routine 



again, but this was the right 
day. Barb went in for the 13 
wpm code test while I waited. 
When the examiner reappeared, 
he broke the bad news to one 
unfortunate soul, then 
announced the rest had 
passed. Barb made it! Now 
could I pass the 20 wpm code 
test? Yes, just barely. 
Somehow the examiner found 
a hundred letters correctly 
copied. We then took the 
theory tests. Both okay. We 
left to begin the 7-week wait for 
our General- and Extra-class 
licenses. 

The Bicentennial WAS 

With the tests behind us, we 
had time to read QST. The 
Bicentennial WAS competition 
caught my eye. I mentioned to 
Barb that we should try for it, 
and she replied, " I can't see 
why anyone would set such an 
arbitrary goal for himself. " 
Undaunted, I proceeded to 
amass a total of three states 
confirmed. 

Co-author Barb, WB5NVH, at the operat ing position. Barb passed the examination for 
amateur Advanced Class in January, 1977. Look out, you big-gun DXers! 

A lazy Saturday morning, 
April 10th, was interrupted by 
the clatter of the mailbox. I 
checked for you-know-what, 
and sure enough there they 
were - two new licenses. The 

7-week, 3-day wait was ended. 
Interest in the hf bands was 
renewed. 

A call on 2-meters and a 
quick tuneup of the rig set 
Barb up for her first hf contact 
with WA5PQJ, which broke 
the ice. After a few unfruitful 
days on 40 meters while I was 
at work, Barb switched to 20 

Willis "Cookie" Cooke, K5EWJ at the business end of his amateur radio station. In· 
eluded are a Galaxy V transceiver, and a Kenwood TS-820. For tough going, a Hunter 
Bandit 2000A linear amplifier is used. 

meters and discovered the YL 
ISSB system. When I came 
home, Barb had 9 more 
contacts with 8 new states and 
Canada. She had a gleam in 
her eye that could only mean 
she was hooked on the WAS 
game. 

Competition 
With two hams in the same 

house working toward the 
same award, what could result 
but a contest? Barb worked the 
rig during the day and I worked 
it at night. Barb stayed on 20 
meters and I hopped from band 
to band as conditions dictated. 
We were roughly even until I 
had to leave the country on 
business during May. I returned 
three weeks later to find that 
Barb was almost finished with 
her Bicentennial WAS, all on 20 
meters, and I had to concede 
defeat in the contest. 

I'm not sure when it 
happened, but somewhere 
along the line, WA5PQJ 
suggested that we work 5-band 
Bicentennial WAS. Impossible! 
Not in 1976 with the bands in 
such bad shape ! We could 
never work New England and 
Alaska on 10 meters. But we 
covered the door to the shack 
with ten maps in short order. 
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The antenna farm at K5EWJ/WB5NVH. 
The tower is 60 feet (18m) h igh and sup
ports a Mosley tr i-bander as wel l as a 
two-meter Yagi. lnverted-V antennas are 
used for 40 and 80 meters. 

With 20 meters finished , Barb 
turned to 75 meters and the 
Bicentennial WAS Net, which 
met at midnight. I continued to 
hunt, catch-as-catch-can, and 
looked forward to the 
Bicen tennial contest, hoping to 
catch up. All through June, I 
focused my attention on 10 
meters, taking advantage of the 
frequent openings and looking 
for New England and Alaska_ 
Connecticut and 
Massachusetts came through, 
as did Wyoming, Montana, and 
North Dakota; but the rare W1s 
and KL? eluded me. 

Barb was making steady 
progress on 75 meters and she 
also started working the 40-
meter WAS net. As if getting 
waxed for the Bicentennial 
wasn 't bad enough, I had to try 
to sleep to the tune of 75 and 
40 meters and get up at 5:30 
AM for work, while Barb forged 
ahead_ About thi s same time, 
Barb began to work 10 meters 
in the daytime, snagging 
Delaware her first day on the 
band. I couldn't find Delaware 
anywhere. 

New equipment 
The new Kenwood TS-820 

caught our eyes, and we 
decided we had to have one, so 
we ordered in early July. I told 
Barb that if I hadn't worked 
Delaware by the time the new 
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Kenwood arrived, she couldn't 
use it until I did work Delaware. 
Even I don't know if I was 
serious or joking. 

Barb must have taken me 
seriously, because a couple of 
nights later she woke me up at 
2 AM with the news that she 
had found a Delaware station 
for me on 40 meters! I got out 
of bed, sat down at the 
operating position, and put on 
the headphones, then just sat 
there in a daze, too near asleep 
to call the station. A couple of 
nights later, the same thing 
happened, but this time I woke 
up enough to work W3DQZ in 
Wilmington. This contact had 
the combined benefits of 
finishing the Bicentennial WAS 
for me and stopping Barb from 
rousting me out in the middle 
of the night. 

Barb's Bicentennial WAS 
number 789 now adorned our 
wall and was soon joined by 
her certificate from the 75-
meter WAS net. I didn't feel too 
badly because I knew my 
Bicentennial would soon be 
here - also two contests were 
coming up to help me play 
catchup. Certificate number 
1176 eventually arrived. 

Now the 5-Band award 

The County Hunters CW 
contest yielded 22 new states 
and whetted my appetite for 
the Bicentennial celebration. A 
good effort there brought 134 
new states. For the next two 
weeks I didn 't have time to get 
on the air, because I was 
spending all my operat ing 
time filling out and sending 
cards. With over 200 states 
worked, I had passed my 1974 
mark, and Barb was doing 
about as well. She had 75, 40, 
and 20 meters completed, 
over 40 states on 10 meters 
and made a good start on 15 
meters during the contest. I 
had 20 meters marked off and 
a good start toward the other 
four bands. Still, the 5-band 
award looked like an 
imposs ible goal for the 
Bicentennial year. Propagation 
to New England and Alaska on 

10 meters looked hopeless. 
The new transcei ver 

remained on 10 meters, and 
every few mi nutes one of us 
tuned t he band with the beam 
pointed northwest. We still 
weren't very optimistic, bu t 
you' ll never know if you don' t 
try. We called information 
(direc tory assistance) and 
got the phone number of 
KL7HKA, which we posted on 
the bull etin board . We thought 
that if ever we heard Bri t ish 
Colum bia well, t here might be 
a chance to work southern 
Alaska, and KL7HKA li ves in 
Ketchikan. Day after day we 
listened, but no sig n of a KL? 
or VE?; not even many W?s. 
The ARRL 10-meter contest 
was marked on our calendar. 

The contest came, but dared 
we hope for a KL?? Saturday 
had a good opening to South 
America, but not much to the 
northwest. I worked a few W7 
stations, but all were in 
Arizona. Maybe Sunday? The 
band opened Sunday morning 
toward the east, and I worked 
a hundred or so stations, but 
no W7s. Abou t noon, the W6s 
and W7s started to come 
through. Then, there was a VE? 
at twenty over nine. I said, 
"Barb, now is the time - call 
KL7HKA!" KL7HKA's son 
answered the phone and called 
his Dad, KL?IHK, to the phone: 
"Some lady in Houston wants 
to talk to you or Mom." KL71HK 
said that their rig wouldn 't 
work on 10 meters but that he 
had a fri end, KL?HGA, who 
was working the contest. 
KL71HK called KL7HGA on 2 
meters and arranged for him to 
look fo r us at 28.590 MHz. We 
worked KL7HGA wi th di fficulty 
despite the interference! 

Barb st ill needed Mon tana on 
10 meters so we kept working 
W?s, but Washing ton, Oregon, 
and an occasional Nevada 
station were all that came 
through. Barb arranged to 
phone her friend W?EOI 
whenever Barb heard anything 
close to Montana on 10 meters. 
W7EOI would get on the air and 
l isten for her. They made the 
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contact the next Saturday, 
December 18th. All done, 
except for receiving a few 
cards and filling out the forms! 

While we f il led out the 
forms, we checked our cards 
carefully for errors and found 
several that had mistakes. 
Much to my chagrin, I found 
that I had no complete cards 
for Kansas, Minnesota, and 
Nebraska on 20 meters. 
Checking my log, I found 
plenty of contacts with Kansas 
and Minnesota, but I hadn' t 
worked Nebraska on 20 meters. 
The next morning, December 
22, I worked W0CDL to 
complete the 250 contacts. 

Barb and I may be able to 
claim four records: the only 
husband-wife team to complete 
5-band WAS within 4 days of 
each other; and the only 
husband-wife team to work 5-
band WAS 100 per cent during 
the Bicentennial year. Also, 
Barb worked 5-band WAS in 
8 months and 8 days after 
getting hf-band privileges, and 
I may be the first ever to need 
Nebraska on 20 as the last 
state to complete 5-band WAS. 
Barb was awarded 5-band WAS 
277, and mine was 278. 

And now, Barb's story 
(by WBSNVH) 

As the typist for what Cookie 
has written, I can certify that 
it's now basically correct. I had 
some interesting adventures 
and met some great people 
during a very busy first year on 
the hf bands. I learned so much 
about propagation, operating 
practices, and use of our 
equipment! 

I'd like to mention some of 
the high points, but first I want 
to address the subject of 
"arbitrary goals." In retrospect , 
I see several reasons why a 
person would set such a goal 
for himself. The thrill of 
competition is addictive and is 
probably reason enough for 
many of us. I've also found 
that, without a major goal for 
being on the air, I'm not nearly 
as active now as I was before 
I finished the 5-band WAS. 

The authors proudly showing their 5-Band WAS plaques, which were earned for a job 
wel I done after many hours of trying. 

With a growing interest in 
Public Service, I can see that 
you can't be of much help if 
you aren't on the air and aware 
of a problem when you're 
needed. Finally, I've discovered 
an esprit de corps with my 
peers that is there in whatever 
endeavor chosen within 
amateur radio. The 
achievement itself isn ' t nearly 
as important to me as are the 
memories of this fantastic 
year. 

Chivalry may be dead in a lot 
of places, but not in Amateur 
Radio. I can't recall anyone's 
being rude to this newcomer, 
not even the net and system 
control operators, whose 
patience I'm sure I strained a 
few times. I tried to "do as 
Rome does," on whatever band 
I was working, and became a 
certificate hunter. There was 
the Bicentennial WAS net on 75 
meters, and a certificate for 
WAS - all on 3.905 MHz. There 
was also a WAS net on 40 
meters, and a bunch of new 
fri ends. (I tried my hand at 
Net Control a couple times -
tricky and very enlightening.) 
The YL ISSB system, with its 
own awards program, is on a 
frequency I'll visit again and 
again; it's populated by some 
of the warmest, kindest people 
in the world . 

I discovered some amazing 
things about the different 
bands. (Secrets previously 
known to everyone else, but 
not to me.) Who'd have 
guessed that 40 meters could 
act like 10 meters at 4 AM wi th 
sudden openings and rapid 
s ignal fade? 

Seventy-five meters in June, 
with an old Galaxy V 
transceiver, was an agony of 
high static and bleeding ears. 
In November, with the new 
rig, 75 meters showed promise 
of bei ng a really nice band. 

People and their callsigns 
keep coming to my mind -
W4GDY on two bands and 
AA4WCG - the most efficient 
net I've ever heard. 

I remember four spec ial 
people in Alaska. KL7HKA was 
my first Alaskan contact. Her 
husband, KL71HK, and I had 
our conversat ion on the 
landl ine. KL71HK helped set up 
my contact w ith KL7HGA for 
my WAS-5 number 249. 

It's a credit to the ARRL for 
coming up with an incentive 
that inspired so many people 
to do so many wacky things, 
at such weird hours, to acquire 
a piece of paper reading, 
"BICENTENNIAL WAS AWARD, 
Worked All States. Presented 
to " 

HRH 
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BY DOUG STIVISON, WA1KWJ 

There must be a reason for sticking with 
CW - after you've graduated from Novice 
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A young Novice entered my shack and 
admired the glittering Collins S-Line panels, 

my handmade mahogany console, and the raft of 
DX QSL cards and certificates on the walls. 

After turning on the rig and thoroughly 
impressing my visitor with the lighted dials 

and simplified, neat station controls, 
I reached for the old bug in its niche under 

the console. The Novice, seeing the bug, 
asked where my microphone was. 

I replied that I mostly used CW. 
Genuinely surprised, 

my young friend asked, 
"Why CW?" 

• 



It seemed incomprehensible 
to him that once one was treed 
from the Novice-class 
restrictions and had fine-quality 
phone equipment that one 
would willingly prefer CW. 

Perhaps this is puzzling to 
many amateurs - not just to 
Novices whose impression of 
CW is based on agonizingly 
slow speed, hundreds of nearly 
identical formula-like contacts, 
and hours of struggling through 
the din of Novice-band QRM. 
Yet for thousands of radio 
amateurs, CW is what amateur 
radio is, essentially, all about. 

There is a sense of 
satisfaction in copying some 
well-sent, rapid CW that I have 
never experienced in any of the 
other facets of the hobby. For 
other amateurs, their greatest 
joy comes from triumphing in 
the heat of a DX pileup; some 
from getting a homebrewed 
circuit to perform perfectly; 
some from hearing the rattle of 
their RTTY machines. To me, 
there is a sense of proficiency 
and satisfaction in making 
sense out of a group of 

Being able to copy Morse Code at high 
speed doesn't necessarily make you a 
good operator. Courtesy, correct pro
cedure, versatility, and activity are some 
of the areas of qualification to become a 
member of the First Class CW Opera· 
tor's Club (FOC). Membership is by 
nomination of five current members on 
at least two continents. You'll frequently 
hear FOC people near the low end of the 
bands calling "CO FOC," where they en
joy the companionship of fellow ama
teurs who appreciate the thrill of good 
CW conversation. 

CW lends itself to simple and efficient station layout. In the tradition of the old-timers, 
the author copies high-speed CW on a typewriter, or " mil l. " With practice, typewritten 
copy becomes both easy and automatic. The semi-automatic key, or " bug" is used 
most of the time, but a traditional straight key lurks in the console niche ready for a 
quick shift to slower speeds for excursions in the Novice bands. 

arbitrary sounds which, to 99.9 
per cent of the people in this 
world, is utterly unintelligible 
noise. 

Traditions 

There is a strong sense of 
being a part of an elite and 
proud tradition: the 
brotherhood of those true 
wireless pioneers who proved 
the commercial worth of radio 
to a skeptical business world 
and a bedazzled public. Our 
legacy from the press and 
marine operators is alive today 
in every page of clean copy; in 
every sentence wrenched from 
the demons of noise and 
interference; in every crisply
sent procedure sign. 

My young visitor, intrigued 
by this tirade, asked me about 
these early operators. We are 
fortunate that there are still 
many of these unsung radio 
pioneers with us today, as 
active old-timers. Sadly, 
though, each year adds a few 
more of their names to the roll 

of silent keys. I guess the 
next generation of amateurs 
might not have that many two
letter calls in their log book; 
might not have that many QSL 
cards on their wall proudly 
bearing the emblems of the 
Society of Wireless Pioneers or 
the Antique Wireless 
Association or the other 
organizations of old brass
pounders. Perhaps those 
historic, lilting, romantic 
swings will no longer enliven 
the periodic Straight-Key Night 
celebrations. It is not too late, 
however, to look for the roots 
of our proud, amateur radio 
traditions. 

Even before there was radio 
as we know it today or even 
before there was a telephone 
service, there was telegraphy 
transmitted over wires. Since 
1844 there have been men 
whose job was to convey 
information by telegraphy. By 
the exact yet simple making 
and breaking of a circuit 
through a telegraph key, the 
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CW can be your simplest key to work
ing OX and getting to know foreign ama
teurs. 

world became united as it had 
never been before. Once a wire 
was strung between two points, 
no vital news could be delayed 
more than a fraction of a 
second. No longer could there 
be a tragedy like the Battle of 
New Orleans in which tens of 
thousands of soldiers died -
days after peace had been 
declared - because the 
military leaders had not heard 
the news of the armistice. 

Political and sports news, 
weather, economic information, 
and personal messages were 
all transmitted daily by 
telegraph. Every character and 
every word was sent through 
one man's skill at sending and 
another man's skill at 
transcribing a clicking, 
intermittent signal. As the bulk 
of traffic increased, the skills 
of the professional 
telegraphers became legendary. 
There is one story which has 
been retold by so many old 
telegraphers, in so many 
versions, that it must have its 
basis in fact. The story 
generally goes like this: 

The old-timer 

The storyteller always claims 
to have been an office boy in a 
telegraph office. On his first 
day of work he stares in awe at 
the telegrapher who sits 
quickly typing endless copy on 
an old office typewriter, easily 
chain-feeding page after page 
of fresh paper, and neatly piling 
up the typed copy. Eventually 
the next shift's operator would 
walk into the office. With the 
sounder still clattering with the 
endless stream of characters, 
the exhausted operator would 
finish the page he was working 
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on and place it on the finished 
copy pile. After saying a few 
words to the new operator, he 
would walk out. 

With the machine-gun like 
sounds still pouring from the 
sounder, the new op would 
slowly remove his hat and 
coat, hanging them up neatly. 
Ignoring the incessant clatter 
from the sounder box, he would 
greet the new office boy while 
filling his coffee mug. Finally 
he would saunter over to his 
chair and then begin to 
meticulously pack and light his 
pipe - generally using two or 
three matches for effect. 
Finally he would insert paper in 
his typewriter as if he just 
remembered that he had 
entered the office for some 
purpose. Within a few minutes 
of furious typing he would have 
recorded every word that had 
come through the sounder in 
the last ten minutes. Like all 
great telegraphers, he had been 
copying in his head every 
word sent. 

This degree of skill appears 
to have been widespread. When 
wireless came along - and the 
first marine radios were truly 

prim itive - these 
operators developed the 
addi tional skill of copying 
signals through the 
n ightmarish din of atmospheric 
noise. To combat the high 
noise levels and t rop ical 
electrical storms which 
plagued t he long wave bands, 
these operators developed 
unique code rhythms and 
spacings to increase readability 
th rough static crashes and 
fad ing. These "sw ings," or 
variations on the standard 
International Morse spacing , 
took on a host of colorful 
names - banana-boat sw ing, 
Lake-Erie swing, Phil l ipine 
sw ing, and even a rag-t ime 
swing. In spite of poor 
equipment and atmospherics, 
these early operators set quite 
a record for getting the 
messages through. 

Sparks 

Every ship radio operator 
was known as " Sparks" - a 
name they retain even today. 
They were a cocky and talented 
breed. Once shrewd insurance 
underwriters saw the 
overwhelming importance of 

You can get a certificate to attest to your sk ill at copying Morse Code. Transmissions 
for the purpose of qualifying for a certificate or endorsement are given each month by 
W1AW in the east, and by W60WP in the west. The dates are g iven in QST, or you can 
obtain a list of dates and times by writing to the Communications Department, ARRL, 
225 Main Street, Newington, Connecticut 06111. Each time you submit correct copy at 
a higher speed, you receive an endorsement sticker, up to 40 words per minute. 
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shipboard radio, the sparks 
became not just a questionable 
convenience, but an economic 
and legal necessity. The cocky 
19-year-old sparks knew the 
ship could not legally clear port 
without him - the master be 
damned! 

What a record not only of 
skill, but also of valor, was 
carved by these ship sparks. 
The operators on board the SS 
Republic and the RMS Titanic 
became heroes instantly when 
they summoned help for their 
crippled vessels. Countless 
others also served selflessly, 
guiding rescuers to their 
sinking ships. Many sparks 
drowned because they would 
not leave their posts, remaining 
at their keys calling for more 
rescuers to save their 
shipmates. Theirs is a record 
too little recognized by the 
public today, but emblazoned 
in the heart, the soul, and the 
fist of every brass-pounder. 

Although telegraphers and 
sparks were al most always 
men, the exigenc ies o f war 
brought about a corps of 
exceptionally profici ent women 
radio operators. Many a World-
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When you feel that 40 words per minute is too slow for you, there' s a chance to go 
h1gh~r. The Connecticut Wireless Association, 66 Highland Street, Newington, Con
necticut 06111 , offers high-speed qualifying runs several times a year. Although the 
club is affiliated with ARRL, and several of the members are employed at ARAL Head
quarters, the high-speed program and award is not an official ARAL activity. It is of
fered by the Connecticut Wireless Association purely as a public service. 

War-Two veteran sailor and 
pilo t can attest to the 
exceptional profici ency and 
dedicati on of women military 
operators in every theater o f 

the war. 

The author in his most characteri st ic pose - his back to ho usehold chores, his hand 
controll ing his bug, and his mind involved in a DX contact. 

There are many amateurs 
today who follow proudly in the 
footsteps of these professional 
brass-pounders. Even with the 
advantages of modern 
equipment and big, effi c ient 
antennas, some of the best 
known radio amateurs today 
respond to the challenges of 
crack CW work. The perennial 
contest champ is Katashi 
Nose, KH61J . Besides his 
abi I ity to work contests by 
maintaining a 60 w ord-per
minute pace for hours on end , 
he has toured the United 
States whil e operating CW 
mobile in his car. The famous 
DXer and DXpeditionaire Gu s 
Browning, W4BPD, tell s of 
developing his skills to send 
rapidly with one hand whil e 
writing up his log entries with 
the other hand in order to be 
able to work more stati ons per 
minute on his DXpeditions. 
Certainly both Gus and Katas hi 
could have chosen the easier 
course of the push-to-talk 
switch. 

Perhaps this all sounds like 
the mou ntain climber's concept 
of scaling a peak simply 
because it is there. There are 
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strong arguments that 
facsimile and RTTY and ssb 
carry more information faster 
and with greater effic iency -
CW's traditional claim over a-m. 
Yet today more than ever, in 
the face of ever-increasing 
sophistication of commercially
made amateur gear and the 
increased difficulties of 
securing build-it-yourself 
components, an amateur can 
build a CW rig far more easily 
and much more economically 
than any other type of 
equipment. Even receivers , 
traditionally the most 
challenging of constructi on 
projects, can be built more 
simply for CW-only reception 
because of simple, narrow
bandwidth filter technologies. 

A real advantage 

And there is still at least one 
practical advantage of CW even 
to the amateur with his 
chrome-plated does-everything 
commercial gear: in hundreds 
of countries around the globe 
there are thousands of DX 
operators who work only CW. 
Unlike the visiting foreign 
technician with his American 
gear (and American point of 
view) or the tiny, wealthy 
minority, the bulk of the 
indigenous, everyday, middle
c lass amateurs overseas run 
small , homebrew, or converted 
military-surplus CW gear. If 
you really want to work DX and 
to get to know the operators on 
the other end, you have to do it 
with the only mode open to 
them - CW. While searching 
for low-powered DX CW 
stations, I have worked dozens 
of foreign hams ecstat ic to 
work into the United States. 
For them, unlike so many of 
their colleagues on ssb, I was 
not just their ten thousandth 
WA 1 contact. 

After listening to all th is, my 
young Novice friend seemed 
quite eager to return to his own 
shack and start polishing up 
his own CW technique. 

"Of course there is one more 
reason why I like CW," I said. 

"What's that?" 
"The fun of it. " HRH 
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More details? Ad Check page 78. 

The Tempo 2020 features a phase lock-loop (PLL) 
oscillator circu it that minimizes unwanted spurious 
responses. It is an advanced solid-state unit with 
only 3 tubes, including 2 rugged 6146-B final 
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For many radio amateurs who 
chase the Far Horizon, the 
months of February and March 
hold a special significance: 
it's Contest Time! And not 
just any contest - it's the 
ARRL DX contest - United 
States and Canadian hams 
against the world. It's one of 
the two big contests for the DX 
gang, the other being in the 
fall , and we'l l take a look at 
that one when the time comes. 

Contests in general, and DX 
contests in particular, are 
different things to different 
hams. It's a chance to add a 
lot of DX con tact s to the pages 
of your log; it 's a fine test of 
equipment, and a great 
opportunity to sharpen your 
operating skills. 

You say you have only forty 
watts to a wet string? And you 
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live in Radio Hole? And your 
hand key col lapses in the 
middle of every fourth contact? 
And the only DX you ever 
worked was a KP4 in Puerto 
Rico? And he got your call 
wrong? Is that what's troubling 
you, OM? 

Well , cheer up! The DX 
contest wi ll give any ham an 
unparalleled shot at working a 
hatfull of DX. Let's take a look 
at why this is so, and how you 
can go about taking advantage 
of it. 

Four weekends 

The ARRL DX contest is run 
over four weekends - two for 
CW and two for phone. The CW 
weekends are February 18 and 
19, and March 18 and 19, 1978. 
The phone weekends are 
February 4 and 5, and March 

It's Contest Time 

BY BOB LOCHER, W9KNI 

4 and 5, 1978. The contests 
start at OOOOZ/0000 GMT on the 
dates indicated, and run for 48 
hours. OOOOZ is Greenwich 
Mean Time, often called Zulu 
time by hams and others, 
because Greenwich, England, 
is on the zero meridian. The 
situation can be further 
confused by the new 
terminology, UTC, which is the 
same as GMT but stands for 
Coordinated Universal Time. 
(The ini tials, UTC, are derived 
from the French Universe! 
Temps Cordonne, but most 
English-speaking users of 
GMT and UTC refer to 
Coordinated Universal Time, 
even though the letters are not 
in the right sequence.) Anyway, 
0000 is 7 PM EST, 6 PM CST, 5 
PM MST, and 4 PM PST. Later, 
you ' ll have to adjust for 



daylight savings time when it 
applies. (Now you understand 
why most hams and all DXers 
keep their logs in GMT!) 

If you are new to DXing, 
don't bother to turn on the 
transmitter Friday night. Listen 
by all means and learn what it's 
all about; Friday night is when 
the big guns are out trying to 
run up an early lead, and there 
will be huge pileups on 
everything in sight. The 
situation will be reminiscent of 
the first day of the Battle of the 
Marne, or maybe the 
Indianapolis 500. But listen and 
learn, because your chance is 
coming soon. 

Ground rules 

The way the contest works is 
that United States stations 
(except Alaska and Hawaii) and 
Canadian stations try to work 
as many stations in other 
countries, and as many other 
countries as possible. Alaska 
and Hawaii count as foreign 
countries for this contest. 
Each foreign station may be 
contacted only once per band, 
but may be worked again on 
other bands. The hot-shot 
contest operators can really 
run up fantastic scores -
3000 contacts in over 150 
countries is not unheard of -
but this time around we'll talk 
in terms of getting your feet 
wet, seeing what it is all about, 
working some new countries, 
and having a good time in 
general. 

When you work a foreign 
station in the contest, you send 
a signal report and your state 
or province. He counters with 
a signal report and the power 
input he is using. Contest 
contacts are brief, so that as 
many asos as possible can be 
made in the limited time that 
the contest runs. 

Now, let's take a look at the 
game plan. First off, if you are 
new to chasing the Far 
Horizon of DX, your best 
chance of scoring will be on 20 
and 15 meters. At OOOOZ in mid
winter, these bands will be 
going out and nearly closed. 
Unless conditions are poor, 

some Central and South 
Americans, and possibly a few 
Pacific stations will be coming 
through on 15 meters. Twenty 
meters wi II provide Central and 
South America, some Pacific 
stations, and also some 
Japanese and Siberian stations. 
These conditions will be 
marginal for hams in the 
Eastern United States and 
Canada, better for the Midwest, 
and fine for the West Coast at 
that time. 

So, fire up the receiver, and 
let's take a look around. 
Hmmm ... It's 23502 - that's 
ten minutes before the contest 
starts. A look across 15 shows 
nothing - the band must be 
dead already. Let's take a look 
at 20. Yes, there are some 
signals, but it seems like half 
of them are just carriers, tuning 
up. Huh? There's a real speed 
merchant - 569. What's his 
call? VK0ZAA? That can't be 
right. There he goes again -
ca Ca VK0ZAA? No, no, it's 
UK0ZAA - a Siberian - and is 
he ever going to town with 
that keyer. Oh well, let's look 
on . .. there's another ... he's 
going a little slower. It's 

J H 1 PKR. Let's see - back of 
the log book - there it is: It is 
Japan. That list of prefix 
allocations in the back of the 
logbook is sometimes a big 
help in f iguring out where a 
station is. 

23582: two minutes and 
counting. Oh boy! Listen to all 
those carriers; people checking 
their rigs. Most of them in the 
f irst 35 kHz. 

2359Z: sudden quiet. No ... 
there's that UK0 calling CQ 
TEST ca TEST. He's early - his 
clock must be fast. Or is 
mine slow? 

Zero hour - where did all 
those signals come from? 
They're everywhere. What a 
mess! Strong signals. Weak 
signals. Clean signals. Chirpy 
signals. Buzzy signals. It's 
staggering. So this is what a 
contest is? Wow! Start tuning 
around and let's see what 
they're up to. 

There's another hot shot. Is 
he making contacts in a hurry! 
His speed is very high, but 
let's figure out who it is. 

K6AAR DE KH61J 5NNKW K 

Huh? It's KH61J. He's one of 

The station is compact and businesslike, the logbook is ready, and the five-band DXCC 
plaque on the wall indicates that he knows how to get around in the DX world. Look for 
OK2BOB from Czechoslovakia in the thick of things. 

Cl I ... 
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This station in the French territory of Afars and lssas would be a great one to work 
whether or not you were in a contest. Here Hassan and son pause in their activities to 
let you take a look at their station. 

the real old pros at contests. 
The 5NN is short for 599 - the 
KW is his power - the 
information required for the 
contest contact. Some people 
use TTT as an abbreviation for 
a KW - the T is an 
abbreviation for 0 during 
contests, so TTT equals 000 
equals 1 KW. Or they might 
send 58N2TT, which of course 
is 589200, the 589 being the 
RST, (signal report) the 200 
being the power of the 
transmitter. 

Boy, there's a huge pileup. 
There must be hundreds of 
stat ions in there cal ling. But 
who? They're al l stateside and 
Canadian stations. They're not 
going so fast here - the DX 
station must be sending a bit 
slower than KH61J . All of a 
sudden the noise tapers off 
. . . the DX station must have 
come back to someone. Where 
is he? There - maybe 
that's him 

569100 569100 BK 

Yes! There's someone coming 
back to him; it's a W7. Okay, 
but who's the DX station? The 
W7 started to send his call , 
but he got covered up by a lot 
of other stations tai 1-endi ng on 
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him. There goes the pileup 
again. What a mess! 

There he goes again. Wish I 
had a sharper filter. Wait .. . 
got part of it that time. 

9AJ 569100 569100 BK 

What can 9AJ be? Got to get 
the rest of it. Now . .. 

W60NV DE CR9AJ 589100 
589100 BK 

CR9AJ ! That's Macau - the 
tiny Portugese colony near 
Hong Kong - right next door 
to China. Son of a gun! That 
would be a great entry in the 
log book. But with that pi le of 
sharp shooters, my 200-watt 
peanut whist le doesn't have a 
chance, yet. But maybe 
tomorrow. And, after all , I am 
copying his 100 watts okay 
when the QRM lets go - he 
should be able to hear my 200 
watts if the QRM doesn't wipe 
me out. 

Well , time to tune around a 
bit more. I scribble the CR9's 
call and frequency in the 
margin of my logbook -
maybe tomorrow I'll get a shot 
at him. The time is 01302; the 
contest is an hour and a 
half old . 

The band does not seem as 

frantic now as it did earlier, and 
signal strengths are down; it's 
almost time for the band to 
close. Sure does pack it in 
early on these winter nights. 
There's an LU - Argentina -
with only 20 or 30 fellows after 
him. And there ... there's a 
PY - Brazil - with a fervent 
following. Heck .. . let 's go 
have a look at 40. 

Forty meters 

The bottom 25 kHz of 40 
meters is incredible! Solid, 
towering pileups - end to end 
of the Extra class portion. I 
look up above 7025. It's not so 
mad, but still a mess. What are 
they working? There's a KP4 -
nice signals, too. And a DU? -
what a signal. I've never heard 
any European that strong on 40 
meters. A lot of other fellows 
seem to be hearing him very 
well, too. Oh well! 

My ears are ringing from the 
racket. I take off the 
headphones, turn down the 
gain, and retreat for a cup of 
coffee. 

After an extended break, I 
return to the shack an hour 
later. I take another look at 20 
... it's deader than a doornail. 
I go to 40 again - it's the 
same as before - a mess. A 
brief look at 80 shows more of 
the same - wall-to-wall 
pileups. I go back to 40 and 
tune a bit. I hear Caribbean 
stations, lots of Europeans, a 
few Africans, some South 
Americans - all with 
substantial followings. It 's 
been a long day, and I'm tired. 
I turn it all off and go to bed. 
Tomorrow is another day ... 

My big chance 

It's Saturday morning. The 
sun came up half an hour ago. 
I pull on my heavy bathrobe 
and sl ippers, stop off in the 
kitchen for a cup of coffee and 
head for the shack. I f lip on the 
gear and take a look at 20 -
it's in fi ne shape - jammed 
full of signals. There are as 
many signals - maybe more 
- as last night, but somehow 
it sounds different. Yes, things 
are spread out more. The 



pileups are still there, but not 
as many big ones - and there 
seems to be a lot more DX 
stations coming through. Let's 
have a look around some more. 
There's a strong one going at a 
good clip ... it's UK2BBB. He's 
over S-9! And G3FXB ... he's 
S-9 too and going great guns. 
And there's a good pileup -
lets see who they're after ... 

DE TA1ZB 

Turkey! But what a mob. Let's 
go look at 15 ... hey! It's 
open! Son of a gun! Almost 
sounds like 20 meters. Listen 
to those Europeans. Maybe I 
can do some good here. Let's 
get the rig tuned up . .. 

I start tuning around again. 
There's GW3FSP calling CQ -
quick - zero the VFO on him. 
There ... he signed. 

GW3FSP DE W9KNI W9KNI K 

579150 579150 BK 
Darn! Missed him. There he 
goes again. 

A SK QRZ GW3FSP K 

I call ... 

GW3FSP DE W9KNI W9KNI K 

579150 579150 K 

Phooie - missed again - and 
he's almost finished another 
contact. I must be calling too 
long. Let's listen for a round. 

A SK ORZ GW3FSP K 

Yes, there's a response -

DE W9VW K 

W9VW DE GW3FSP 5NN150 
5NN150 K 

Huh? 9VW signed his 
call once, and only once, and 
he got him. I'll try that. There 
goes the GW again. 

A SK QRZ GW3FSP K 

DE W9KNI K 

W9KNI DE GW3FSP 569150 
569150 BK 

Hot dog! It worked! 

GW3FSP DE W9KNI 5791LL 
5791LL BK 

A SK ORZ GW3FSP 

The Heath-equipped station of CT10F i n Portugal is the pride and joy of J aime. He's 
relaxed and ready for either rage hewing o r DXing . 

I got him! Let's see ... got 
to get it into the log. It's 1426Z. 
Well, that's Wales - a new 
one. Let's see what else we 
can do. 
There's a CQ .. . 

CO TEST CO DE OY2R OY2R 

Hey! That's a rare one. Call 
him, quick! 

DE W9KNI K 

Ugh - there are four people 
calling him still, and he 's 
coming back to someone 
already ... it's a W2. 

W2MUM 5791TT 5791TT DE 
OY2R K 

OY2R 599NY 599NY DE 
W2MUM K 

I call again ... 

DE W9KNI K 

Darn. There must be ten 
people calling him now. This 
has all the earmarks of a lost 
cause. I listen to him work two 
more contacts, and by now the 
pileup has reached towering 
proportions. I haven't a 
prayer of a chance. I tune off. 

I start tuning higher into the 
band. The ORM seems to thin 
out a bit as I go higher. There's 
a CQ . .. 

CO TEST DE DL9PF DL9PF K 

I lay the VFO on him and give 
him a cal l ... 

DE W9KNI 

He comes right back. 

W9KNI 5NN5TT K 

Wow! That was so fast I barely 
caught it all. 

DL9PF DE W9KNI 5891LL 
5891LL BK 

A TU ORZ DL9PF 

So, that' s another one in the 
log - West Germany. 

I keep tuning higher. Let's 
see ... I'm at 21125 kHz and 
climb ing . Okay, there's 
another ca. 

CO TEST CO TEST CO DE 
4X4FU 4X4FU 

CO TEST CO TEST DE 4X4FU 
4X4FU K 

I pul l the VFO on him fast. 

DE W9KNI 

I listen - I hear 

DE WB5YKG/N WB5YKG/N K 

WB5YKG/N DE 4X4FU 569200 
569200 BK 

The WB5 works him, then the 
4X4 calls QRZ. 
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I call . .. 

DE W9KNI W9KNI 

That five signed his call twice, 
so I' ll try it. Hah - I got him! 

W9KNI DE 4X4FU 559200 
559200 K 

R 4X4FU DE W9KNI 5691LL 
5691 LL K 

R TU QRZ 4X4FU 

Oh boy! 4X4 - that 's Israel -
and that counts for Asia! A 
new country and a new 
continent. These contests are 
all right! 

I go on up the band - I hear 
an 13 working a WB2/N. Say, 
some of these novices got 
their DX shoes on today. I 
wait, and call the 13 when he 
finishes - I nail him. 

Getting better 

I start to notice something 
that pleases me very much. As 
the speed merchants are 
ripping off high speed QSOs, I 
discover that I am having less 
trouble copying them. My code 
speed is beginning to show 
definite signs of improvement. 
Doubtless, the adrenalin 
flowing is partly responsible, 
but I'm sure I' ll retain at least 
part of the increase. 

Yes - there's another speed 
jockey letting fly - hah! - it's 
VP2G. Must be a special 
contest call. I zero him and 
call - I miss. He clears his 
contact. I call again. I miss. I 
call again . Nothing. Then he 
calls ... 

ca TEST DE VP2G VP2G UP2 
UP2 K 

So. He wants calls up 2. I move 
my VFO up 2 kHz and call 
again. I miss. He clears. I call 
again. 

W9KNI 5995TI K 

My chest swells ... I'm 
catching on. 

And so it goes. By now you 
are getting a hint of the joys of 
DX contests. You must 
remember that conditions have 
a lot to do with success in a 
DX contest. If conditions are 
normal or better, that type of 

action is very possible for any 
operator. If you are a Novice
class operator, though you are 
restricted somewhat in 
frequencies, you wi l l still have 
a fine opportunity to put away 
a lot of goodies - mostly on 
15 meters - with possibi li ties 
on 10, 40, and even 80. It 
certainly can be done - a few 
years ago KN4RI D worked we l I 
over 100 countries as a novice 
- and that was in the days 
when Novices were restric ted 
to 75 watts, c rystal control, and 
a non-renewable one-year 
license. 

If conditions are bad, it wil l 
still be possible to work some 
DX - just not as much or as 
easily. Even under terrible 
conditions, it should be 
possib le to pick up some 
Caribbean and South American 
stations. 

In a con test, you must 
remember to keep your calls 
brief and your fist as neat as 
possible. If you use crystal 
control, call only those stations 
near your frequency. Keep the 
rf gain on your receiver as high 
as possible, and use the audio 
gain to control volume - that 
way you will hear the weak 
stations along with the strong. 

The ARAL contest runs two 
weekends - if you hang in 
there you will work some good 
DX the f irst weekend - and 
you'll do even better on the 
second. Remember, contest 
rules allow only one contact 
per station per band, and on 
the second weekend some of 
the DX will be literally begging 
for calls. That will be your 
chance to log some goodies! 

By next year, having gotten 
your feet wet this year, you 
may wel I go out to rack up a 
real score - maybe with an 
upgraded license, upgraded 
gear, and some better 
antennas. But, your ski lls will 
help you the most. You'll learn 
some of the other aspects of 
DX contests, like multi-operator 
efforts, check lists, high-band/ 
low-band classes, staying up 
44 hours out of 48, and so on. 

But in the meant ime - have 
fun , and Good DXing! 

HRH 



All in the family. 
Feather Touch 
Keyer 

$69.95 

No moving parts! The Kanlrontco Fealher 
Touch Keyer responds to the lightest !ouch. No 
more slapping or sloshing! No moving parts also 
means the end of adjusting and readjusting before 
each QSO 

The Feather Touch sends self completing 
dots and dashes, adjustable from 7'1z WPM, and 
gives you a great fist on the air. Attractive design 
and compact size make the Feather Touch a 
professional addition to the sharpest ham station 
Design features keep the keyer from creeping away 
as you send. 

This battery powered unit is great for 
portable use or home operation with the aid of any 
DC power supply from 5·15 volts. Pick up a 
motionless keyer today! 

Natcher 
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razor sharp with the Kantronics 
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150 Hz @ ·3dB to separate signals that 
appeared to be on top of each other 
before. 

Your Notcher will operate portable 
with a 9 volt internal battery, or from 
your 5-15 volt DC power supply. 

Designed to look sharp too, the 
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Kantronics quality products. Our 
quality is more than skin deep. One 
look inside will tell you the Notcher is 
built to perform! 

The Kantronlco Code Speed· 
Building Kii offers perfect computer 
generated code. Code is sent to exact 

Morse specifications as used by the FCC. 
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key included. 
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inten1als. 
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KHz inte?Vals. 

Powered by battery for portable operation, 
or 5· 15 volt DC power supply. The Standard is a 
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Be confident of your frequency. 
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The Kantronics Mobile 2 
Antenna offers a reasonable alternative 
to the high priced VHF antenna! The 
Mobile 2 is a high-quality, quarter· 
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installed. 
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mounting bases. Both include 18 feet 
of RG·58/U coax cable and standard 

I 
PL·259 connector. Specify 147 MHz or 
220 MHz whip and coil assembly. 
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low price! - --, -..s. 
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
Electromotive force, atoms, and Ohm 's law 

BY THOMAS McMULLEN, W1SL 

Previous installments of this 
series have covered Rules and 
Regulati ons, Operating 
Practices, Emission 
Characteristics, and Radio 
Phenomena - subjects that 
are important to a radi o 
amateur in operating his 
station. Now, we can get down 
to what makes electricity 
behave the way it does. If you 
follow this section closely, you 
will gain insight into the 
workings of all the 
transmitters, receivers , 
amplifiers, antennas, power 
supplies, and almost anything 
else that requires electrical 
power to operate it. This 
section is called Electrical 
Principles. 

Just as Amateur Radio had 
to have a firm basis and 
purpose to justify its existence, 
you need a firm understanding 
of electrical principles to be 
aware of what is going on 
inside your equipment. Even if 
you never intend to delve into 
it and do a repair or 
modification, it will be 
immensely satisfying to you to 
know what makes the whole 
thing go. For instance, it is 
fascinating to realize, when you 
press the key and send out a 
signal from your rig , that the 
whole chain of events started 
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with a large volume of water 
flowing past the blades of a 
turbine at a power-generating 
plant many miles away - and 
ended with an electromagnetic 
wave being radiated from your 
antenna system. The whole 
network that brought the 
energy from that water 
pressure to your transmitter 
depends upon the laws of 
electricity to get the job done. 

Electromotive force 

The whole science of 
electricity, and therefore 
electronics, depends upon a 
thing called electromotive 
force, and a similar action 
cal led magnetomotive force 
(the two are tied together). 
You'll have to use your 
imagination quite a bit here, 
because most of the theory 
involves things that have not 
been photographed - as yet 
- but rather have been proved 
by careful experiments to back 
up reasoned conjecture. 

The key to the whole thing is 
the word " electro," in various 
forms, which refers to the 
electron. The electron is very 
small, and doesn't weigh 
much, but it is the mechanism 
responsible for getting all that 
energy from the waterfall (or 
coal pile, or nuclear reactor) to 
your rig where you can use it. If 
you'll envision an atom as a 

very miniature solar system, 
with a mass called a nucleus at 
the center, and several 
electrons in orbit around this 
nucleus (just as planets orb it 
the sun), you have a start on 
grasping the situation. Some 
materials have a few electrons; 
others have many. Hydrogen, 
for example, has just one 
electron in orbit. Metals, some 
of which are used to conduct 
electricity, have a great number 
of electrons orbiting their 
nucleus. This is fortunate, 
because in order to use 
electricity, we need a lot of 
electrons, as we'll see later. 

An element that has only 
one electron, such as 
hydrogen, is not of much use 
to us in electrical work, 
because the atom is going to 
be very reluctant to give up its 
one and only electron, and that 
is precisely what is required if 
electrons are going to mo.ve 
from place to place and do 
some work for us. Therefore, a 
useful atom wou ld be one with 
so many electrons that you 
could pry one loose from one 
of the outer layers (or orbits) 
w ithout too much trouble. 
Some metals will go along with 
this idea, especially if there is 
another electron nearby to 
immediately fill the gap. When 
you have several (billion) atoms 
packed close together, as in a 
copper wire, there is a plent iful 
supply of electrons that can be 
moved without spending a 
prohibitive amount of energy in 
the process. 

Elec trons can be persuaded 
to move by many circumstan
ces, but there are two methods 
commonly used in electrical 
circuits: c reate a shortage of 
electrons at one end of the 
c i rcu it and a surplus of 
electrons at the other end, or, 
push the atoms th rough a 
magnetic field . 

Direct current 

A common method of 
creating a surplus of electrons, 
and a shortage of electrons, is 
to use a chemical cell, just like 



those in a flashlight (Fig. 1). 
This is called a carbon-zinc 
cell, because it consists of a 
zinc container (cup) with a 
carbon rod suspended in the 
center of it. Between the two is 
a chemical paste , called the 
electrolyte. The purpose of the 
electrolyte is to move, by 
chemical action, electrons from 
the vicinity of the carbon rod , 
and transfer them to the zinc 
container. This means that the 
zinc now has more electrons 
than it needs, so the excess 
electrons can be sent out into 
the external circuit to 
eventually find their way back 
to the carbon rod (which now 
has a shortage of electrons 
due to the chemical action). 
This transfer w ill continue as 
long as the circuit is complete, 
or until the electrolyte 
becomes so contaminated with 
byproducts that it will no 
longer do its job. On their way 
from the zinc terminal to the 
carbon terminal, the electrons 
go th rough a res istance (the 
fl ashlight bulb), and do some 
useful work for you - namely, 
providing light to see by. 

Each cell o f thi s type (called 
Leclanche, after its inventor) 
generates a potential difference 
(electromotive force) of 1.5 
volts between the two 
terminals. Other ce lls, made of 
different materials, will produce 
other voltages. If you connect 
several of these cells together, 
so that the voltages add, you 
can c reate a battery, which can 
do other work for you, such as 
run a transistor radio, power a 
smal I motor, operate toys, or 

Fig. 2. The electri cal circ ui ts in 
your house, in most parts o f 
the world, make use of a form 
of elec tric ity ca lled alternating 
current. It is created by forcing 
copper wire to move through a 
magnetic fi eld. To illu strate 
thi s, points A and B will, during 
one c omplete rotatio n, move 
past fi rst one magnet ic pole 
and t hen t he o th er , whi ch 
c au ses electron movem ent 
(current flow) in o ne direction 
and then the other. 

whatever can be operated by 
small amounts of direct 
current. Two things are 
important here: the terminal 
that has a surplus of electrons 
is cal led the negative ( - ) 
terminal, whereas the one with 
a shortage is called the 
positive (+), and the electron 
movement produced by a cell 
or battery is cal led direct 
current. It is called this 
because the flow is one 
direction only , from negative to 
positive. There is another type 
of flow called alternating 
current which I'll tell you 
about next. 

Alternating current 

The second method of 
creating a flow of electrons is 
by moving atoms through a 
magnetic field . Electrons, in 
orbit around their nucleus, have 
their own magnetic field (in 
addition to an electric charge), 
which is o ffset by the f ie ld of 
the nuc leus so that the net 
result (to an outs ider) is no 
discernibl e field. However, if 
you bring an outside force , 
such as the fi e ld between the 
two poles o f a horse-shoe 
magnet, near an atom, thi s field 
interacts with the fie ld of the 
electrons and the orbits will be 
disturbed. If you make the fie ld 
strong enough, and provide a 
circ ui t that gives the elect rons 
a place to go, they will leave 
their orbit and travel around the 
c irc uit. The common way of 
c reating thi s interacti on and 
electron movement is to force 
a conductor (copper wire) 
through a magnetic fie ld , whic h 
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J1as the same effect as 
moving the magnet past the 
wire. The wire is wound on a 
spindle or shaft, called an 
armature, shown in a much 
simplified form in Fig. 2. 

If you apply force, or energy, 
to the shaft to cause it to 
rotate , the copper wire will be 
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Fig. 1. A carbon-zinc (Leclanche) cel l is 
one method of inducing elect ron move· 
ment, or curren t f low. The electro lyte, a 
paste .containing a fo rm o f manganese 
and other chemicals, creates an imbal· 
ance of electron s between the two ter· 
minals o f the cell. An excess of elec· 
t rans, wh ich have a negative charge, is 
present at the zinc c up. When a c ircuit is 
completed the electrons flow through 
the resistance (usually cal led t he load) 
to get to the ot her te rminal, which has a 
deficiency of electrons. On their way 
through the load, the electrons perform 
usef ul work, such as prov iding l ight from 
a flashlight bul b. 

made to move through the 
magnetic field. This fi eld 
disturbs the elec trons, and 
creates a current fl ow along the 
copper wire, through the 
res istance (or other useful 
work-producing devi ce). 

If the po int designated A in 
Fig. 2 is moving through the 
lines of force near the North 
po le of the magnet, the 
elec trons are forced to move in 
a given di rection. At the same 
time, point B is moving through 
the lines of force near the 
South pole, which causes the 
electrons there to move in the 
same direction along the wire 
as those at point A. 

This is fine for that part of 
the armature rotation when the 
conductor is moving into the 
lines of force, but once the 
wire has reached the closest 
point to the magneti c pole, 
something else starts to 
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PROTECTIVE 
COATI NG 
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METAL. CAP 
CONNECTOR 

WIRE LEAD 

Fig. 3. The schemat ic symbol fo r resis
tance is the same, no matter what mater· 
ial is used for a res istor; carbon compo
s ition or wire. The cut-away drawing of a 
carbon type shown here is only one of 
many forms o f res istor found in elec
tronic c ircui ts. The protect ive coating 
c an be o f plast ic, bakelite, ceram ic , 
glass, or other insulating material. lnsul· 
ating material is nonconduc tive to elec
tric it y because the atoms in it will not 
g ive up any electrons under ordinary cir· 
cumstances, therefore no current wil l 
flow through it. 

happen: because it is now 
moving away from the pole, out 
of the lines of force, the 
electrons want to turn around 
and go the other way. This is 
just what happens -
throughout one complete 
rotation (cycle) of the armature, 
the electrons flow first in one 
direction and then in the other. 
This back-and-forth movement 
of the electrons produces a 
current fl ow that is called 
alternating current. In your 
usual household wiring , the 
electrons are changing 
direction 60 times a second. 

Alternating current is a most 
useful form of electricity 
because we can change the 
amount of electromotive force 
(voltage) by simply connecting 
a transformer in the circuit. A 
transformer is a device that 
steps the voltage up or down; 
I'll tell you more about 
transformers when I get to a 
later section, called Circuit 
Components in the FCC Study 
Guide. 

It is precisely this alternating 
current principle, and the 
transformers along the way, 
that transfers that energy from 
the waterfall (or the steam 
pressure in a coal-fired or 
nuclear-reactor generator) 
through all the power lines and 
substations to your house. 
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There you transform it again, 
into a value of voltage and 
current that your equipment 
can use, to eventually launch a 
radio wave from your antenna. 
It took some doing, didn't it? 

At this point you have 
enough of the basics of this 
electron movement bit so that 
a few definitions will make 
sense to you. The difference in 
potential (difference in the 
number of electrons) between 
two points in a circui t is called 
electromotive force, which is 
like saying " the force of 
moving electrons." This 
electromotive force (emf) is 
measured in units called volts 
(abbreviated V in texts and on 
schematic diagrams, but in 
calculations the term E is 
used). When a circuit is 
completed so that electrons 
can flow between a terminal 
with a surplus and one with a 
shortage, this electron 
movement is called current 
flow , which is measured in 
units called amperes 
(abbreviated A in texts, but the 
term I is used in calculations). 

Earlier, I said that a lot of 
electrons had to move through 
a circuit to do any useful work 
in electricity - it takes 6.25 x 
101a of them moving past a 
given point in one second to 
equal one ampere of current 

w 
I 

EX/ 

w x R 

w 
T 

E 
T 

E 
R' 

Fig. 4. A gu ide to the formulas needed 
for Ohm's law calculations involving di· 
reel current. It is somet imes re ferred to 
as a WIRE wheel. To use it , locate the un· 
known quantity in a quadrant, and use 
the adjacent formula that contains the 
two quantities that you do know. 

~------..... 11 f-·-~----. 

RI 
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Fig. 5. When resistors are in series, the 
total current in the circuit must flow 
through all of them. In this simplif ied 
case, both resistors are assumed to be 
eq ual in value, therefore each will have 
just half of the total voltage across it. If 
the valu es were unequal, Ohm 's law 
c ould be used to calculate the voltage or 
current or resi stance, whichever was 
unknown. 

flow! If you want to write that 
number out, put down 6.25 and 
place 16 zeros after it , then 
move the decimal point 18 
places to the right. That's a lot 
of electrons! 

So, there you have the unit of 
electromotive force , volt, and 
the unit of current flow, 
ampere, but, how about the 
resistance that the electrons 
had to go through? A resistor 
is only one of the devices used 
to turn the electron flow into 
useful work, of course. Other 
examples of electrons doing 
work on their way through a 
circuit would be when they 
cause a motor to run, make a 
loudspeaker or earphones 
create sound , or any of the 
thousands of industrial 
processes such as welding, 
electroplating, and the like. 
However, a resistor is usefu l in 
many ways, not just a device to 
create light when electrons 
flow through it. Resistors can 
be used to control the amount 
of electron (current) flow. 

Resistance 

As you might expect from 
the name, a resistor impedes 
or resists the flow of electrons. 
It does this because of the 
material from which it is made. 
Remember earlier that I said 
some metals have so many 
electrons in orbit that you 



could pry one loose from an 
outer layer without too much 
trouble? Well, by choosing a 
different material , you can 
create a path where the 
electrons can qet throuah. but 
with considerable difficulty. If 
the atoms either don 't have a 
great number of electrons, or 
they want very strongly to hold 
on to them, then it takes more 
work to knock one loose to 
send it farther along the circuit. 
Usually, this work (energy) that 
is expended in moving the 
electrons is dissipated as heat. 
This is why you get light from 
the flashlight-bulb type of 
resistor; the tungsten-metal 
atom doesn 't want to lose its 
electrons, and so much energy 
is used in forcing them to 
move that the metal gets white 
hot in the process. 

Many other materials behave 
the same way. Most resistors 
used in electronic circuits are 
made of a carbon composition, 
enclosed in a protective layer 
of non-conducting material. 
Some of them are arranged 
with a tiny rod of carbon 
composition in the center, 
much like the lead in a pencil; 
other resistors have the 
material wrapped in a spiral 
form around a core of 
insulating material. If a resistor 
is meant to handle large 
amounts of current flow, which 
would cause it to get very hot, 
then it is made of wire, very 
similar to that in your flashlight 
bulb. The unit of resistance is 
the ohm, named after Georg 
Simon Ohm, who formulated 
Ohm's law. His law states that 
current varies directly with the 
voltage, and inversely with the 
resistance in a circuit. 
Although the resistance unit is 
the ohm, the letter R is used in 
calculations. 

The schematic symbol for a 
resistor is shown in Fig. 3A. 
The same symbol is used for 
any type of resistor, no matter 
if it is made of carbon 
composition or of wire. Fig. 3B 
is a cut-away drawing of a 
carbon composition resistor. 
They are made in various 

physical sizes which roughly 
correspond to their ability to 
handle a given amount of 
power. Common sizes found in 
most radio. equipment range 
from 112 watt up to 2 watts. 
Some miniaturized equipment, 
such as hand-held transceivers, 
might use resistors as small 
as 118 or 1110 watt capability. 
The wattage rating of a resistor 
is the amount of energy it can 
handle before it becomes 
overheated to the point of 
destroying itself. If you force 
more electrons through it than 
it can safely withstand, it will 
burn out. 

Power and calculations 

Did you notice that new 
term (watt) that I used in the 
last few sentences? I thought 
you would - and here's what 
it is all about. The watt is the 
unit of electrical power, just as 
volt is the unit of electromotive 
force, and ampere is the unit 
of current flow, and together 
with the unit of resistance 
(ohm}, the watt completes the 
set of terms for most of the 
calculations needed in 
electrical circuits where direct 
current is involved. The basic 
expression is: an electromotive 
force (emf) of 1 volt, applied 
across a resistance of 1 ohm, 
will cause 1 ampere of current 
to flow. Under these same 
conditions, the power involved 
is 1 watt. 

Fig. 4 is a handy little helper 
when you need to do 
calculations involving Ohm's 
law. It is often referred to as 
the WIRE wheel. I would 
suggest that you cut it out and 
glue it to a small card that will 
fit in your pocket or wallet; 
you'll need it many times 
before you have all of the 
variations of Ohm's law 
committed to memory. To use 
it, simply locate the quantity 
you want to know in one of the 
quadrants of the wheel , and 
you'll find the applicable 
formula on the rim of the wheel 
adjacent to it. 

For instance, suppose you 
want to find the current flowing 

in a circuit. You can measure 
the voltage across a resis tor, 
and you know the value of the 
res istor. Remember that I said 
the term used for curren t, when 
doing calculations, is I. Locate 
the I term in the wheel, and 
note that there are three 
formulas adjacent to it. The 
one to use is the one that has 
the two known values in it -
in your case resistance (R) and 
voltage (E). There ii is: I = E 
divided by R. Let's check up on 
that Ohm's law statement I 
used before. If the voltage is 1, 
and the resistance is 1, then 1 
divided by 1 equals 1, or 1 
ampere. Right! 

How about power? Okay, 
check it out. Look at the wheel 
and find power (W). Since you 
know all three quant ities, you 
can pick any one of the 
formulas to test the law. How 
about power (W) equals 
electromotive force times 
current; W = Exl. Again 1 volt 
times 1 ampere equals 1 watt. 
It works every t ime ! 

Let me caution you about a 
trap that some beginners fall 
into when they first use Ohm's 
law - be sure that you use 
the same units throughout. 
Most rad io circuits use 
fractions of units, such as 
milliampere (thousandths of an 
ampere) or milliwatts 
(thousandths of a watt) and 
ki lohms (thousands of ohms). 
You have to keep track of the 
decimal places or your answer 
will not make sense. 

Table 1 lists some of the 
common terms for mul tiple or 
fractional units of measure. 
For instance, 1 volt times 1 
milliampere (0.001 ampere) 
equals 1 milliwatt (0.001 watt). · 
Tenths and hundredths are not 
often used; 0.01 watt would be 
10 milliwatts, and 0.1 watt 
would be 100 milliwatts. 

Series and parallel 

So far, the examples I have 
used have been with a single 
res istor in the circuit. However, 
life is seldom that simple in a 
radio circuit, so how do you 
deal with the case where there 
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Fig. 6. In a parallel-resistance c ircuit, the 
current flowing in each branch must 
equal the total current in the circuit. In 
the case where each of two resistors is 
equal, each wi l l conduct half of the 
current. If the resistors are of unequal 
value, the current and power in each can 
be calculated by using Ohm's law. 

are several resistors? Well, 
here is something that you 
should really keep in mind: the 
current flow going into a circuit 
must be exact ly the same as 
that com ing out of it. Every 
electron must be accounted 
for; you cannot lose any along 
the way! 

This leads to a second 
observation: the sum of the 
curren ts flowing in al l the 
branches of a circuit must 
equal the current flowing into 
and out of the circuit. Fig. 5 
shows, in a simplified version 
that has only two resistors, 
how this works. In this series 
circuit, whatever goes through 
one resistor must go through 
the other one; therefore, the 
current in each resistor will be 
equal. Note, however, t hat the 
voltage across each resistor is 
half of the total voltage across 
the entire circuit. This assumes 
that the resistors are identical 
in resistance, of course. 

Now, what happens when the 
res istors are not in series, but 
one is connected in parallel 
with the other? Well , if both 
resistors are equal, each one 
gets just half the current, but 
the voltage across it remains at 
the full supply voltage. 
However, if one resistor had a 
lower value than the other, then 
it would have the most current 
flowing through it. Because of 
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this increased current, it would 
also be d issipati ng more power 
as heat. 

To prove it out, let's apply 
Ohm's law to Fig. 6 and 
assume the voltage is 2, R1 is 
10 ohms, and R2 is 5 ohms. 
Let's work on R1 first; 2V 
divided by 10 ohms equals 0.2 
ampere, or 200 milliamperes 
(I= E/R). Now, the same two 
volts are across R2, so, 2V 
divided by 5 ohms equals 0.4 
amperes, or 400 milliamperes. 
To find out how much current 
the battery is furnishing , add 
the amounts flowing in each 
branch; 0.2 plus 0.4 equals 0.6 
ampere, or 600 milliamperes. 

No, wait, we're not through 
yet. Let's see how much power 
is being dissipated here. W 
(watts) = Exl, so, 2 volts x 
0.6 ampere equals 1.2 watts, 
which is the amount being 
furnished by the battery. R1 is 
passing 0.2 ampere, so 2 volts 
x 0.2 ampere equals 0.4 watt 
being dissipated by R1. This 
leaves 0.8 watt unaccounted 
for, so it must be heating up 

RI 
2 OHMS 

12V R2 

R3 R4 
5 OHMS 5 OHMS 

Fig. 7. This is a combination of a series 
circuit and a paral lel circui t , which is 
called, naturally, a series-parallel circuit. 
Note that the total of al l voltages across 
the resistors must add up to equal the 
supply voltage. See the text for some 
sample questions based on this circuit. 

R2. Let's check it out. Agai n, 2 
volts x 0.4 ampere equals 0.8 
watt! Isn't this Ohm's law stuff 
great? Notice how all of the 
current was accounted for? 
None of the electrons got lost 
anywhere in the circu it and all 
arrived at the positive terminal 
of the battery just as they 
intended to in the first place. 

Now for a couple of 

Table 1. Metric prefixes most commonly used with electrical 
and electronic terms. 

Prefix Factor Symbol Example 
tera 1012 T THz (frequency) 
giga 109 G GHz (frequency) 
mega 106 M MHz (frequency) 
kilo 103 k kHz (frequency) 
deci 10 - 1 d dB (sound level or 

relative power) 
centi 10 - 2 c cm (distance) 
mi Iii 10 - 3 m mm (distance) 

mW (0.001 watt) 
mA (0.001 ampere) 

micro 10-6 µ µA (0.000001 ampere) 
µF (capacitance) 

(0.000001 farad) 
nano 10-9 n ns (time) 

nF (capacitance) 
pico 10 - 12 p pF (capacitance) 

deka, 101; hecto, 102; femto, 10 - 15; and atto, 10- 1s; are not often used 
in electrical or electronic work. 



questions about this part of the 
series. In Fig. 7 I have 
combined a series circuit and a 
parallel circuit. If you will 
follow the electron path 
through it, you'll see that it is 
not nearly so complex as you 
would think at first glance. 

The resistance of R2 is 
(a) 2 ohms 
(b) 2.5 ohms 
(c) 3 ohms 
(d) 1.5 ohms 
(e) 6 ohms 

Use the WIRE wheel, and 
Ohm's law, to find the answer. 
Remember that in a series 
circuit all the current must go 
through both resistors. The 
correct answer is (d). 

Second question: the current 
through R3 is 

(a) 2 amperes 
(b) 1 ampere 
(c) 4 amperes 
(d) O amperes 
(e) 2.5 amperes 

Here again, remember that 
the current path must divide, 
but that the sum of the current 
through the branches must 
equal the total current. The 
answer is (b). 

That's enough for this time. 
The next subjects that I'll tell 
you about are inductance and 
capacitance, and what they 
can do for you in an electrical 
circuit. HRH 

"Here's a snapshot of me on 
top of my new tower." 

VLF CONVERTER 

• New device opens up the world of Very Low Frequency radio. 

• Gives reception of the 1750 meter band at 160-190 KHz 
where transmitters of one watt power can be operated 
without FCC license. 

• Also covers the navigation radiobeacon band, standard 
frequency broadcasts, ship-to-shore communications, and 
the European low frequency broadcast band. 

The converter moves al l these signals to the 80 meter amateur 
band where they can be tuned in on an ordinary shortwave 
receiver. 

The converter is simple to use and has no tuning adjustments. 
Tuning of VLF signals is done entirely by the receiver which 
picks up 10 KHz signals at 3510 KHz, 100 KHZ signals at 3600 
KHz, 500 KHz signals at 4000 KHz. 

The VLF converter has crystal control for accurate frequency 
conversion, a low noise rt amplifier for high sens itivity , and a 
multipole filter to cut broadcast and 80 meter interference. 

All this performance is packed into a small 3" x 1112 " x 6" die 
cast aluminum case with UHF (S0-239) connectors. 

The unique Palomar Engineers circuit el iminates the complex 
bandswitching and tuning adjustments usual ly found in VLF 
converters. Free descriptive brochure sent on request. 

Order direct. VLF Converter $55.00 postpa id in U.S. and 
Canada. California residents add sales tax. 

Explore the interesting world of VLF. Order your converter 
today! Send check or money order to: 
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Limited Edition 
Full Color QSLs ............ . 
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Original Full' Color QSL Cards that are different. 
And to keep them different, only a limited amount 

of each design will be available before a newly 
designed QSL Card replaces it. After that, 

a limited stock of the discontinued cards will be 
available only as reprints to the original buyers 

of that particular card. This way, you get 
top quality, Full Color QSL Cards, at a reasonable 

price, and know your QSL Design won't be 
available to over 99% of other Radio Ope rators. 

Send 50¢ with this Coupon for your 
FULL COLOR BROCHURE Today, Refundable with any 

order of LIMITED EDITION FULL COLOR 
STOCK QSLs 

para·graphics Dept. HRH-3 
P. 0. Bo x 268 
White ha ll, Pa . 18052 

Our ~P,ular,J9~est priced CODE REA~ .. ER. KIT . " 
Mo.<f..~ KCR1,PI(; .... .. ... , .!if~.-"'·,; , :. ·rJli!i .. . . . ,• $ \'l ,49.i.~lm .• 
Ready_ made CODE RE'ADER ... i91odel CRl01 . .. $225 lllrk 

BUY FACTORY DIRECT & SAV E! SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE. 
USE YOUR BANKAMERICARD OR MASTER CHARGE 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 



OX OSCILLATOR 
Crystal controlled t ransistor type. 3 
to 20 MHz, OX-Lo, Cat. No. 035100. 
20 to 60 MHz, OX-Hi, Cat. No. 035101 
Specify when ordering. 

$4.95 ea. 

OF-1 OSCILIATOI\ 
Resistor/capacitor circuit provides 
osc over a range of freq with the 
desi red crystal. 2 to 22 MHz, OF-1 LO, 
Cat. No. 035108. 18 to 60 MHz, OF-1 
HI, Cat. No. 035109 
Specify when ordering. 

$4.25 ea. 

. 02% Calibration Tolerance 
EXPEPJMENTEI\ CRYSTALS 

(HC 6/U Holder) 
Cat. No. Specifications 

MXX-1 
TRANSISTOR._..illlillil 
RF MIXER -
A single tuned circuit intended for 
signal conversion in the 30 to 170 
MHz range. Harmonics of the OX or 
OF-1 osci llator are used for injection 
in the 60 to 179 MHz range. 3 to 20 
MHz, Lo Kit, Cat. No. 035105. 20 to 
170 MHz, Hi Kit , Cat. No. 035106 
Specify when ordering. 

SAX-1 
TRANSISTOR 
RF AMP 

$5.50 ea. 

A small signal amplifier to drive the 
MXX-1 Mixer. Single tuned input and 
link output. 3 to 20 MHz, Lo Kit, Cat. 
No. 035102. 20 to 170 MHz, Hi Kit, 
Cat. No. 035103. 
Specify when ordering. 

$5.50 ea. 

PAX-1 
Tl\ANSISTOR 
RF POWEi\ AMP 
A single tuned output amp lif ier de
signed to follow the OX or OF-1 
oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw. de
pending on frequency and voltage. 
Amplifier can be amplitude mod
ulated. 3 to 30 MHz, Cat. No. 035104 
Specify when ordering. 

DAX-1 
Dl\OADDAND AMP 

$5.75 ea. 

General purpose amplifier which 
may be used as a tuned or untuned 
unit in RF and audio applications. 20 
Hz to 150 MHz with 6 to 30 db gain. 
Cat No. 035107 
Specify when ordering 

$5.75 ea. 

Shipping and postage (inside U.S., Canada and Mexico only) 
will be p repaid by International. Prices quoted for U.S., 
Canada and Mexico orders only. Orders for shipment to other 

count ries wi ll be quoted o n request. Address orders to: 
M/ S Dept., P.O. Box 32497, 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 731 32 . 

031080 3 to 20 MHz - for use in OX OSC Lo 
Specify when ordering $5.95 ea. 

031081 20 to 60 MHz - For use in OX OSC Hi 
Specify when ordering $5.95 ea. 

031300 3 to 20 MHz - For use in OF-1 L OSC 
Specify when ordering $4.75 ea. 

031310 20 to 60 MHz - For use in OF-1H OSC 
Specify when ordering. $4. 75 ea. 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 

International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc. 
10 North Lee 

Oklahoma City, Ok lahoma 73102 
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The Ham Radio Horizons 
station of the mon th selection 
for February is that of Drew 
Pliszka, WBBYDP, of Newton 
Falls, Ohio. Things have 
changed a bit since the 
photograph was taken - for 
one thing the FCC's action in 
discontinuing the WN prefix for 
Novice calls has allowed Drew 
to sign WBBYDP. Additional ly, 
not being one to stand still , 
Drew worked hard to obtain 
some new equipment for hi s 
stat ion, which he will tell you 
about later. Here's Drew's 
story: 

"I first became interested in 
radio when my father bought a 
crystal-rad io kit for me when I 
was 6 years old. Later, my 
parents bought a general
coverage receiver for me as a 
Christmas present, and I began 
tuning the short-wave bands. 
My c uriosity soon led me to the 
local library, where I obtained 
informati on on short-wave 
radio, including amateur radio. 

I decided to start building 
amateur gear from kits, and the 
equipment included a Heath 
HW-16 transceiver, HG-108 
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VFO, and a science-fair Globe 
Patrol short-wave receiver. I 
still had my old general
coverage receiver and I 
converted an HG-108 VFO 
enclosure into a speaker 
cab inet. A large dipole-farm 
completed my station. 

I learned the code by 
copying other amateurs on the 
Novice bands, and was lucky 
enough to earn a 10 word-per
minute code-proficiency 
certifi cate from the ARRL. 
There was a radio club in the 
area, the Warren Amateur Radio 
Association, which I soon 
found out about. I met Frank 
Moger at this club, and he later 
became my " Elmer." He gave 
me the Novice exam when I 
was 15 years old. The license 
arrived soon after, while I was 
in sc ience class (my mother 
brought that official-looking 
paper directly to me at school). 

My first QSO was with 
WN2DRT. I had some trouble 
copy ing him because my heart 
was pounding so loud with 
exci tement that I could hardly 
hear the Morse! I stil l retain his 
cherished QSL card. Now I am 
in the eleventh grade at 
Newton Falls High School , and 
have been active in basketball 
and track. 

My activities in amateur radio 
include working 46 states, with 
33 of them confirmed. I have 
worked 18 countries on 15 

meters. My code speed has 
been increased to 20 words per 
minute, with a sticker to 
confirm it. I have placed 
second two years in a row in 
the Canton Hamfest's Novice 
code contest. 

During this past summer I 
painted houses and cut grass 
to earn enough money to 
purchase some new equipment. 
I now have a Kenwood TS-520S, 
SP-520, a home-brewed antenna 
switch, home-brewed antenna 
tuner for my random-length 
wire, a Heathkit wattmeter (HM-
105), rotator contro l, and a 
microphone ready for the time 
when I get my General-class 
license. Through the help of 
several amateurs in the area, I 
now have a two-element quad 
up at 36 feet. 

Several people who are 
interested in finding something 
better than CB have come to 
me for help, and while they are 
studying for their Novice exam, 
I am studying for my General 
ticket - the amateur trad ition 
of helpfulness continues. 

I enjoy almost every aspect 
of this, the world's most fas
c inating and rewarding hobby. I 
believe that we as amateurs 
shou Id be strong and pro
gressive at maintaining the 
respect and integrity that 
amateur radio has gained 
in the pas t. 

HRH 



$29.95 each 
Wired and tested, complete with 
K-1 element 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 

communiccatloA1 1p•cicali1t1 
P. O. BOX 153 

BREA, CALIFORNIA 92621 

(714) 998·3021 

• 
'K-1 FIELD REPLACEABLE, 
PLUG-IN., FREQUENCY 
DETERMINING ELEMEN1S 

$3.00 each 
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PRODUCT 
SHOWCASE 

Kantronics 80408 
Novice CW Receiver 

Simplicity, sensitivity, and 
adequate selectivity are only 
some of the many features 
found in Kantronics' all-new, 
battery-powered receiver just in
troduced for Novice class radio 
amateurs. In addition to being 
small, neat, and functional, the 
8040B receiver offers light 
weight , pleasing appearance, 
and good performance - which 
also makes it ideal as a standby 
receiver for the more advanced 
amateur. 

The 8040B receiver tunes 3.65 
to 3.75 MHz on 80 meters, and 
7.05 to 7.15 MHz on 40 meters, 
including the Novice portions of 
both bands. Front-panel con
trols include ON-OFF switch , 
BANDSWITCH , RF GAIN, audio 
GAIN, and a vernier tuning dial. 
The 80408 is powered by two 9-
vol t batteries and includes a 
standard phono plug for an 8-
ohm speaker or earphones. The 
size of this little gem is only 5.25 
x 7.75 x 3.25 inches (13.3x19.7x 
8.3cm), making it easy to carry 
for portable use and allowing it 
to fit neatly into almost any sta
tion, no matter how limited the 
available space. 

On 80 meters, signals are 
directly converted to audio, 
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while on 40 meters, signals are 
first converted to 80 meters and 
then to audio, which is filtered 
and amplified to drive a small 
speaker or earphones. Caret u I 
design and component selec
tion minimizes frequency drift 
with temperature changes, and 
the audio response is shaped to 
provide optimum listeni ng ease. 

The receiver may be used with 
a random-length wire antenna, 
but a dipole - cut to frequency 
- is preferred for maximum per
formance. The price is a sur
prisingly low $79.95, with match· 
ing earphones available at only 
$10.95. For additional details on 
this and their other amateur 
radio products, write Kantro
nics, 1202 East 23rd Street, Law
rence, Kansas 66044, or use ad 
check on page 78. 

80-Meter DX Handbook 
To a large number of ama

teurs, the 80· or 75-meter band 
is most useful as a rag-chewing 
spot. Daytime coverage is strict
ly local, and longer paths open 
during the dark hours. Average 
contacts take place across dis
tances that reach from one 
coast to the other during favor
able conditions. 

However, in the true amateur 
spirit, there is a core of DXers 
who are constantly probing to 
see what can be done on this 
"local" band to extend the com
munications range to the far
thest parts of the globe. 

John Devoldere, ON4UN, has 
compiled a handbook of things 
to do to squeeze the most out of 
this rag-chewer's haven ; the 
80-Meter DX Handbook. 

The handbook is a complete 
works on the art of DXing in this 
part of the HF spectrum, from 
why it happens (or does not 
happen), to what to build and 
how to use it. The book is ar
ranged in four chapters: Pro
pagation, Antennas, Stations, 
and Operating Practices . The 
propagation section covers 
magnetic disturbances, sea
sonal effects, twilight periods, 
paths, and more. As· might be 
expected, the antenna section 

is the largest part of the book, 
with 15 distinct subjects -
starting with the fundamentals 
and working through ZL
specials and Beverage an
tennas. 

The section on stations con
tains a concise discussion of 
popular transmitters and re
ceivers, and some hints as to 
their proper use. In Operating 
Practices, the author gives you 
i nformation about what band 
segments are used in various 
countries, talks about proce
dures, types of operation, and 
points out some of the awards 
that have been won, and some 
that are much sought after. 

The 80-Meter DX Handbook 
ends up wi th a very good Bibl i
ography for those who would 
like to explore some of the 
reference works in greater 
detail. 

Published by Commun ica
tions Technology, Inc., the 80-
Meter DX Handbook, by ON4UN, 
is available from Ham Radio's 
Communications Bookstore , 
Greenville, New Hampshire 
03048. Order HR-SOM, $4.50 
postage paid. 

CPI Power/swr Meter 

A new meter with SWR accur
acy 100 times better than typical 
meters is now available from 
Communications Power, accord
ing to the firm's president, 
Robert Artiga. The CPI Model 
WM-7000 uses a 30-dB direction
al coupler, which provides ac
curate SWR readings to 1.1 :1. 
Most other SWR br idges use 
10-dB directional couplers, 
read ing accurately to only 2.0:1 , 
and some of the more expensive 
meters use only 20-dB couplers, 
Art iga said. 



The CPI WM-7000 reads peak 
or average power for accurate 
ssb measurements and to make 
it easier to adjust microphone 
and speech-compressor con· 
trols. The big 3V2-inch (8.9cm) 
meter allows easy reading on 
three scales: 20, 200, and 1000 
watts. The unit covers the 1.8 to 
30 MHz frequency range (160· 
10 meters). 

Further information on the 
CPI WM-7000, and the com
pany's complete line of high 
technology American-made 
communications gear, is avail· 
able from Robert Artigo, Com
munications Power, Inc., 2407 
Charleston Road, Mountain 
View, California 94043, or use ad 
check on page 78. 

The Low and Medium 
Frequency 
Radio Scrapbook 

The frequencies below the 
160-meter amateur band were 
the cradle of amateur radio 
until hams were exiled to the 
" useless" short waves. A num
ber of experimenters are probing 
the world between 10 kHz and 
1600 kHz. Here, through a litt le
known provision of FCC regula· 
tions, experimenters are per
mitted to operate unlicensed 
transmitters. Operation is gener
ally limited to a power of only 
one watt and antennas smal ler 
than ten feet (3 meters) but that 
is adequate for radio communi· 
cat ions out to several hundred 
miles when conditions are good. 

The t ransmitting restrictions 
only increase the challenge and 
fascination of these all but 
ignored frequencies. Lo w
frequency experimenters have 
redi scovered the thrill of the 
earliest days of our hobby when 
transoceanic DX was a pipe 
dream, and real-life DX records 
were well under 100 miles. 

Ken Cornell , W21MB, has put 
a time machine between two 
covers. His book describes 
loose couplers, honeycomb 
coils, absorption wavemeters, 
and classic loop designs - all 
of which were mainstays of the 

wireless pioneers and still serve 
effectively today. On the other 
hand, Cornell includes IC and 
modern filter technologies in 
the endless quest for transmit
ter efficiency and the conquest 
of the plague of all low
frequencies - man-made noise. 

The book includes dozens of 
simple circuits and diagrams 
for electronic and mechanical 

station components - most 
using readily available parts. 
Indeed, some experimenters 
might label W21MB's vacuum 
tube circuits as technological 
dinosaurs, but they are time
tested, flexible, forgiving, ama· 
teur favori tes. An objective look 
also reveals that efficient low
f requency vacuum tubes are 
plentiful and inexpensive. In an 

' . ' 

l ' .,,, .< I If you're 0G1 ... , . . p a' lot df traf: 
". ~- .. f!c; ... and it fades, thi'qR aoout building up: 

.. 
1 
,J 1• . Ask us. We know all aooQt up. ln fact, we're 

i, ti H . C!!_ber one from .. tbe ground up ... when 
df~ll 1t come__s to amateur · communications 
· ~~ towers. We'Vft._ been building them for 

rir.i . HAMS for more tha,~two decades. 
Whether you're't_b.(nking crank-up, 

. " ,~ guyed or free-standi!]g;~h~·ck.~ith us first. 
'" ;~"We're Tri-Ex. Reliabl~1i!;!~1?endaole-.--....:.... 

1~rt " • Wl:ien we say:ri.yrober ·one from"th~ 
~,· ground up, we're talking.about towers like "' 
· Tri-Ex's proven-in-the•field MW-65 shown 
· here. This crank-up tower comes in six 

models. All use superior welded "W" brae
. - ing that resists -both clockwise and 

counter-clockwise torsional loads. Tri-Ex's 
MW series features-top mount rotor stub 
plus wall bracket for mounting the bottom 
section against a b_uildin·g. Meets EIA and 
UBC codes. . --

Write today tor 'more information. 
. Build up with the besf.'Do it now! 
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age of black boxes and IC chips, 
who can deny the nitty-gritty, 
hands-on learning opportunities 
o f basic, discrete-component 
construction? Cornell does in
clude many solid-state circuits, 
but the emphasis is c learly on 
proven tube techniques. 

Thi s is an informal experi
menter's scrap book with a 
unique format. It is pre-punched 

so you can conveniently keep it 
in a standard three-ring binder 
along with your own collec tion 
of notes, catalogs, and artic le 
clippings. The book has no 
fancy printing or polished pro
fess ional prose; but it is a 
straightforward col lection of 
one man's views, tips, experi
ences, and suggesti ons gleaned 
from years of actual on-the-air 

QUALITY KENWOOD TRANSCEIVERS 
... from KLAUS RADIO 

The TS.820 is t h e rig t hat is the 
talk of the Ham Bands. Too m any 
built·in features to list here. What 
a rig and only $830.00 ppd. in 
U.S.A. Many accessories are also 
available to increase your oper
ating pleasure and station ve r· 
sati lity. 

TS·700A 
2M TRANSCEIVER 

Guess which transceiver has made 
the Kenwood name near and dear 
to Amateur operators, probably 
more than any other piece of 
equipment? That's right, t he TS-
520. Reliability is the name of 
this rig in capital letters. 80 thru 
10 meters with many, many bu ilt
in features for on ly $629.00 ppd. 
in U.S.A. 

TR-7400A 
2M MOBILE TRANSCEIVER 

Super 2·meter operating capability 
is y ours with this u ltimate design. 
Operates a ll modes: SSB (upper 
& lower), FM. AM and CW. 4 M Hz 
coverage (144 to 148 MHz). The 
combination of this unit's many 
exciting features w ith the qu al ity 
& reliabil i ty that is inh erent in 
Kenwood equipment is yours for 
only $599.00 ppd. in U.S.A. 

Th is brand new mobile transceiver 
(TR·7400A) with the aston ishing 
price tag i s causing quite a com· 
motion. Two meters with 25W or 
! OW output (selectable), digital 
read-out. 144 through 148 MHz 
and 800 channels are some of th e 
features· that make this su ch a 
great buy at $399.00 ppd. in U.S.A. 

Send SASE NOW for detai led info on these systems as well as on many other fine 
lines. Or , better still , visit our sto re Monday thru Friday from 8:00 a.m. thru 5:00 p.m. 
The Amateurs at Klaus Radio are here to assist you in the selection of the optimum 
unit to f ullfill your needs. 

D&DiO 
8400 N. Pioneer Parkway, Peoria, IL 61614 
Jim Plack W9NWE - Phone 309-691-4840 
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Inc. 

experimentation. 
Of part icular in terest are the 

author's chapters on converting 
low-cost military surplus equip
ment; construct ion of receiver 
converters for the most popu lar 
160- to 190-kHz band, excerpts 
from the relevan t FCC regula
tions, and perhaps most useful 
of all, comprehensive details on 
the design and winding of low
frequency coils. 

The soft cover Scrapbook, 11 O 
pages, is $6.95. Also available is 
an Addendum of over 60 pages 
for $3.95. It contains much infor
mation that has come to light 
since th e original work was 
printed. Both the Scrapbook and 
the Ad den dum are availab le 
from Ham Radio's Communica
tions Bookstore , Greenville, 
New Hampshire 03048. Order 
H R-LF for the Scrapbook and 
HR-LFA for the Addendum. 

Free Heathkit Catalog 
The latest Heathkit catalog 

li sts nearly 400 elec tronic prod
ucts in kit form, plus a variety of 
Heath-recommended and as
sembled elect ronic products. 
Among the new ki t products in 
the catalog are an ent ire line of 
personal computer systems, 
including software and periph
erals; an active audio-signal pro
cessor to enhance the perfor
mance of most hi-ti systems; a 
digital electronic scale for the 
home; and new test equipment 
including an fet multimeter and 
an osc illoscope. 

Assembled produc ts inc lude 
a microcomputer-based elec
tronic chess game, a video
cassette recorder, telephone 
answerer/recorder, two new 
cassette recorders, and an 
electron ic indoor greenhouse. 
The catalog also describes 
other ki t form and assembled 
products such as automotive 
and marine accessories, ama
teur radio equipment, and a 
computerized, digital, program
mable color TV. 

The catalog is avai lable free 
from Heath Company, Depart
ment 350-420, Benton Harbor, 
Mich igan 49022, or use ad check 
on page 78. 



There's I 
nothing 
like it • 

RAD IO AM.;E~ 116 DD k 
Respected worldwide as 

the only complete authority 

for radio amateur 

QSL and QTH information. 

The U. S. Callbook has over 

300,000 W & K listings. It lists 

ca lls, license classes, names 

and addresses plus the many 

valuable back·up charts and 

references you come to expect 

from the Callbook. 

Specialize in DX? Then you're 

looking for the Foreign Callbook 

with almost 300 ,000 ca ll s , 

names and addresses of arna· 
teurs outside of the USA. 

U.S. Callbook $14.95 

Foreign Callbook $13.95 

Order from your favorite electron· 
lcs dealer or direct from the pub· 
lisher. All direct orders add $1.50 for 
shipping. Illinois residents add 5% 
Sales Tax. 

RADIO AMATEUR 116 k ca DD 1Nc. 

Dept . E 925 Sherwood Drive 
Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 

*, ......................... . 
. . . at last -

your shack 
organized! 

$13995 S-F RADIO DESK 
A beautiful piece of furniture 

- your XYL will love it! 
Deluxe-Ready to Assemble 

Floor Space: 39" Wide 30" Deep 

Designed with angled rear shelf for your 
viewing comfort and ease of operation. 

FINISHES: Walnut or Teak Stain. 
Also available in Unfinished Birch, $124.95. 

Addit ional Information on Request. 

Checks. Money Orders, BankAmerlcard 
and Master Charge Accepted. 

F.O.B. Culver City. (In Calif. Add 6% Sales Tax.) 

S-F AMATEUR RADIO SERVICES 
4384 KEYSTONE AVENUE • CULVER CITY, CALIF. 

90230 

PHONE (213) 837-4870 

*'.::::======:::: 
ENERGY 
CRISIS 

SOLVED! 
Personal energy crisis ? Get precious 
RF on DX target with World Record 

Breaking antenna that won W6TYP the 
QRP ARC 1,000,000 miles/watt award . 

THE J OYSTICK VFA 
(Variable freq. ant) gives low angle. 

omnidirectional , harmonic free radiation 
on all bands 160 thru 10 ( • MARS and 

receive on all BC & SW). 
1 OOO's of glowing reports in our files of 
the VFA in use, often in poor QTH and/or 

under ORP., contests, etc. 

SYSTEM 'A' $75.00 
2 50W P.E.P. &/or Receiving Only 

SYSTEM 'J' $99.00 
500WP. E.P. &/or Improved Q Factor Receive 
A ir Mail cost included. (Each system 
3 sect ions easily assembled to make 

unit 7' 6 " long. Matching ATU). Not only 
wi ll you save space but you w ill save 

$$$ at present low exch. rate and by 
buying direct UK manuf. Rush your 

order - Mastercharge or check, or 
ask tor brochure. 

PARTRIDGE (HH) 
ELECTRONICS LTD. 

Broadstairs, Kent. England 
Tel. Thanet 62535 

G3CED G3VFA 
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LOCATOR 
TO HELP YOU FIND YOUR LOCAL AMATEUR RADIO DEALER 

Alabama 

LONG'S ELECTRONICS 
2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH 
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202 
800-633-3410 
Call Us Toll -Free 
To Place Your Order. 

Arizona 

POWER COMMUNICATIONS 
6012 N. 27 AVENUE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
602-242-6030 
Arizona's # 1 " Ham" Store, 
Kenwood, Drake, lcom & more. 

California 

C & A ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES 
2529 EAST CARSON STREET 
P. 0. BOX 5232 
CARSON, CA 90745 
213-834-5868 
Not the biggest, but the best -
since 1962. 

TOWER ELECTRONICS CORP. 
24001 ALICIA PARKWAY 
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92675 
714· 768-8900 
Authorized Yaesu Sales & Service. 
Mail Orders A Specialty. 

Connecticut 

ARCOMM ELECTRONICS 
2865 MAIN STREET 
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06606 
Come On In, Tues. thru Sat. 
10:00 . 6:00 

Florida 

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS 
(Assoc. Store) 

1811 N. HIGHWAY 17-92 
MAITLAND, FL 32751 
305-831-2271 
The Electronics Emporium 
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Illinois 

SPECTRONICS, INC. 
1009 GARFIELD STREET 
OAK PARK, IL 60304 
312·848-6777 
Chicagoland's Amateur Radio 
leader. 

Indiana 

HOOSIER ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P. 0. BOX 2001 
(438 Meadows Shopping Center) 
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802 
812-238-1456 
Communications Headquarters 
of the U.S.A. 

Iowa 

BOB SMITH ELECTRONICS 
RFD # 3, HIGHWAY 169 & 7 
FORT DODGE, IA 50501 
515-576-3886 
For an EZ Deal on New 
or Used Equipment. 

Kansas 

ASSOCIATED RADIO 
8012 CONSER, P. 0 . B. 4327 
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204 
913-381-5901 
Amateur Radio's top dealer. 
Buy - Sell - Trade. 

Maryland 

THE COMM CENTER, INC. 
LAUREL PLAZA · RTE. 198 
LAUREL, MD 20810 
301-792-0600 
Drake, Hy-Gain, Mosley, Tempo, 
Ten-Tee, Wilson. 

Massachusetts 

TUFTS ELECTRONICS 
209 MYSTIC AVENUE 
MEDFORD, MA 02155 
617-395-8280 
New England's Friendliest 
Ham Store. 

Michigan 

RSE HAM SHACK 
1207 W. 14 MILE 
CLAWSON, Ml 48017 
313-435-5660 
Complete Amateur Supplies. 

Minnesota 
PAL ELECTRONICS INC. 
3452 FREMONT AVE. NO. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55412 
612-521-4662 
The Midwest's fastest growing 
ham dealer. 

Nebraska 
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, INC. 
443 N. 48 STREET 
LINCOLN, NE 68503 
402-466-8402 
Call Tol l Free for Low 
Prices! 800-228-4097 

New Hampshire 
EVANS RADIO, INC. 
BOX 893, RT. 3A BOW JUNCTION 
CONCORD, NH 03301 
603-224-9961 
lcom, Dentron & Yaesu dealer. 
We service what we sell. 

New Jersey 

ATKINSON & SMITH, INC. 
17 LEWIS STREET 
EATONTOWN, NJ 07724 
201-542-2447 
Ham supplies since "55" 

RADIOS UNLIMITED 
1760 EASTON AVENUE 
SOMERSET, NJ 08873 
201-469-4599 
New Jersey's newest, complete, 
Amateur Radio center . 

New York 
ADIRONDACK RADIO SUPPLY, INC. 
185 WEST MAIN STREET 
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010 
518-842-8350 
Yaesu and Kenwood dealer 
for the Northeast. 



I:~~: I LOCATOR 
Continued 

HAM-BONE RADIO 
(Div. Stereo Repair Shop) 

3206 ERIE BOULEVARD, EAST 
SYRACUSE, NY 13214 
315-446-2266 
We Deal, We Trade, 
We Discount, We Please! 

HARRISON RADIO CORP. 
20 SMITH STREET 
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735 
516-293-7990 
"Ham Headquarters USA®" 
since 1925. 
Call toll free 800·645-9187. 

Ohio 

UNIVERSAL AMATEUR RADIO 
1280 AIDA DRIVE 
REYNOLDSBURG (Columbus) 
OH 43068 
614-866·HAMS 
Drake, Yaesu, Ten-Tee, KDK, Wilson. 
All Lines In Stock. 

Pennsylvania 

ARTCO ELECTRONICS 
302 WYOMING AVENUE 
KINGSTON, PA 18704 
717 ·288-8585 
The largest variety of semiconduc· 
t ors in Northeastern Pennsylvania 

ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE 
136 N. MAIN STREET 
SOUDERTON, PA 18964 
215-723-1200 
Personal attention to Newcomer 
and Oldtimer. 

Texas 

HARDIN ELECTRONICS 
5635 EAST ROSEDALE 
FORT WORTH, TX 76112 
817-461-9761 
You Bet Fort Worth 
Has A Ham Store! 

PARTS 
PANIC! 

Having parts prQ.blems such as 
MinimJm Or,ders, Unanswered 
'-'etters, Uninter,e~ted 1 

Suppliers, 
Too Much Time at Flea Markets? 

Let G. R. Whitehouse & Co., 
the New Parts Specialists 

solve your problems. 

NOW IN STOCK 
Transmitting Variables 

Roller Inductors - Counter Dials 
Air Wound Coils - Couplings 
Knobs - Receiving Variables 

Toroids - .R.F. Chokes 
Coil Forms and rilore 

- Millen • ~~~~Johnson~ 
Barker & William~on 

JW Miller • Hammarlund · 

-Send First Class Stamp for Flyer 

I I I 
I ! 

Here is an interesting 
general electronics hob
by magazine. It's loaded 
with lots of interesting 
simple circuits and 
ideas, not only about 
radio, but in all phases of 
e lectronics including 
test gear, audio, remote 
control and security 
electronics. 

We are sure that you will 
find a number of worth· 
while projects in this 
British magazine. 

1 Year(12 Issues) $11.00 

Radio & Electronics 
Constructor 

Greenville, NH 03048 

REMOTE CONTROLLED 
ANTENNA SWITCH 

• The SW-5 is a heavy-duty ·remote 
controlled RF switch. Handles 4 
kW PEP with negligible insertion 
loss and SWR below 30 MHz. 
Housed in rugged, weather-proof 
enclosure. 

• Safe, low-voltage operation from 
26 VDC supply in control unit. 

• Indicator lights show at a glance 
which antenna is in use. 

• Requires six-wire control cat>le. 
Ham·M cable satisfactory to 150 
feet. 

• Models from 3 to 9 positions. 
Optional connectors and special 
switching systems are available. 

• Five position Model SW-5 $120.00 
<Shipping $3.00 in USA - IA res. add 3%> 

ANTENNA MART 
Box 1010 ISU Station 

Ames, IA 50010 

Phone: 515-292-7114 

Oak Hill Academy 
Amateur Radio Session 

19th Year- July 29 thru August 11, 1978 
W e have moved ou r location just 15 miles 
from our previous site to the O ak Hill Acad
em y, Mout·h of W ilson, Virginia. 
Our accommod at ion s a re now the fines t one 
could hope for, suites in n beautiful Do rm 
w ith bath for each four students. Lovely spa· 
c iou s lobby and fine recreation room in the 
lower level of the d onn. 
Oak Hill Academy in the Appalachian Moun
tains of Vir2in ia offers an intensive two w eek 
Radio Session in code and theory sta rting a t 
your level. 
E xpert instructo rs , some of whom h ave been 
on the staff for the 1>ast 18 years nre the 
sam e. Only the location has been changed. 
Close association with fellow am ateu rs offe rs 
an opportunity for Saturation Leaming that 
has been very successful since its con cept ion. 
Novices upgrade to General, T echs to General 
& Ad vanced, and Advan ced become E xt ras. 
Golf privileges, canoeing on the New River & 
man y other recreation activities a re offered. 
Make your vacation a " Vacation w ith a Pur
pose" and upg rade your license at n b eautiful 
sch ool in the coo l mountains of Virginia. 
Formerly Glade Varley School Radio Session 

C. L PETERS, K40NJ, Director 
Oak Hi ll Academy Amateur Radio Session 
Mouth of Wilson, Virginia 24363 

Name ___ _____ _ •Call ___ _ 

Address ___ ______ ___ _ 

City/State/Zip'- - -------- -
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FOR THE HAM 
A BELT BUCKLE 

From The COLORADO SIL VER CO 

Cast In SOLID BRONZE 

ENGRAVED WITH CARE 

Th i s fine personalized belt buckle 
can be yours for only $12.50, plus 
$1.00 for postage an d handling. 

OR SEND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE 
BROCHURE. 

COLORADO SIL VER CO 

P. O. BOX 1155 
ASPEN, COLO. 81611 

• COLO. RES. I NCLUDE 3% SALES TAX 
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19'7l lDITION $4.00 

AMATEUR RADIO 
EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY 

lh•1r• 1.,,.~d/iuliH " lll, t1 Wlfff 

• • • • 
The most complete directory of Amateur 
Radio Equipment ever published. The all 
new 1978 Edition includes specifications, 
pictures, and prices of transceivers, trans· 
milters, receivers, amplifiers, power supplies, 
transverters, antennas, tuners, towers, 
meters, microphones, keyers, VFO's, pre. 
amps, test gear, etc. etc . No ham l ibrary will 
be complete w ithout a copy of the 1978 
Am ateur Radio Equipment Directory. 

• I • I • I • I • .. 

$4.00 Postpaid (U.S.) 

Canada $5.00, Foreign (Air ) $7.00 

KENGORE CORP. Dept. HR 

9 James Avenue 

Kendall Park, N. J . 08824 

SEND FO R YOUR COP Y TODAY 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 
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RATES Regular c lassified is available 
at 50~ per word. Display classi fied (1 inch 
deep x 2 11, inches wide) is $50, or at l he 12x 
rale is $35. All Ad Scan payable in advance. 
No cash discounts or agency co mmis
sions allowed. 

HAMFESTS Sponsored by non-profi l 
o rgan izations receive one free regular 
c lassified ad (subjec l lo our ed i li ng). 
Repeat insert ions o f hamfesl ads pay the 
standard rate. 

COPY No special layout or arrange
menls avai lable. Mater ia l shou ld be 
t ypewrille n or c l early prinled (nol all 
capilals) and must include full name and 
address. We reserve l he ri gh l lo re ject 
unsuitab le copy. HORIZONS cannot check 
each advertiser and lhus cannol be held 
responsible for claims made. Liabi lity for 
correctness of materi al l imited to cor
rec ted ad in next available issue. 

DEADLINE 15th of third preceding 
month. 

SEND MATERIAL TO : Ad Scan, 
Ham Radio Horizons. Greenv ille. N. H. 
03048. 

" THE CADILLAC" of OSL's! - New! Samples: 
$1 .00 (Refundable) - MAC'S SHACK, Bo x 
#11 71 ·G, Garland, Texas 75040. 

FREE LICENSING CLASSES in Flushing, NY 
area. Send inquiries to FRATS (Flushing Radio 
Amaleur Technical Society). 62026 Boelsen 
Crescent. Rego Park. NY 11374. 

TEN-TEN INTERNATIONAL NET WINTER aso 
PARTY; 0000 GMT February 11 , 1978 through 
2400 GMT February 12, 1978. Open to all ama
teurs, but only members el ig ib le for awards. All 
contacts to be made on ten meters, any mode. 
Exchange name, OTH. 10-10 number and be sure 
to log the date and time of each con tact. 
Members on ly: Send logs no later than March 
31 . 1978 to Grace Dunlap, K5MRU. Box 445. La 
Feria. Texas 78559. 

SST T·l RANDOM WIRE ANTENNA TUNER 
All b.Jnd oper.,.l•U" 1160 10 ~lf!rtl w 11h 

m.os t ilony random lcnqlh w u o 100 w.11111 
01JIPU1 powe1 ect1Jo1•h1l11v 100:.1 I()< l)')rl~1hlC 

o r h.:i fl'loo! ope11111uu To•Ol(l •1141uctoo fOf 

$m .. ll l•le 3 111. 4 ·114 ~ 2 Jf8 6u•H ·•!l noon 
tune·u f) inrtoe.al l)l so 23~ CVil~ C(Jf\llCCIO•. 

Gv i)r (ln1tf!CI 1()1 1 ~·, I01J,1v l11ut C u m 1-111C1 
Ci)SV IQ "''e CU \ l 'f S19 !J!l 11u~~llilld IAUtl 

S.:i•c-s Ta ~'" C'11hl) !:llJI 3 76 5H87 

SST ELECTRONICS. P 0 BOX I. LAWNDALE. CA qo260 

ANTENNA all ham bands 80 thru 10 No Traps 
$25.00 postpaid. (Ca. residen ts add $1 .50 sales 
tax). Rudy Plak. P.O. Box 966, San Marcos. Ca. 
92069. 

OSL's with class! Unbeatable quality, reason
able price. Samples, 25¢. OSL's Unlimited, Box 
27553H, Atlanta, GA 30327. 

,.. ................ ~ * F ree solttrex Literatu•e ~ * ELEClRONI C VOLTAGE REGULATORS ~ * FOR CAR ALTERNA~ORS 
0 

-+c 
""- • Qpera11ng Ran~e: - 50 C to +as C -tr 
Jllllf"" • Full Warra.nly ~or 5 Years (£ 7,30) * • Ava1iable For Mos1 Cars, Send S 14..95 to iC * SOLID STATE DEVELOPMENT COMPA~Y ~ 

P,Q.Box 108, Clarkson Po!tal Station , .M lt- Min1ssauga,Ontario, CANAJA 1 LSJ 3X9 '"1' 

**************** 
ANNUAL FORT WAYNE WINTER HAMFEST, 
Shiloh Hall, January 22, 1978 from BAM unti l 
4PM local time. Early parking available. Talk in 
on 28188 and 52/52. Admission S2 at the door. 
Table space available at $1 .50 per hal f table 
(about 4 feet). For Info rmation or table reserva
tions (held until 9:30AM) write Hamfest Chair· 
man, AC/ARTS, P.O. Box 342, Fort Wayne, In· 
d lana 46801 

MICHIGAN - 8t h Annual Livonia Amateu r 
Rad io Club Swap 'n Shop; SAM to 4PM Sunday, 
February 26th, at the Stevenson High School, 
Livonia, Mich igan. Plenty of tables. door prizes. 
refreshments. free parking. Talk in on 146.52 
Simplex . For details. wr i te Neil Co ff in, 
WASGWL. Livon ia Amateur Radio Club. Box 
2111 . Li vonia. Michigan 48150 

CUYAHOGA FALLS AMATEUR RADIO CLUB -
24th Annual Auction and Flea Market ; 9AM to 
4PM Sunday, February 26th, North High School. 
Akron, Oh io. Tickets $1.50 in advance; $2.00 at 
door. Bring your own tables; some available at 
$1.00 each. Plenly of room for buyers and sellers 
- 32,000 square feet. Refreshmen ts. Grand 
Prize Tri ton IV, four other main prizes. Easy ac
cess located on Tallmadge Avenue at off ramp 
North Expressway (Route 8) connected to ma1or 
Interstates and Ohio Turnpike. Check in on 
146.52 simplex. 146.04/.64. 147.84/.24 and 223.5 
simplex . Detai ls from CFA RC, P.O. Box 6. 
Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio 44222. 

CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATORS, hand keys, 
elect ron ics keye rs , other products. Free 
catalog. Globalman Products, Box 246, El Toro, 
CA 92630. 714·533-4400. 

MOBILE IGNITION SHIELDING provides more 
rang e with no noise. Bonding strap sale less 
than 50t each. Literature. Estes Engineering, 
930 Marine Drive, Port Angeles, Wash. 98362. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS: I am a retired broadcast 
engineer who would like to meet active hams, 
on the air, who are interested in the historical 
processes of photography such as carbro. oil, 
bromoil, etc., for the purpose o f exchanging 
data on the ai r with the hope o f working together 
to preserve the knowledge of these beautiful 
processes fo r fulure generatio ns o f ham· 
photographers. I work al l bands, 2 thro ugh 160 
meters, am or ssb. For sked info please contact 
Tracy Diers , W200K, 58·14· 84th St reet, 
Elmhurst , N.Y. 11373. 

WEAR YOUR CALL LETTERS proudly at the 
next hamfest or get- together: 1 x 3 " badge· 
custom engraved w/ur call & name in red. b lue, 
green. black, white. yellow, orange, silver, gold, 
woodgrain. $1.75 ppd. The Elbridge Engraver, 
Elbridge. NY 13060. 

A WARD CERTIFICATES 
Award for Public Service or Emergency 
Communications Award . Send 2.00 each, 
event, name and address. FREE Infor 
mation . 49'er RADIO C L U B, Box 
1400-HH , Downey , Calif. 90240. 

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING 
AND PROGRAMMING WORKSHOP. On board 
the TSS Carn ivale in the Carribean June 17-24, 
1978. This f ive-day workshop will be based on a 
hands-on course using the popular 8080 and 
8085 m icrop rocessors. The use o f program· 
mab le in lerface ch i ps, data acqu i s i t io n 
modules. programming techniques as well as 
fu ture trends will be some of the topics covered. 
For more Information contact Dr. Norris Bell. 
V.P.I. and S.U., Continu ing Education Center. 
Blacksburg. Virginia. 24061, (703) 951-6208. 

LaPORTE ARC'S WINTER HAMFEST, Sunday, 
February 26 , 1978 at the LaP orte Civic 
Audi torium, 50 mi les southeast o f Chicago. 
Plenty of room, free tables, good food. Donation 
$2 at gate. Talk in on 01/61 and 52 simplex. 
LPARC, Box 30, LaPorte, IN 46350. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS Ham Band Gear. 
Send S.A.S.E. to Gordon. 10925 Mo rris Avenue 
South, Bloomington, Minnesota 55437. 

STOLEN AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT: 
Anyone desiring to l ist s tolen amateur radio 
equipment please send information to Colorado 
Council of Amateur Radio Clubs, c/o Charles E. 
Meyers. W0RNT, 1120 Yosemite Drive, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado 80910. Inc lude as much in· 
formation as possible. FREE distribution will be 
made to alt Amateur Rad io magazines and Col· 
orado Amateur Radio Clubs. Funds for postage 
and printing w ill be greatly apprec iated. 

LR TRI POLE MULTI-BAND 

11.. r )o(.· .- . J 
Unlmsll AMII Ce. Dlpt. H3 
ltr HG41 Ell'Ut.fl19t2' 
11!&illat (9151 5tM91D 

. ! . 
JJl·b.lnd.111t1n11.1 ~ C..l,..llfHd 
ao 10 6 1.!ef!l \ OIUS 160' ~ Swt 81'\0S &. l-1'1 
D•~n 'l KW !>EP r.aring Ne l'ei11~rg ~ OI 
l•dPO\oll'IQU 8010 120 l11nvtt11<J·VOI tOl'llfY'UI 
lov••l.IO!f: 1i1111 t(litlTIGI •ssttnOleo 
kn TIO·k . . . ~~. 15 usn Pf'O 1n USA 

WEST COAST BULLETIN edited and transmitted 
by W6ZF, 9 PM PDT (8 PM PST) (0400 UTC) 3450 
kHz, A-1 , 22 WPM, FIRST AND THIRD MON· 
DAYS each month . Ten to fifteen items of latest 
current events of interest to Amateurs, w ith final 
few minutes at 25 WPM to help build code 
speed. 

QSL CARDS 500/$10. 400 i llust rat ions, sample. 
Bowman Prin ting, Dept. HRH, 743 Harvard, St. 
Lou is, Mo. 63130. 

CASH for your c lean ham gear. Beacon Com· 
municat ions - used equipment specialists, 
879 Beaco n St., Boston , Mass. 02215. 
617-267-1975. 



DX 
FORECASTER 

February is expected to be a 
good month for DX 
propagation, with Solar Cycle 
21 now well underway and 
sunspot numbers climbing 
rapidly. Future conditions are 
often best predicted by looking 
at past conditions, and the 
September, 1977, equinoctial 
period was one of the best 
months up to that time for 
solar and ionospheric activity 
favorable to DXers. Major 
flares, solar prominences, x-ray 
and proton events, and 
geomagnetic-field activity 
shared the limelight during the 
month. Perhaps the most 
encouraging phenomena of all 
were the unexpectedly high 
solar-flux levels accompanied 
by unusual ly low geomagnetic
field activity. These, coupled 
with monthly mean-sunspot
numbers that exceeded 30 for 
the third time during the year, 
showed all avid DXers that 
Cycle 21 is improving much 
faster than most of us 
expected! 

Because equinoctial patterns 
are similar, Fall, 1977, 
conditions are likely to be 
repeated, with improvements, 
during Spring 1978, beginning 
in February! Add to this solar
terrestrial potboiler the great 
amount of operating activity 
that is expected, and you can 
plan to lose a lot of sleep 
during the month. For example, 
the annual ARRL DX Contest 
will begin on February 4th and 
5th (phone section) and 
continue on February 18th and 
19th (CW section). The Novice 
Roundup will probably begin on 
the 4th and continue for the 
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next eight days. During the 
second weekend of February, 
the QCWA usually holds its 
annual QSO party; and the 
YLRL usually holds its YL-OM 
contest during the third 
weekend of the month. Add to 
these a number of state QSO 
parties, and your operating 
calendar will be chock full . Oh 
yes, don't forget the Ten-Ten 
Net Winter QSO Party that 
often takes place on the 
second weekend of February. 
Please consult the HAM 
CALENDAR in this issue for 
exact times and dates, because 
as we go to press some of 
these are tentative. 

Band-by-band activity 

Ten Meters will have 
occasional DX openings into 
Europe and Africa - perhaps 
even the Pacific - and 
frequent openings into South 
and Central America. Look at 
the chart for the most likely 
times and frequencies. 

Fifteen meters will open up 
into most of the DX areas of 
the world on more than half of 
the days of the month, so it is 
best to pick your operating 
times and frequencies from the 
accompanying chart. Novices: 
don't forget that fifteen will be 
your best DX band, with many 
foreign stations (including rare 
ones) using Novice frequencies 
to help you with your countries
worked list. 

Twenty meters will be the most 
consistent DX band but, as 
usual, will also provide the 
greatest ORM. Skillful 
operating will get you some 

choice tidbits from all areas of 
the world , even if you run low 
power, so be patient and 
persistent ; the good stuff is 
there! 

Forty, eighty, and one-sixty all 
exhibit excellent, and 
predictable, DX activity at this 
time of year - during the 
hours of darkness. Noise levels 
will be seasonably low for most 
of the United States and mid
latitude countries, while 
propagation conditions will 
benefit from generally high 
solar-flux levels and low 
geomagnetic-field activity, 
except on disturbed days. 
European forty-meter DX 
begins filtering into the East 
Coast at about 20002, moving 
west as the evening wears on. 
Eighty lags by about two hours, 
and one-sixty is often two or 
three hours behind eighty. If 
you really want to DX on the 
Top Band, plan to sleep during 
the daytime. 

Last-minute forecast 

Remember that solar storms 
severely affect the earth's 
magnetic field and ionosphere, 
sometimes resulting in a 
communications blackout. 
Minor disturbances often 
enhance the ionosphere and 
propagation. Expect slightly 
disturbed conditions during the 
first week of the month and 
again around the 23rd; and 
perhaps more severe 
ionospheric disturbances 
between February 15th and 
20th. The remainder of the 
month should be reasonably 
normal for this time of year and 
solar cycle. As always, keep 
your listening fine-tuned to 
WWV at eighteen minutes past 
each hour for up-to-date solar
flux and geomagnetic-field 
information. Moon perigee will 
occur on February 5th at 23002. 
Historically, unusual weather 
conditions often accompany or 
shortly follow geomagnetic
field disturbances, so it might 
be well to watch for some 
atmospheric phenomena on the 
19th or 20th. 
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d D~llMI · nee s a nv1•1d ' -so oyou. 

Computers Challenge America's Cup by Eben Ostby 0 A Beginner's 
Guide to Pen'pherals: Input / Output Devices Your Mother Never Told 
You About by Leslie Solomon and Stanley Veit 0 Computer Country: 
An Electronic jungle Gym for Kids by Lee Felsenstein 0 The Best Slot 
Machine Game Ever by Tom Digate 0 The Micro Diet : Better Health 
through Electronics by Karen E. Brothers and Louise L. Silver 0 Come 
Closer and We Won'tEvenHave to Talk by Avery Johnson 0 The Kit and I, 
Part Four: T esting, Testing by Richard W. Langer 0 Computer Models 
1·n Psychology by Joseph Weizenbaum 0 Micro, Micro on the Wall, How 
Will I Look When/ Am Tam by Stuart Dambrot 0 Copycat Computer by 
Tom Digate 0 Talk Is Cheap by Hesh Wiener 0 Project Prometheus : 
Going Solar with Your Micro by Lee Felsenstein 0 BASIC from the Word 
GOTO by Eben Ostby 0 Chipmaker, Chipmaker, How Does Your Crystal 
Grow.' by Sandra Faye 0 The Kit and I, Part Three : Personality Plus by 
Richard W. Langer 0 Make Me More Music, Maestro Micro by Dorothy 
Siegel 0 Wings in Wind Tunnels : Computer Models and Theon·es by 
Joseph Weizenbaum 0 What Is a Microcomputer System? by Leslie 
Solomon and Stanley Veit 0 Maintaining Your Micro by O.S. (T he Old 
Soldier) 0 Time Shan'ng on the Family Micro by Barry Yarkon 0 The 
Wordslinger : 2200 Characters per Second by Stuart Dambrot 0 Light 
Fantastic : The Kinetic Sculpture of Michael Mayock by Tom Moldvay 
and Lawrence Schick 0 From Bombs to ROMs by Lavinia Di~ond 0 
Guard against Cn·b Death with Your Micro by Jon Glick 0 Home 
Computers : The Products America May Never Know It Needs by Martin 
Himmelfarb 0 Putting Two and Two Together by Tom Pittman 0 The 
Wonderful Dreams of Dr. K by Hesh Wiener 0 The Kilobyte Card: 
Memon·es for Pennies by T hom Veblen 0 The Unlikely Birth of a 
Computer Artist by Richard Helmick 0 Scott J oplin on Your Sci-Fi Hi-Fi 
by Dorothy Siegel 0 Building a Basic Music Board by Eben F. Ostby 0 
The Compulsive Programmer by Joseph Weizenbaum 0 The Very Best 
Defense (a short story) by Laurence M. Janifer 0 Chart Up and Flow 
Right by Eben F. Ostby 0 Computer Wrestling : The Program of 
Champions by Lee Felsenstein 0 Forget Me, Forget Me Not by Avery 
Johnson 0 PLATO Makes Learning Mickey Mouse by Elisabeth R. 
Lyman 0 Charged Couples by Sandra Faye Carroll 0 Xeroxes and 
Other Hard Copy off Your CRT by Bill Etra 0 The Kit and I, Part Two: 
or Power to the Computer by Richard W. La nger 0 How Computers 
Work by Joseph Weizenbaum 0 Personally Yours from IBM by Eben F. 
Ostby 0 A Payroll Program for Your Small Business by Robert G. Forbes 
0 Memon'es Are Made of This by Lee Felsenstein 0 Memory, Memory, 
How Much Memory? by Stan Veit 0 Software - Th' Genie in the Bottle 
by Tom Pittman 0 Your Compu ter or Your Wife by Susan Gilpatrick 0 

The 
computer 

• magazine 
for the curious 
Every monthly i11ue keeps you abreast of the latest microcomputer 
application• for home, school, and office. Written by profea1ional1 
who lmow how to prumt miaocomputiq in a lively, readable, 
and anderatandable fuhion, ROM i1 fan. ROM i1 inatnactive. 
ROM i1 everythm, you ever wanted in a compater mapzine. 

Look wlaat you've been mi11i111 withoat your monthly ROM! 

Plu1 columns by Ted Nelson, Andrew Siqer, Bill Etra, and A.I. 
Kuahmer, OD Artificial lntellipnce, ne Future, ne Haman 
Factor in Computiq . . . . Pim practical aoftwue, lidiap, 
documentation, new peripherals, interfaces, pmea . . . . And 
more, much more. 

~---------------------, 
~ ~· 1 ROM Pablication1 Corp. 
""ITI Roate 97, BoK H 
COMPUTER APPl1cAr10NS FoR uv1NG Hampton, CT 062.t 7 

Name 

Addre11 

City State Zip 

U.S.A.: D One year $15 O Two years $28 D Three yean $39 
Canada I: Mexico: Please add $2/yr, additional poatqe 
Europe I: Soath America: Please add $12/yr, additional poatap 
All otlaer continmta: Please add $24/yr. additional poatap 
D Claeck/moaeyorder end. O Maater Charp D BukAmericard I 
Exp. date Card# I 
L!I~-allo~ 4-6 ~eeb fo~ delivel'!.:_ ______ ___ J 
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MADISON 
BIG SIGNAL BUYS 

NEW OMNl-J 2·meter mobile or 
portable antenna. %" thread, 5-dB gain 
(l.5·dB gain over conventional %·wave 
mobile whip antenna)_ $29.95; 220·MHz 
$27.95. 450 MHz $27.95. Guaranteed re· 
suits. 
KLM: Antennas, Linears, Accessories All 

In Stock 
FREE balun w/ 2 meter base antenna. 

PREMAX 4-foot ground rod plus clamp 
$4.50 

YAESU FT-301D plus FREE FP-301 AC 
$935.00 

YAESU FT0 301 plus FREE FP-301 AC 
$750.00 

HY GAIN 18AVT/WB + 100 feet RG8 
coax $100.00 
HY GAIN 18V vertical $19.95 
Model 214 2m Yagi $21.50 
Hy-Gain 208 2M Yagi $15.95 
VHF SPECIAL: Kenwood TS700S List . . . 
$679 Call for quote 
JANEL PREAMPS: In Stock. Technical 
Books (ARRL, Sams, Tab. RCA, T.1., etc.) 
HAM X ROTOR (New Model) Turns 28 sq. 
ft. of antenna. List $325. In Stock. 

Your Price $249 
COE HAM·lll $129.00 
BIRD 43 WATTMETERS plus slugs In stock. 
SWAN METERS: WM 6200 VHF Wattmeter 
$49.95; SWR 3 Mobile $9.95. 
TELEX HEADSETS: In Stock 
CETRON 572B $24.95 ea. 
ADEL nibbling tool, $6.45; punch $3.50 
CABLE 5/32", 6-strand. soft·drawn guy 
cable. For mast or light tower. 3C foot. 
BELDEN COAX CABLE: 8237 RG8 19C ft. 
8214 RG8 foam 23C ft., 8448 8·wire rotor 
cable 14( ft., 8210 72 ohm kw twinlead 
$19/100 ft., 8235 300 ohm kw twinlead 
$12/100 ft., Amphenol PL-259, silver· 
plated 59(', UGl75 adapter 19¢, PL·258 
dbl female $1.00. BNC female chassis 
mount 59c ea; MICRO RG·8/U same size 
as RG-59, 2 KW PEP @ 30 MHz 16¢/ft. 
BELDEN 14 gauge copper stranded anten· 
na wire. $5.00/100 ft. 
RG8 foam Xtra-Flex coax, 100% Braid 
coverage, 23c ft. 
22 gauge plastic covered ant. wire for 
long wire, radials. $3.50/ 1000 ft. 
KESTER SOLDER 1 lb. 60/40, .062 $6.50 
Leader - Amateur Test Equip. - 10% 
off l i st. 
Mallory 2.5A/1000PtV epoxy diode 19c ea . 
• 001 MFD 20KV CAP. $1.95 
Raytheon 811A, sealed cartons. $16.00 pr. 
GE receiving tubes. 50% off llst 

CALL FOR QUOTES ON: 
YAESU FT301D, FT301, 
FT-227R, KENWOOD TS520S, 
TS820S, TS600A, TR7400A, 
TR7500A & ETO-ALPHA. ALL IN 
SEALED CARTONS. CALL FOR 
QUOTES ON ITEMS NOT LIST
ED. THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL: 
BEARCAT 210 SCANNER $249. 
CALL FOR FAST QUOTE, OR WRITE AND 
INCLUDE TELEPHONE NUMBER. IF WE 
HAVE YOUR BARGAIN, WE'LL CALL YOU 
PREPAID. 

TERMS: All prices FOB Houston. Prices subject 
lo change without notice. All Items Guaranteed. 
Some items subject to prior sale. Send letterhead 
for Amateur dealers price list. Texas residents add 
5% tax Please add postage estimate. 

MADISON 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC. 

1508 McKINNEY HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

713/658-0268 Niles 713/497-5683 
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49 
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Madison Electronic Supply 78 
MFJ En terprises 3 
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Radio Session 71 
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Foreign Subscription Agents 
for Ham Radio HORIZONS 

Ham Radt0 Austria 
Karin ueber 
Pos!l~c:h 245" 
0 ·7850 Loerrach 
West Germany 

Ham Raoio Belgium 
Stereohouse 
Brunelsesleenweg 416 
6 ·9218 Gent 
Belgium 

Ham Radio Canada. 
Bo• 114, GOderleh 
Oniario, Canada N7A JY5 

Ham Radio Europe 
Bo1.444 
S· t94 04 Upplands Vasby 
Sweden 

Ham Aacho F ranee 
Ch1istlane Michel 
F-89117 Parly 
F1ance 

Ham Radio Germany 
Karin Uebe1 
Postrach 245-t 
[). 7850 Loe1rach 
West Oermany 

Ham Radio Holland 
MRL Ec1tonics 
Postbus88 
Nl·220' Oelt1 
Holland 

Ham Radio 11a1y 
STE, Via Manlago 15 
1·201 34 MHaino 
l!aty 

Ham Rad io Sw11zerlrtnd 
Kaun Ueber 
Postlacn 2454 
D· 7650 Loerraeh 
Wes\ Germany 

Ham Radio UK 
P 0 Box 6J. Hanow 
Mlddloso• HA3 6HS. 
England 

Holland Radio 
l4'3Greonway 
Greons•de. Johannesbutg 
Rcpubhc of South Aluc:a 



r------WHY PAY MORE?---
DEAR OM: Please read our "fine" print. 

Sure, we know you can buy many of the same, identical brand-name products 
(that we offer for sale) from other suppliers . And , if you shop around, you CAN 
buy them for considerably LESS than the manufacturer's recommended selling 
price. 

BUT ... WHAT do you actually get for your money other than a "FACTORY
SEALED" carton of complicated electronic components, a few fancy knobs and 
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS?" And , WHAT do you get if this expensive assortment of 
printed circuit boards fails to operate the very first time you put it on the air, 
or goes up in a big cloud of smoke during your second QSO? 

Quite frankly. YOU USUALLY GET~ YOU PAY FOR - NO MORE! And, 
when PRICE is your only consideration, you may even get LESS! 

WANT MORE FOR YOUR MONEY? We can't really blame you for wonting 
to save a few dollars. BUT .. .. whoever said the "LOWEST" price is the SAME 
as the "BEST" price? Granted, there may well be circumstances under which this 
axiom will hold water . . . BUT, we're not talking about peanuts and 
crackerjacks here. 

HAM RADIO equipment is complex in both nature and design. And , whether 
it carries a foreign or domestic label , it is NOT produced for a song. So, when 
you think about it , no matter how "LITTLE" you pay, you're still making a 
sizeable investment of your hard-earned dollars in a " HOBBY!" And, you EXPECT 
a certain amount of thrills , enjoyment and SATISFACTION in return - NOT 
grief . worry and hassles! 

LET'S FACE IT! We COULD just as easily offer liberal discounts or cosh·ond
corry incentives in order to attract more customers . BUT ... if there's one lesson 
we've learned in our 40-PLUS YEARS of serving the notion's ham operators ... 
it's that THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR "GOOD" S-E-R-V-l·C-E ! Long after the 
price you pay hos been forgotten, WHAT really sticks in your mind is the kind 
of S-E-R-V-1-C-E you got - both BEFORE and AFTER the sole. 

Therefore , our prices on new and used gear ore "down-to-earth" in the 
sense that they FAIRLY reflect the "REALISTIC" VALUE of the merchandise -
WHEN you toke into account that WE STAND FIRMLY BEHIND WHAT WE SELL! 
And , we make every reasonable effort to insure your FULL and COMPLETE 
SATISFACTION with every purchase. S-E-R-V-1-C-E is not a problem with us -
IT'S OUR POLICY! 

Furthermore, you'·ll find our ATTITUDE in serving you MORE than 
REFRESHING. We don't follow the "Hard-Sell" approach and , in fact , we will 
lean over backwards NOT to sell you a particular item when we feel it's not 
RIGHT FOR YOU! And , we' re MORE than happy to offer whatever practical 
or technical advice you need in setting up or operating your station. 

Finally , when you deal with us, you ALWAYS receive our PROMPT, 
PERSONAL ATTENTION and INDIVIDUAL CONCERN. Each and every letter or 
phone call puts you in INST ANT TOUCH with a licensed ham who is READY, 
WILLING and ABLE to give your order or inquiry their undivided attention -
NOT put you on "HOLD!" 

In conclusion, HAM RADIO is our ONLY business. And, as such, we don't 
pretend to be "Big Operators" or "Wheeler-Dealers" but choose instead to offer 
FRIENDSHIP and PERSONAL S-E-R-V-1-C-E plus RELIABILITY to those who realize 
that there is MORE to a "GOOD DEAL" than just the lowest price available. In 
the final analysis , the true VALUE of the PRODUCT you select and your ultimate 
SATISFACTION with it depend on the REPUTATION of the DEALER standing 
behind it! 

And , when it comes to FAST DELIVERY , HONEST DEALING and FULL / 
DEPENDABLE S-E-R·V-1-C-E , we don't just advertise it - WE GIVE IT ! 

73's STAN BURGHARDT w•1T Bill BURGHARDT WB.NBO JIM SMITH WB~JY ERV HEIMBUCK K'°TZ 

STORE HOURS: 124 First Avenue Northwest 
TUESDAY thru SATURDAY P.O. Box 73 

9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P .M. Watertown, South Dakota 57201 
Closed Sunday & Monday Phone 605-886·7314 

Write today for our latest Bulletin/ Used Equipment list. 



Alive with activity at both 
ends of the band! Be a part of the total 
2 Meter picture with the Cush Craft 
Twist Antenna . Actua lly two, easily 
assembled, 10 element yagis in one -
the vertical elements are cut for the 
high end, the horizontal elements for 

., the low end, and separate feed lines 
are used. The A 147-20T is tailored to 
meet the demands of the operator 
who enjoys the best of both worlds 

- FM and SSB /CW. 
·· A147-20T $54.95 

. . . Extend your horizon - Explore the excit
ing new world of amateur satellite communications using 
low power with our multi-polarized Twist Antennas. All 
models include phasing harness for selectable linear or right/ 
left circular polarization. Two of these Twists may be mount
ed on the A 14T-MB mounting boom which is complete with 
a pre-drilled plate for a readily available mast-through rotator. 
Face this challenging frontier-Become a Specialist! 

Model 
Center Freq .. !MHzl 
No .. Eleme~~s 
Weight !lbs.I 

· Wind Surf. A.re.a (ft. l ) 

~~;,'::2~f ~i; ... c " 

A144-10T $34.95 A432-20T $49.95 
A144-20T $54.95 A14T-MB $15.95 

PERFORMANCE ARRAYS • • • 
Enjoy fade-free contacts on VHF/ UHF with Twist Antennas and 
Arrays. Excellent for scatter and other long-haul techniques. Double 
your effective radiated power by stacking two Twists, or quadruple 
ERP by stacking four Twists. Arrays are easily assembled for your 
special communications requirement. Write for stacking and phasing 
harness details concerning amateur and commercial frequencies. 

Dependable communications - Now Yours! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
A147-20T A144-10T 
144.5/146.5 145.9 
10/10 10 
6 3.5 
1.42 .74 
Center Rear 
40x40x140 .~. 4.0~tOx70 

A144-20T 
145.9 
20 
6 
1.42 
Center 
40x40x146 

A432-20T 
432 
20 ·" 
3.5 ... 
:3T .. ,, 

80 [fill February 1978 More details? Ad Check page 78 . 
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The Kenwood fllmlly 11 growing! 
The TL-922, a brand new linear amplifier, i1 now a reality. 

Give yourself the "big 1ignal" that commands 
attention on today's crowded band1. The TL-922 runs 
the full legal limit on all the ham band1from180-10 

meters and is compatible with mOlt amateur exciters. 
The TL-922 is a must in any Kenwood station. 

Make yourself heard like you'\fe never been 
heard before, with the Kenwood TL-922 linear amplifier. 

TL•B2B 

W...t mek• one llneer ampllfler dlff9rant than an ti. 
..-t1 Check out ti.. f9atu,..: 

Full ameteur und coverage - lncludn 180 meters. 
lnmnt heating filaments - The 3-SOOZ tubes require 
no warm up period. Jutt tum it on and got 
Time delay fan circuit - Even after you turn the TL-922 
off, the 11uper quiet fan continues to work for approxi
mately 2 minutes to gre11tly extend tube life. 
Adjustable ALC output voltage - Leta you tailor the ALC 
voltage to your exciter. 
Standby poeidon - Providn amplifier bypesaing without 
having to tum the AC power off. 
Two independent ufety Interlock• - One disconnects 
AC line voltage and the MCOnd ahorta &t to ground 
when tripped. 
Vernier plate control - For smooth, easy tune-up. 
Diecast aide panei. - Includes functional carrying han
dles for easy transportation. 
Thermal protection of power transformer - Amplifier 
automatically switches to standby if power transformer 
temperature exceeds 145°F. 
Tuned Input Circuit - Means improved spurious charac· 
teristics. 
Line voltage aelector - Easily switched between 1'20 ,,., 
and 240 VAC. 
Plate Current Meter - Separate meter a llows continuous 
monitoring of?plate current. 

Frequ9ncy Range: Amatour bands, 160-10 meters 
Drive Power R911ul,.d: 80 W nom, 120 W max 
Mode end Duty Cycle: $$8, cont fo r 30 min CW 

ALC: Neg going, adjustable threshold, -BV DC max 
output (typ). 

Tubea: 2 x Eimac 3.sooz. 

Shown with top panels removed 

and ATTY, key· down cont for 10 min 
AF Input Pow er : SSB: 2,000 watts PEP, CW, 

ATTY: 1,00 0 watts DC 
Plate Voltage: (et Idle) 3 .1 KV SSB. 2.2 KV CW, ATIY 
Circuit Type: Class AB> g rounded grid linear amplifier 
Input Impedance: Sd !l, unbalanced at better 

than 1.5 SWA 
Output Impedance: 50 to 75 !l, unbalanced. 
Harmonic Suppreuion: min 40 db, depending 

on exciter used . 
Fon Motor Deley Time: 140:1:30 seconds. (at room 

temperature> · 

Semlconductora: 1 B Diodes, 1 Zener diode. 
Power Requlremente: 120V, 28A; 220/ 240V, 14A: 

50/ 60 Ht; for maximum SSB input. 
Di men1iona: 390 mm (15'K"> x 190 mm (7'h" ) x 

407 mm (16" ) 
Weight: Net 31 kg (68 lbs) Shipping 38kg (83 lbs) 

The above speciiications are subject to change without 
notice due to developments in technology. 

TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS INC. 
1111 WEST WALNUT / COMPTON, CA 90220 



The BEATBKIT BW-101 
ii won't cost you an arm and a leg! 

Chances are that getting on the air is pretty important to you . You 
may be a brand new Novice, a recent upgrade to Ge neral. or 
you're rejoining the Amateur ranks after years of inactivity. But 
the cost! $600, $700, in some cases $1000 and more. And that's just 
the price of a transceiver .... no extras! Pretty staggering, isn 't it? 
There's a choice though. 
Did you know that you can equip your s tation with our perfor
mance proven HW-101. its optional crystal CW filter. and match
ing power supply. for a lot less than $450. Less than $430 in fact! 

And for the price you'll have 0.35 µv receiver sensitivity, complete 
80 through 10 me ter coverage, selectable LSB, USB, CW, VOX and 
PTT operation, and 180 watts PEP in on phone and 170 in on 
CW .. .. for less than $4301 
Think about it. Ask the guy who's built a 101. then make your 
move to join the thousands of Amateurs who have turned to 
Heath for outs tanding value , quality, and unparalleled perfor. 
mance. The HW-101 - it's a transceiver you can grow with and a 
pretty impressive answer to getting on the air .... without it cost
ing an arm and a leg! 

AM-362 
For complete details on our entire line of quality Amateur Radio Products use the postcard. found elsewhere in this issue 

to send for your Free Heathkit Catalog. or write: Heath Company, Dept. 348-381. Benton Harbor. Michigan 49022 


